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ANNOTATION 

This document contains the user’s guide to use GIS «Operator» software product for force 

structures (GIS Operator SE) PARB.00048-02 (hereinafter referred to as GIS Operator SE) operating in 

OS «Astra Linux Special Edition» RUSB.10015-01. 

GIS Operator SE is intended for accumulation, storage, automated processing and display of data, 

calculation results and forecasts with geospatial reference. 

GIS Operator SE contains functions for displaying and processing electronic vector, raster and 

matrix maps. 

The electronic vector map may contain an arbitrary number of sheets. There can be up to 2 billion 

objects on a single sheet. An arbitrary number of custom maps can be displayed above the terrain map. 

Map editing can be done in multi-user mode. Map objects can be logically connected with records of 

external databases via a unique object number or semantic characteristics. 

Calculations on the map can be performed in a flat rectangular or a geodetic coordinate system. It is 

supported simultaneously the coordinate system of 1942 (Pulkovo 1942), PZ-90 and WGS 84. 
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1 ASSIGNMENT OF THE PROGRAM 

1.1 General information 

Software product GIS «Operator» for force structures (GIS Operator SE) PARB.00048-02 

(hereinafter referred to as GIS Operator SE) is intended for accumulation, storage, automated processing 

and display of data, calculation results and forecasts with geospatial reference. 

GIS Operator SE contains functions for displaying and processing electronic vector, raster and 

matrix maps. 

The electronic vector map may contain an arbitrary number of sheets. There can be up to 2 billion 

objects on a single sheet. An arbitrary number of custom maps can be displayed above the terrain map. 

Custom maps can be edited in multi-user mode. Map objects can be logically connected with records of 

external databases via a unique object number or semantic characteristics. 

Calculations on the map can be performed in a flat rectangular or a geodetic coordinate system. It is 

supported the coordinate system of 1942 (Pulkovo 1942), PZ-90 and WGS 84. 

The database of electronic maps has a hierarchical structure. At the lower level it is stored 

information about individual map objects. Objects can be combined into groups, layers and map sheets. 

The set of map sheets with the same scale and type makes up the area of work - a separate database of 

electronic maps. The description of an individual object consists of metric data (coordinates on the 

terrain), semantic data (object properties), text reference data, illustrative graphic data and other data, 

including a unique object number through which it is performed logical communication with external 

relational databases. 

The volume of a separate database for electronic maps can have several terabytes. The database is 

updated in the transaction execution mode, which provides recovery from failures and rollback to any 

number of steps back. The control system supports a high-performance data indexing algorithm, which 

ensures maximum speed of searching and displaying map objects on standard technical means. 

The main functions of the system are: 

- creating and using the hierarchical structure of the electronic map database with levels: work 

area, map sheets, object layer, and individual terrain objects; 

- editing the contents of the electronic map database using the graphical user interface: creating a 

new one, updating, deleting, copying, and restoring map objects; 

- visualization of the database content in symbols used for topographic, survey-geographical, 

cadastral and other types of maps; 

- support for standard systems of classification, coding of objects and their characteristics in 

accordance with the requirements of Roskartography, Topographic Service of the armed forces 

of the Russian Federation and other federal services; 

- support for custom symbols, layers, objects, and their characteristics; complex graphical 

primitives (dotted lines of different lengths and widths) can be used to display symbols,  

- filling of polygon object by conventional point signs to a size larger than 8x8, etc.); 

- performing calculation operations: determining the area, length, perimeter, building buffer 

zones; 

- output to external printing devices the image of the electronic map in the accepted symbols; 

support for vector and raster printing devices, color and black-and-white; changing the 

composition of objects and the scale of the map when printing. 

 

1.2 Software structure 

The system software has a modular multitasking structure. All modules are called from a common 

control shell. 

The software includes:  

- electronic map management system; 

- GIS control shell; 
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- service modules. 

 

The control shell is implemented as an executable file operator.exe. It is responsible for the user 

interface (operator work). 

The electronic map management system is implemented as a dynamic library. It performs the 

functions of a specialized database for electronic maps. 

Service modules (converters, vector image editor, output module to external devices, calculation 

module, interaction module with external DBMSs, and others) are implemented as dynamic libraries. 

 

1.3 Types of data processed 

GIS Operator SE allows you to process the following types of digital map data: 

- vector map; 

- raster images of the area (raster maps); 

- matrix data about the area. 

 

Different types of digital data can be processed together or separately. Digital data can be displayed 

on graphic displays, edited, and output to external printers. 

GIS Operator SE works with electronic maps that meet the requirements of the information 

cartographic support of troops, approved by Head of Military Topographic Department, according to data 

formats, rules for digital description of terrain objects and their characteristics, classifiers of map objects 

and reference parameters, libraries of conventional signs: 

- for a vector map, it must be used the exchange format SXF version 4.0, MIF, Shape, or S57; 

- for raster maps - PCX, BMP, or RSW format;  

- for matrix maps - MTW, MTQ format; 

- the symbol library and the classifier of vector map objects must be in RSC format 

Vector maps of the terrain should be used as vector maps of the scale 1 : 1 – 1 : 40 000 000. 

Space or aerial photographs and scanned map materials should be used as raster maps. Matrix maps 

must contain data on the absolute elevation of the terrain, the relative heights of terrain objects, or data on 

the quality characteristics of terrain (passability, camouflage properties, the quality of radio signal 

reception, etc). 

 

1.3.1 Electronic map in GIS Operator SE 

Electronic map is a user-compiled set of various digital data about terrain related to a specific 

territory. 

Electronic map can be based on a vector map of the area, a raster map, or a matrix map. 

After opening the main data type, available for the selected territory, the user can add other data 

types to it (compose the electronic map). 

Additionally, custom vector maps, raster images, and matrices can be opened in any number and 

composition. For this purpose, there are used the menu items File and the dialog lists for custom map, 

raster lists, and matrix lists. 

The positioning of different data types relative to each other and scaling is performed automatically 

based on the passport data of the corresponding types of maps. Passport data is filled in at the conversion 

stage from exchange formats. 

Combining different types of data and changing their properties (positioning on the terrain, scaling, 

display order on the screen, color palette, brightness, contrast, composition of displayed objects, etc.) 

allows you to process maps of various terrain characteristics for a wide range of tasks. 

 

1.3.2 Structure of vector maps 

GIS Operator SE processes vector maps presented in SXF formats. 
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1.3.2.1 Vector map sheet 

Data on digital vector maps has the following structure: 

- passport data about the map sheet (scale, projection, coordinate system, rectangular and 

geodetic coordinates of the sheet corners, etc.); 

- metric data of map objects (coordinates of objects in the area); 

- semantic data of map objects (various properties of objects). 

 

The object of the electronic map is a set of digital data (metric, semantics, reference data), which 

may correspond to a real object on the ground (bridge, river, building, etc.), group of objects (block - 

group houses, etc.), or part of the object (for complex description of the object's metrics - it can be 

divided into two objects, or the object can be described in detail - a porch of a building, private housing, 

etc.) or not available (see explanatory captions, horizontal, kilometer grid, etc.). 

Individual vector map objects can be logically combined by layers, localization, and user-defined 

attributes. This creates a hierarchical data representation structure that is used for solving various 

application tasks. Information about the location of the object in the hierarchical structure is the reference 

data of the map object. 

The data structure of electronic vector maps complements the structure of digital maps with 

information about conventional signs used when displaying corresponding objects that have certain 

semantic characteristics (for example, a road with a concrete surface and a road with an asphalt surface 

can be represented by lines of different colors). 

A description of the types for vector map objects, semantic characteristics (properties, attributes) of 

objects, layers that combine objects, and symbols used when forming an electronic map on graphic 

devices is stored in the digital classifier (resource file) of the electronic map. 

Description of object types and semantic characteristics contains information about the encoding 

system (classification) of objects, characteristics, and their values.  

The electronic vector map can contain up to 65536 types of objects, which can be combined into 

255 layers and have up to 65536 types of characteristics. 

Up to 2000 types of objects, 16 layers, and 200 types of characteristics are actually used to describe 

map information. 

When uploading digital vector maps from the format SXF to the system's database, the digital maps 

are converted to electronic maps by establishing logical links between digital map objects and the 

corresponding records of the electronic map classifier. 

 

1.3.2.2 Sheet nomenclature 

In order to easily and quickly find the necessary map sheets of a particular scale and area, each of 

these sheets is assigned its own numeric and alphabetic designation. 

The numbering system and designation of individual map sheets is called their Nomenclature. The 

nomenclature of each sheet is indicated above the north side of its border (in the middle or on the right). 

In addition, the name of the largest locality located on the list is signed next to the list's nomenclature. 

The type of nomenclature depends on the type of map (topographic, survey-geographical, air 

navigation, city plan, etc.), its scale, and the national mapping system. 

The nomenclature of Russian topographic maps for all scales is based on the millionth map sheets. 

Any sheet of this map has the following frame sizes: 6 degrees in longitude and 4 degrees in latitude. 

Therefore, if you draw the meridians through 6 degrees, and the parallel through 4 degrees, then the entire 

surface of the Earth will be divided into trapezoids, each of which corresponds to a separate sheet of map 

scale 1 : 1,000,000. 

The nomenclature of a scale map sheet 1 : 1,000,000 consists of Row (belt) and Column; the rows 

of sheets are indicated by capital letters of Latin alphabet. The series are counted from the equator to the 
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poles. The columns of sheets are counted from the meridian with a longitude of 180 degrees, from West 

to East. For example, the list item from Smolensk will be N-36 (Smolensk). 

 

Nomenclature of topographic maps 

The range of topographic maps depends on the map scale. There are the following scales of 

topographic maps: 

- 1 : 1 000 000; 

- 1 :   500 000; 

- 1 :   200 000; 

- 1 :   100 000; 

- 1 :    50 000; 

- 1 :    25 000; 

- 1 :    10 000; 

- 1 :     5 000. 

 

The code of nomenclature until a scale of 1: 10,000 is as follows:  

9 . Z - 99 - 999 - 9 - 9 - 9 . Z 

1   2   34   567   8   9   10  11  

 

Dot/dash characters are used as delimiters. 

1 symbol. It designates the northern or southern hemisphere and takes the value: 

0 - north; 

1 - south. 

2 symbol. It designates the belt of graph (marking) the Earth's ellipsoid (Latin letters from A to U). 

3, 4 symbol. It designate the zones of graph the Earth’s ellipsoid. It takes values from 1 to 60. 

5, 6, 7 symbol. They indicate the number of a map sheet with a scale 1: 100 000 when graph a sheet 

of the map with a scale 1: 1 000 000, it takes values from 1 to 144. 

If a sheet of the map with a scale 1: 200 000, it takes values from 1 to 36. 

If a sheet of the map with a scale 1: 500 000, it takes values from 1 to 4. 

8 symbol. The place of a scale map sheet 1: 50,000 when graph a sheet of the map with a scale 1: 

100,000, it takes values from 1 to 4. 

9 symbol. The place of a scale map sheet 1: 25 000, when graph a sheet of the map with a scale 1: 

50 000, it takes values from 1 to 4. 

10 symbol. The place of a scale map sheet 1: 10 000, when graph a sheet of the map with a scale 1: 

25 000, it takes values from 1 to 4. 

11 symbol. It indicates the layout of the sheet (Latin letters from A to D): 

- single (A, B, C, D); 

- double (A, C); 

- quadruple (A). 

 

The layout of the sheet depends on the latitude of the area: 

- belt from A to O-single sheet; 

- belt from P to S-double leaf; 

- belt from T to U- quadruple sheet. 

 

The symbols 8, 9, and 10 take values depending on the layout of the sheet: 

single - 1, 2, 3, 4; 

double - 1,3; 

quadruple - 1.  

8 symbol is optional. 

Examples of nomenclatures. 
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Scale 1 : 1,000,000 : 0.A01, 0.A-60 

Scale 1 : 500 000 :    

- 0.A-01-001; 

- 0.A-01-006;  

- 1.A-60-001;  

- 1.A-60-006. 
 

Scale 1 :   200 000 :     

- 0.A-01-001; 

- 0.A-01-036; 

- 1.A-60-001;   

- 1.A-60-036. 
 

Scale 1 :   100 000 :     

- 0.A-01-001; 

- 0.A-01-144; 

- 1.A-60-001; 

- 1.A-60-144. 
 

Scale 1 :    50 000 :     

- 0.A-01-001-1; 

- 0.P-01-144-3; 

- 0.T-60-144-1; 

- 1.A-60-144-2. 
 

Scale 1 :    25 000 :    

- 0.A-01-001-1-1; 

- 0.A-01-144-1-4; 

- 0.A-60-144-4-1; 

- 0.A-60-144-4-3. 
 

Scale 1 :    10 000 :    

- 0.A-60-001-1-1-1; 

- 0.A-60-001-1-2-3; 

- 0.A-60-144-4-1-1; 

- 0.A-60-144-4-3-1. 
 

The code of nomenclature with a scale 1 : 5 000 is as follows:  

9 . Z - 99 - 999 - 999 

1   2   34   567   89 10 
 

Symbols 1,2,3,4,5,6,7. It correspond to the code of nomenclature with a scale 1 : 100 000. 

Symbols 8,9,10. The location of a scale map sheet 1 : 5 000 when graph (mapping) a scale map 

sheet 1 : 100,000, it takes values from 1 to 256. 

Example of the nomenclature: 0.A-60-144-256. 

Nomenclature of survey geographic maps (SGM) 

SGMs are published on a scale of: 1: 500 000, 1: 1 000 000, 1: 2 500 000, 1: 5 000 000, 1: 10 000 

000 and they represent a single system of special maps. They have a unified mathematical basis. 

SGMs are created in four subsystems or zones that the entire globe is divided into: 

- Mid-latitude (main), equilateral conical projection with main Parallels of 30 and 60 degrees 

North latitude; 

- North polar, axial Meridian of 90 degrees East and West longitude, equilateral, azimuthal 

(stereographic) projection with the main parallel of 60 degrees North latitude; 
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- South polar, axial Meridian of 90 degrees East and West longitude, equilateral, azimuthal 

(stereographic) projection with the main parallel of 60 degrees South latitude; 

- Equatorial, equilateral cylindrical Mercator projection with the main Parallels of 26 degrees 

08,4 North and South latitude. 

 

The mid-latitude subsystem is intended for mapping the northern hemisphere at the scales of 1: 500 

000 - 1: 10 000 000. It includes five independent blocks: 

- Europe (axial meridian of 20 degrees east longitude), code 1; 

- Asia (axial meridian of 90 degrees east longitude), code 2; 

- Pacific Ocean (axial meridian of 170 degrees west longitude), code 3; 

- North America (axial meridian of 40 degrees west longitude), code 4; 

- Atlantic Ocean (axial meridian of 40 degrees west longitude), code 5. 

- Layout of blocks of the mid-latitude subsystem for the northern hemisphere. 

 

Table 1 -  Europe, Asia, North America, Atlantic Ocean 
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Table 2 -  Pacific Ocean 
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Table 3 -  Layout of the polar subsystems 
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Table 4 -  Layout of the equatorial subsystem 
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The map sheet of scale 1: 10 000 000 is divided into: 

- 4 sheets of scale 1: 5 000 000; 

- 16 sheets of scale 1: 2 500 000; 

- 100 sheets of the map with a scale 1: 1 000 000. 

 

The sheet of a map with a scale of 1: 1 000 000 is divided into 4 sheets of a map with a scale of      

1: 500 000. 

 

Table 5 -  Mapping (graph) of a map sheet with a scale 1 : 10 000 000 to the map sheets with 

scales 1 : 5 000 000 
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Table 6 -  Mapping (graph) of a map sheet with a scale 1 : 10 000 000 to the map sheets with 

scales 1 : 2 500 000 
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Table 7 -  Mapping (graph) of a map sheet with a scale 1 : 10 000 000 to the map sheets with 

scales 1 : 1 000 000 

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

00 01 02 03 06 05 06 07 08 09 
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Table 8 -  Mapping (graph) of a map sheet with a scale 1 : 1 000 000 to the map sheets with scales   

1 : 500 000 
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The nomenclature of a standard map sheet consists of the subsystem code or the mid-latitude 

subsystem block, the scale code, and the sheet number according to table 9. 

 

Table 9 -  Codes of subsystems and scales 

Name of subsystem (zone) 

or block 

Subsystem 

code 

Scale Scale encoding 

type 

Mid-Latitude Blocks 

Subsystems: 

Europe 

Asia 

Pacific Ocean 

North America 

Atlantic Ocean 

North polar subsystem 

South polar subsystem 

Equatorial subsystem 

 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

1:10 000 000 

 

1: 5 000 000 

 

1: 2 500 000 

1: 1 000 000 

1: 500 000 
For consolidated  

enlarged sheets  
1:10 000 000 

 

1: 5 000 000 

01 

 

02 

 

03 

06 

05 

 

 

10 

 

55 

 

The sheet number is composed of numbers the belt and the column at the intersection of which it is 

located. The numbering of belts and columns starts at 0 and increases: 

- belts - from bottom to top; 

- columns - from left to right. 

 

The structure of the nomenclature code is as follows: 

99 - 99 - 99 - 99 

12   34   56   78  

 

1 symbol. It designates a block or a subsystem, it takes values from 1 to 8. 

2 symbol. It designates a scale, it takes values from 1 to 5. 

3, 4 symbol. They designate the belt number, column number of the layout scheme of the 

subsystem, it takes values from 00 to 24. 

5, 6 symbol. They designate the belt number, column number of maps with scale 1:10 000 000, 1: 5 

000 000, 1: 2 500 000, 1: 1 000 000. It accepts values from 00 to 99. 

7, 8 symbol. They designate the belt number, column number of maps with scale 1: 1 000 000, 1: 

500 000. It takes values from 00 to 11. 

Examples of nomenclatures: 

Subsystem Europe: 

Scale 1 : 10 000 000 : 11-01; 

Scale 1 :  5 000 000 :  12-01-10; 

Scale 1 : 2 500 000 :   13-01-21; 
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Scale 1 : 1 000 000 :   14-01-53; 

Scale 1 : 500 000 :      15-01-53-10. 

 

Aeronautical nomenclature of charts (ANC) 

9-9-99-99 

1 2 34 56 

 

1 symbol. It designates a block, it takes values from 1 to 3, 

where: 1 - the main block (unit); 

2 - north polar block; 

3 - south polar block. 

2 symbol. It designates a scale, it takes values 1,2, 

where: 1 - scale 1: 2 000 000; 

            2 - scale 1: 4 000 000. 

3.4 symbol. They designate the belt number, it takes values from 01 to 12. 

5.6 symbol. They designate the column number; it takes values from 01 to 20. 

Example of nomenclature: 

The main block (unit) of scale 1: 2 000 000: 1-2-10-05. 

 

1.3.2.3 Work area 

As a rule, cartographic material for different types and scales of maps has appropriate systems of 

division into nomenclature sheets. A specific section of the earth's surface corresponds to a separate sheet. 

To work with multiple sheets of paper maps, it is necessary to glue them together or connect them in a 

different way. 

If there are several digital map sheets that have the same scale, projection, and coordinate system, 

they can be displayed as a single unit. However, they remain physically independent digital data files on 

magnetic media. 

The set of individual electronic map sheets placed in the same database, displayed and processed 

together, it constitutes Work area (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 - Diagram of DB for electronic maps 

Map sheets of one work area have to be the same scale, projection, and coordinate system. 

Data about a separate sheet is stored in the following files: 

- metrics (coordinates of objects, *.DAT); 

- semantics (properties, characteristics of objects, *.SEM); 

- reference data (indexes for quick search of an object or its description, *.HDR). 

 

One file is created for the entire area of work - a passport (* .MAP), there is a separate entry for 

each sheet in the passport. 

Information about the coding system of objects and their characteristics are stored in a resource file 

(digital classifier of the work area, *.RSC). 

The formation of the work area is performed when loading data from the format SXF into the 

system using the file of instructions DIR (Appendix A). Generating DIR file is performed by any editor of 

operating system. 
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Due to the fact that each sheet of the work area is physically separated from the rest of the work 

area, it can be independently updated, displayed, edited and transferred from one user to another without 

affecting the entire work area. 

This allows you, for example, to organize the geographically distributed processing, updating and 

use of electronic maps with simultaneous access to the entire array of information in the respective 

regional centers. 

Data files from one work area have to be in the same directory. It is not recommended to place 

several work areas in one directory. 

 

1.3.2.4 Structure of custom vector maps 

The structure of vector maps allows you to store not only a digital description of real terrain objects, 

but also applied user data that changes rapidly over time. 

For example, weather data, information on the movement of vehicles, data on radio visibility 

conditions, and so on. 

To store this data together with the map, it is enough only to expand the lists of layers, types of 

objects and their characteristics in a digital classifier. However such approach has the following 

disadvantages: 

- user objects located on several sheets of the map will be divided into sheets during recording, 

which complicates their further processing; 

- data plotted on one map cannot be simultaneously displayed and edited on other maps of the 

same territory; 

- it is necessary to expand and maintain several digital classifiers for different types and scales of 

maps. 

 

Therefore, the system allows you to store user data separately from terrain maps using a subset of 

the vector map structure. 

A custom vector map consists of only one map sheet that has no fixed dimensions. During addition 

or removal objects, its dimensions and location will be changed. A custom map can be displayed together 

with a vector map of the area, as well as raster and matrix maps. The same user map can be displayed on 

different terrain maps at the same time and edited by different users. The editing results will look the 

same for different users. 

The user map has its own classifier, which does not depend on the classifier of the terrain map. 

Any number of different user maps with their own classifiers can be displayed simultaneously with 

a single map of the area.  

Creating, updating, and distributing terrain maps and custom maps can be performed independently 

by different services from different sources.  

User maps can be exchanged in the format SXF. 

Custom map objects may not be associated with a custom classifier. A graphical representation of 

an object can be stored in the object record. These objects are called graphical objects. Attribute data can 

be stored in the external relational database. The connection to the database is made by the unique 

number of the object on the map. 

Data about the user map sheet is stored in the following files: 

- metrics (coordinates of objects, *.SDA); 

- semantics (attributes of objects, *.SSE); 

- reference data (index entries, *.SHD); 

- graphic data (conventional symbols of graphic objects, *.SGR). 

 

One file - passport is created per sheet (*.SIT). 
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1.3.3 Graphic objects of the map  

As a rule, objects of an electronic map should be described in the classifier of the map. The 

description of the object indicates the external code of the object, layer, symbol, and other parameters. 

However, for plotting auxiliary graphic information (explanatory labels, auxiliary lines, polygons, etc.), it 

is more convenient to use arbitrary graphic primitives without their preliminary description in the 

classifier. 

A map graphic object is the object that does not have a description in the classifier, but has a metric, 

semantics, layer, unique number and symbol. The symbol is stored in the description of the object on the 

map. 

When transmitting data in an exchange format (binary or text SXF), the conditional sign is 

transmitted along with other parameters of the object (coordinates, number, etc.). Instead of the external 

code, the layer number is indicated. 

To draw a graphic object, it is necessary to open the corresponding user map or create a new one. 

After that, the map editor modes will be available, allowing you to create an arbitrary line, polygon, point 

sign or caption. The parameters of conventional symbols (line type, color, thickness, etc.) are indicated in 

the dialog that is called up when the corresponding map editor mode is selected. 

 

1.3.4 Structure of raster maps 

GIS Operator allows you to display and process various types of remote sensing data. For example, 

data from space and aerial surveys in the optical range, multispectral images. This data can be imported 

from various formats: GeoTIFF, JPEG, MrSID, BMP and others. The format GeoTIFF can be displayed 

without conversion to the internal format GIS. The remaining formats are converted to the format RSW, 

which has a tile structure of several levels and supports compression by algorithms JPEG and LZW. 

Digital raster map data is structured as follows: 

- passport data on the map sheet (image size, number of bits per point for color description, etc.); 

- description of the color palette; 

- raster image of the map. 

 

When loading raster maps into the database, a raster map area may be created. 

The combination of raster and vector maps on the same or adjacent territories allows you to quickly 

create and update areas of work, while maintaining the ability to solve applied problems for which some 

types of map objects must have a vector representation. 

To optimize the display speed of the raster map, a mechanism for replacing the image of the main 

raster with its reduced copy is used. A small copy is automatically created when redrawing a raster map 

with a volume of more than 5 MB and it is recorded to the end of the raster file. In the future, when 

scaling the map for visualization, it is used either the main raster or a small copy. The presence of a 

reduced copy does not imply additional actions to change the basic characteristics of the raster map, such 

as scale, resolution, snapping, palette, frame and its use. The above parameters of the raster map are 

edited in the traditional way. When working with the raster editor, changes are made automatically to the 

main raster map and to all its copies. 

 

1.3.5 Structure of matrix data about the terrain 

GIS Operator SE processes terrain matrix data presented in format MTW. MTW files are in 

addition to SXF data to represent various terrain features in matrix format. 

The matrices of heights can contain the absolute elevation of the terrain or the sum of the absolute 

and relative heights of objects. 
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1.4 Creating and applying the visibility boundaries 

One of the advantages of electronic maps over paper documents is a flexible display system. 

Electronic maps can be presented in different scales, colors, symbols, etc. 

However, when enlarged conventional signs are used (inevitably with low resolution displays) or 

image compression is performed (when scaling), individual objects can close each other, which affects 

the visual perception of the map. 

To improve the readability of the electronic map, a set of measures is applied that perform map 

generalization — an automated effect on the appearance and composition of objects. 

One of the rules by which generalization is performed is the visibility of each object in the specified 

range of display scales of the electronic map. 

The combination of the lower and upper boundaries of the range of display scales at which the 

object will be visible, is Visibility boundaries of the object. 

Visibility boundaries can be set for the type of object (forest, lake, footpath, etc.) or determined for 

a specific object (if necessary). 

In addition to the visibility boundaries set by the user, automatic generalization for certain 

categories of objects is performed. Starting from certain compression rates of the electronic map with 

respect to the base scale, captions having the corresponding font size cease to be displayed, line objects 

and contours of area objects gradually decrease in thickness, etc. The rules by which the display of 

captions and point features are automatically turned off may conflict with the visibility boundaries set by 

the user. 

 

1.5 System installation and removal procedure 

1.5.1 Installing the system 

Before starting the installation, it is necessary to install the package libqt4-dev, packages for 

developers libbind. 

The package libqt4-dev contains the following libraries that are necessary for the program to work: 

libQtCore.so;  libQtGui.so; libQtNetwork.so;  libQtSql.so; libQtXml.so; libQt3Support.so. 

Open the file in a text editor /etc/security/limits.conf. 

Add or edit existing lines to the end of the file if they are missing: 

* hard nofile 34096 

* soft nofile 32048 

* hard nproc 32000 

* soft nproc 31000 

root hard nofile 34096 

root soft nofile 32048 

root hard nproc 32000 

root soft nproc 31000 

Save the file to disk. 

Open the file in a text editor /etc/pam.d/su. Delete # character in line: 

  #session    required   pam_limits.so 

Save the file to disk. 

To install GIS Operator SE in OS «Astra Linux Special Edition» RUSB.10015-01 follow these 

steps: 

- turn on the computer; 

- load the operating system; 

- enter the mode super-user (root); 

- insert the installation disk into CD-drive and mount it with the command: mount /mnt/cdrom; 

- execute the installation command: dpkg -i /mnt/cdrom/operator.deb. 
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The software GIS includes the module operator.exe, GIS startup file startgis.bat, a set of dynamic 

so-libraries, and help files with the extension htm. 

 

1.5.2 Uninstalling the system 

To uninstall a program in OS Astra Linux Special Edition, you should: 

- turn on the computer; 

- load the operating system; 

- enter the mode super-user (root); 

- execute the uninstall command: dpkg -r operator 

 

You can also uninstall it by running the program uninstall.bat. 

 

1.6 Ensuring protection of information from unauthorized access to GIS Operator SE 

The unit of information storage in GIS Operator SE is the file: 

- for a vector map - the exchange format file SXF, MIF, Shape or S57; 

- for a raster map - the file format PCX, BMP or RSW; 

- for matrix map - file format MTW, MTQ; 

- library of symbols and classifier of map objects – the file format RSC; 

- work area - the file format DIR; 

- user map – the file format SIT. 

 

All information contained in a single file must be equally accessible. 

For example, all layers and their associated objects on the same nomenclature list, which 

corresponds to a single file SXF, have equal access. All nomenclature lists with all their layers combined 

in the work area (file DIR) have equal access. 

If one of the electronic map layers contains information about restricted access objects, then this 

layer is (custom *.SIT) must be stored separately from the main information, and access to such a file is 

delimited and carried out by means of the operating environment. 
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2 CONDITIONS FOR THE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

GIS Operator SE should operate in OS «Astra Linux Special Edition» RUSB.10015-01 on hardware 

with the processor Intel. The operating system should include the graphics system X Window System, a 

library of visual components Qt version 4.X. 

The necessary configuration of the used technical means for functioning: 

- PC Pentium 4 3 GHz or higher; 

- hard disk capacity - at least 256 GB; 

- at least 4 GB of RAM; 

- at least 256 MB of video memory, OpenGL 1.4 technology must be supported; 

- monitor with a resolution of at least 1280x1024 pixels; 

- the manipulator «mouse»; 

- keyboard; 

- Ethernet network card with 100 Mbit/s or higher performance; 

- uninterruptible power supply. 
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3 THE PROGRAM EXECUTION 

3.1 General information 

3.1.1 Startup and shutdown 

To run program GIS Operator SE, it is necessary to load the graphical runtime and run the program 

with the command: /usr/Operator13/startgis.bat 

The system is controlled using the keyboard and the mouse. The screen is divided into the work 

area, control panels (menu), display panels, message area. While the program is running, comments are 

displayed in the message area of the screen to facilitate the selection of actions. 

To complete the work, it is necessary to click the exit button in the control menu of the window. 

 

3.1.2 Moving the image 

Moving the image is performed when the mouse moves over the map with the key Shift pressed. 

The direction of the map movement is opposite to the mouse movement. 

To move the map image using the keyboard, use the keys Ctrl and arrow or the keys PgUp, PgDn, 

Home, End. 

 

3.1.3 Moving the pointer 

Moving the pointer (mouse cursor) is performed by moving the mouse or using the keyboard keys, 

which show the corresponding arrows and Ctrl keys, when the cursor is located above the map image. 

 

3.1.4 Request for a map object description 

In GIS Operator SE, it is possible to request a description (brief reference information) of the 

electronic vector map object. This can be done as follows: 

- activate the electronic map on which the object of interest is located; 

- move the mouse cursor over the object, and press the left mouse button or Enter key on the 

keyboard. 

 

After that, the window for the dialog box Select object appears, in which information about the 

selected object will be placed. 

Due to the fact that the electronic map has a multilayer structure, at the point indicated by the 

mouse cursor, several objects can be located simultaneously. Therefore, after the first click in the dialog 

box, information about the topmost object will appear. There is a possibility of vertical layer-by-layer 

movement by clicking the buttons Forward and Back in the window Select object. 

The dialog allows you to view and edit the semantics, metrics and visibility boundaries of selected 

objects. 

Detailed information about the object appears when you click the button Info in the window Select 

object. 

When you press the button Info again, detailed information is no longer displayed. 

The display of the metric for object (subobject) includes a number of statistical characteristics, as 

well as its coordinates. 

The following characteristics of the object (subobject) are displayed: 

- number of subobjects in the object; 

- number of the displayed subobject (the object has the number 0); 

- number of points in the object (subobject); 

- distance between the current and the next point of the object (subobject);  

- directional angle from the current point to the next point of the object (subobject). 
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The coordinates of the metric points can be displayed in various units: 

- in meters, discrete and pixels in a rectangular coordinate system; 

- in radians, degrees and degrees, minutes, seconds in the following coordinate systems:  

- geodetic, WGS-84, Pulkovo 1942 (SK-42 - Coordinate System – 42) , Pulkovo 95 (Coordinate 

System – 95),  

- PZ-90, PZ-90.11, GSK-2011 (Geodetic Coordinate System – 2011). 

 

3.1.5 Work with keyboard 

Map image scaling: 

>   -   Enlarge the image; 

<   -   Reduce the image. 

Moving around the map image: 

PgUp   - Move the viewport up to «the page» (window height); 

PgDn   - Move the window down to «the page»; 

Home      - Move the window left to «the page» (window width); 

End   - Move the window to the right on «the page»; 

Move cursor: 

Arrows - Move the cursor on the map one pixel; 

Shift + Arrows - Accelerated cursor movement on the map (8 pixels each). 

Performing operations on the map: 

To perform editing, search, calculations, and other operations, it is necessary to select the 

corresponding icon from the main panel, the map editor panel, or the calculation panel with the mouse. 

After that, the following keys are available: 

Ctrl + right mouse button- Cancel the current operation; 

Ctrl + left mouse button - Complete (execute) the operation. 

Selecting a map object: 

Enter - Select the nearest object to the cursor (calls the object selection dialog). 

Pressing Enter again moves to the next object. To complete the selection, press Ctrl + Enter. 

Ctrl + Enter – It selects immediately the object closest to the cursor (without blinking the object 

outline or calling up a dialog). 

Search for map objects: 

Ctrl + F - Call the dialog for searching / selecting map objects; 

Ctrl + L – It continues searching for objects from the last found or selected object. 

 

3.2 Commands of menu File 

The item menu File contains commands that provide access to digital data in various presentation 

formats. 

The purpose of the commands is specified in table 10. 

 

Table 10 -  Commands of menu File 

Menu command Assignment 

Create  Creating a map, a custom map, a matrix of heights or a raster of qualities. 

Open file Open the existing vector, raster, or matrix data file. 

Close  Closing the electronic map and all open data, or individual raster, matrix, user 

map. 

Copy highlighted 

objects 

It copies the highlighted objects to the buffer (clipboard). 

Insert map objects It inserts objects from the buffer. 

GIS Server Opening and adding to the open map a user map, matrix or raster on GIS Server. 
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Menu command Assignment 

Geoportals of 

images (WMS) 

Opening and adding to the open map of geoportals. 

Atlas of maps 

Map manager 

Add 

Creating, opening, and closing the atlas of maps 

Creating a custom map tree 

Adding maps, rasters and matrices 

Update  

 

Update the list 

Updating the map by adding new objects from the file SXF. The criterion for 

adding is the coincidence of the sheet nomenclature, scale and type of map. 

Updating the map by adding new objects from several SXF files. 

Import from … Download (convert) files of SXF, MIF (MapInfo), SHP(ArcView), S57, BMP, 

PCX, TIFF formats. 

Export to … It is intended for converting data from the internal format of GIS Operator SE to 

SXF, SHP(ArcView), MIF (MapInfo) formats. 

Save Saving the open electronic map. 

Save as Saving the electronic map in the specified format (DIR, SXF). 

Print Output to an external device fragment of the document. 

Exit Shutting down the program. 

 

3.2.1 Creating 

3.2.1.1 Creating a new map 

To create a new vector map, select from menu File the command Create the option Map. 

It will appear a dialog box consisting of two parts: 

- data for the area; 

- data on the sheet. 

 

Initially, the dialog with the data on the sheet is empty. In order for the input fields to appear in it, it 

is necessary to fill in the data for the area and click the button Add. 

A mandatory condition for filling in data for the district is the presence of the resource file name 

(*.RSC) and the scale value is greater than zero. 

After clicking the button Add, a new dialog box will appear in which it is necessary to enter the 

nomenclature of sheet, having previously installed (if necessary) the template of nomenclature. After 

closing the dialog box Enter nomenclature, it will appear data entry fields on the sheet. 

Coordinate fields (rectangular or geodesic) are required to fill in the data on the sheet. For 

topographic maps with standard nomenclature, this data is filled in automatically. For topographic plans, 

fill in the rectangular coordinates of the sheet, and then in the geodetic coordinates to click the button 

Calculate. In this case, it is necessary to fill in the area passport field - the axial meridian (the tab 

Projection, the tab Permanent projections). In all other cases, they must be entered manually. For a 

survey geographical map, in addition the nomenclature have to fill in the fields of passport area, which 

contains information about the projection of the source map materials (first standard parallel, standard 

parallel second axial meridian, parallel of the principal point). After entering the required data, it is 

possible to close the dialog box or continue entering by adding new sheets.  

It is possible to use the button Copy to create a map. In this mode, it is selected the existing map, 

and using it to created the exact same new map that you can make the necessary changes to. 

In the future, the passport of the vector map can be edited. 

 

3.2.1.2 Creating a custom electronic map 

You can create a custom map by selecting in menu File the command Create the option Custom 

map. 
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To create a custom map, just enter its name, type and name of the electronic classifier, which will 

be basic for it. Map scale is optional. After creating a user map passport, it is added to the map that it will 

be used with. The first object should be applied to the user map only when it is added to the real map. In 

this case, its initial binding to the coordinate system occurs. After that, it can already be opened as an 

independent document (if necessary) and apply new objects to it. 

 

3.2.1.3 Creating a matrix 

To create a matrix of heights, select the in the menu File command Create the option Matrix. 

When constructing the matrix, it is used information about objects from the open vector map and all 

user maps added to it. 

The height information is recorded in a matrix in the packed form, which significantly reduces the 

file size. 

The elevation matrix can be built for an area, for a specified section of terrain in the area, or for 

specified area sheets. 

To build a matrix for a region, enable the mode Entire region (All region) in the group Output 

area. 

To build the matrix for a specified rectangular area, click the button Select the group Output area 

and to select a site of location on the map: pressing the left mouse button to select one of the corners for 

the intended rectangular area, move the mouse and by the second pressing of the left mouse button to 

select the opposite corner of the rectangular area. To change the borders of the output area, click the 

button Edit, and perform the change with the mouse. End of change mode is double click of the left 

mouse button.  

The terrain may contain areas of local extremes (pit, hill). On the map, such areas correspond to 

closed horizontals. If there is no point object corresponding to a local extremum inside the closed 

horizontal (elevation mark, SGN point, etc.), then a flat surface with the height of the closed horizontal 

will be built in this area. The mode of Extremum formation eliminates this drawback - to build a surface 

inside the closed horizontal corresponding to the local extremum of the relief. 

When creating the matrix, a service text file with the extension IMH can be used, which it 

determines the object composition of information for the nomenclature sheet of area involved in the 

creation of elevation matrix. To configure the service text file, click the button Filter settings. 

If a service text file is not used, then objects with semantic characteristics Absolute Height, Relative 

Height, as well as objects with a three-dimensional metric are involved in the creation of the elevation 

matrix. 

The quality of the created matrix depends on the presence of map objects with altitudinal 

characteristics (absolute height, three-dimensional metric), as well as on the presence of hydrographic 

objects without altitude characteristics, the spatial position of which determines the features of the terrain. 

When processing a line hydrographic object of with a variable height (watercourse line - river, 

stream, etc.), decreasing altitude values corresponding to the processed watercourse line are entered into 

the matrix. The values and the difference in the entered heights depend on the heights of the map objects 

with which this hydrographic object intersects. If a line hydrographic object does not intersect objects 

with altitudinal characteristics, then it is not processed. 

When processing an areal hydrographic object with a constant height, which does not have an 

absolute height characteristic (water surface - lake, reservoir, etc.), the same height values are entered in 

the matrix corresponding to the water surface being processed. The height value is calculated taking into 

account the heights of the nearest surrounding map features. 

 

3.2.1.4 Creating a quality raster 

To create a quality raster, select in menu File the command Create the option Quality raster. 

A quality raster can be built on a district or on a specified area in a district. 

To build a raster for an area, it is necessary to enable the mode All area in the group Output area. 
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To build a raster onto a specified rectangular area, it is necessary to click the button Select in the 

group Output area and select a location on the map: left click to select one of the corners for the 

proposed rectangular area, move the mouse and second click the opposite corner of the proposed 

rectangular area. To change the boundaries of the output area - click the button Change and use the 

mouse to perform the change. The end of the change mode is a double click of the left mouse button. 

When creating a qualities raster, a service text file with the extension INI should be used. It defines 

the object composition of information for nomenclature sheet of the district involved in the process of 

creating a qualities raster. To configure the service text file, click the button Filter settings. 

 

3.2.2 Opening an electronic map 

In order to work with an electronic map, it is necessary to first open it and display it on the screen. 

After that, you can view, edit and print it. 

In order to open the existing electronic map, select in menu File the command Open file or click 

the button Open of toolbar. 

It is possible to open several electronic maps at once and move between them in the process. 

When opening a file, in the exchange format (SXF, DIR, PCX, BMP), data is loaded into the system 

format. 

 

3.2.3 Closing data 

In order to close the vector map and all open data, or, leaving the main map open, close one of the 

open user maps, matrices or one of the rasters, it is necessary to select the menu File the command Close, 

and the corresponding option: Map and all data, Raster, User map, or Matrix.  

 

3.2.4 Copy selected objects 

GIS Operator provides the ability to save selected objects to the buffer, for subsequent placement on other 

maps. In order to place objects in the buffer, select them in the mode «Arbitrary selection» and select in 

the menu File the command Copy selected objects. There will be a message on the screen with the 

number of objects placed in the buffer. 

 

3.2.5 Insert the map objects 

To insert objects saved in the buffer onto the map, go to the required map and select in the menu 

File, item Insert map objects. A message will appear on the screen with the number of inserted objects. 

If several shared maps are open, then before inserting a dialog will be displayed asking to choose which 

map you want to insert objects into (see Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2 - Database scheme of electronic maps 
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3.2.6 Opening and adding data from GIS Server 

GIS Operator provides multi-user access to maps for viewing and editing. But it can open maps not 

only in file-server mode, but also in client-server mode. 

As a server for access to maps, the program GIS Server is used. It provides remote access to vector 

maps, rasters and matrices. The connection to the server is established using the protocol TCP\IP using 

the socket mechanism. Binary data is transmitted between the client and the server – object coordinates, 

attributes, data blocks of rasters and matrices. Therefore, for normal operation, a high-speed connection 

of the client and server is required, for example, via Ethernet network of 100 Mbps. 

Placing data on the server protects data from illegal copying and modification. The user selects data 

for their conventional names (aliases) for work. A list of available data is formed for each user with a 

username and a password. Vector maps can be opened for viewing or for viewing and editing. Rasters and 

matrices are available only for viewing and performing calculations. In addition, all data can be closed or 

opened for copying from the server - to exchange formats, to the clipboard or to other maps. 

The list of users, the list of data and their properties are stored on the server in the parameter file 

GISSERVER.XML. Password lists are stored in the parameter file in encrypted form using the algorithm 

MD5. Each client is allocated within 1.5 MB of RAM. The number of open vector maps, rasters and 

matrices does not significantly affect the size of the allocated memory. To connect 100 clients, it is 

necessary to have about 1.5 Gigabytes of RAM on the computer where GIS Server is installed. The 

number of connected clients is unlimited. To improve performance, it is advisable to use multiprocessor 

motherboards and data placement on various physical disks. 

Due to the large volumes of data transferred (one image or a matrix can take up to 8 Gigabytes), it 

is necessary to have a high-speed connection between the server and the client. 

To call the mode, it is necessary to execute GIS Server item in the menu File. 

When connecting to the server for the first time, it is necessary to enter the server address in the 

client program — the host name or IP address of the computer on which the program GIS Server is 

running. The host name can be the name of a computer on the local network. If the server is installed on 

the local machine, the field «Name» should be «localhost». In addition to the server address, the port 

number for the connection is indicated. By default, the port number is 2047. 

To access the server, the user must enter a username and a password at the beginning of work. After 

that, the user can select the data in the dialog Open map from GIS Server. The user's password is stored 

and transmitted in encrypted form using the algorithm MD5. If the password is lost, it will be reappointed 

by the administrator. For example, several users are defined in the GIS Server, you can specify «User1» 

in the field «User» and specify «1» in the field «Password». 

The user can open vector maps, rasters or matrices in a separate window or add to previously 

opened data. The user name is displayed in the header of Open data from GIS Server dialog in the tab 

Connection settings. The dialog also contains four tabs - Maps, Rasters, Matrices and Atlas. Each tab 

contains a list of relevant data. Each element of the list for clarity has a colored icon to indicate access 

rights - reading, editing, copying. 

Selecting the element «Noginsk» on the tab «Maps» and click the button Open, a new window will 

appear in GIS containing the image of the selected data. If the selected data has already been opened in 

GIS, a new window will not be opened. If an error occurred while opening the data, the error message 

will be displayed on the screen. 

To add data to the open map, select the element «PodolskSIT» in the tab Map and click the button 

Add. 

 

3.2.7 Connecting data from geoportals 

This dialog is intended for communication with services: 

- WMS version 1.3.0 and higher based on the standard OGS Web Map Service Interface (OGC 

03-109r1); 

- WMTS version 1.0.0 based on the standard OGC Web Map Tile Service (OGC 07-057r7); 
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- TMS – Tile Map Service: 

    - Google 

    - Yahoo! 

    - OpenStreetMap 

    - Virtual Earth 

    - Yandex 

 

This task allows you to load spatial data in the form of a graphic image and related metadata. Using 

standards WMS, WMTS, TMS provide unified access for searching, sharing and providing geospatial 

data, create opportunities for the interaction of GIS applications and web services. The graphic 

information selected in the dialogue can be displayed and combined together with vector maps, elevation 

matrices, raster data and other spatial information. 

The procedure for obtaining spatial information:  

1. On the menu File, select the item Geoportals of images (WMS) and in the submenu activate the 

option Open map from WMS server. 

2. In the opened dialog «Open map on WMS / WMTS service», in the field «Service URL», specify 

the server URL, for example, (http://gisserver.info/GISWebServiceSE/service.php) or select from the list 

of available services. 

3. In the dialog, in the fields «Login» and «Password», enter «User1» and «1», respectively. 

4. Click on the button «Connect». 

5. Select the check box «WMS (Rasters)». 

6. In the window «List of layers», select «Topographic map of Noginsk region» and click on the 

button «>>». (To remove the layer from the load, it is necessary to select the layer «Topographic map of 

Noginsk region» in the right window and to click on the button «<<».) 

7. Click on the button «Install» to start the download process and display spatial information from 

the server. 

 

3.2.8 Atlas of maps 

Atlas of maps is designed to simplify the transition between overlapping maps of different scales. 

Physically, the atlas is a user map in Mercator projection that contains the sheets’ frames for areas of 

work with service semantics. 

Opening the atlas of maps is carried out in the menu File by executing the item Map atlas (Atlas of 

maps) and then on the sub-item Open map atlas. In the file selection dialog that appears, it is indicated 

the map atlas file with the extension *.als. 

Creation the atlas of map is carried out in the menu File by executing the item Map atlas (Atlas of 

maps) and then on the sub-item Create the atlas. In the appeared dialog for selecting a file name, it is 

indicated the file name of the map atlas with the extension *.als. Then the dialog starts Atlas of maps. 

In the dialog Atlas of maps, the names of work areas are entered into the atlas using the button 

Add. The added work areas should support geodetic coordinates in any projection. Work areas in the 

local coordinate system or having a map type of «not installed» should not be added to the atlas. To 

remove a region from the atlas, use the button Delete. The button Save allows you to remember the 

results of editing the atlas and it makes it active. The button Undo is designed to undo the last action to 

add or remove a region; the button Situation selects a map of the operational environment. These atlas 

operations may take some time. The current operation is displayed in the status bar, the completion of the 

process is signaled by the display of the corresponding message. 

When working with a map, it is possible to switch the pass to another map that has a larger or 

smaller scale and falls into the same area. The transition is performed according to the geodetic 

coordinates of the center of the active window. For passing, there are selected only those maps that are 

listed in the atlas. While working with GIS, it is possible to open different map atlases. 
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Closing the map atlas is done in the menu File by executing the item Map atlas (Atlas of maps) 

and then on the sub-item Close the atlas of maps. 

Creating the atlas of maps, placed on GIS Server is carried out as follows: 

- create the atlas with local map paths as described above, save the atlas, hereinafter [atlas] - the 

name of the saved atlas; 

- rename the atlas file [atlas] .als to [atlas] .sit; 

- open the file [atlas] .sit in GIS Operator; 

- change the semantics «Path to the map» of all objects, indicating the path to the format GIS 

Server: HOST#[ip-address]#[port]#ALIAS#[alias], where [ip-address] - IP address or DNS-

name GIS Server; [port] - the port specified in the settings GIS Server, 2047 by default; [alias] - 

alias of map on GIS Server; 

- close the map; 

- close GIS Operator; 

- rename the file [atlas] .sit to [atlas] .als. 

 

3.2.9 Map manager 

The appearance of Map manager is a dialog with which the user creates a map tree. The item Map 

manager is called from the menu File. A new section is added using the button Create section, maps can 

be added to the new section by activating the button Add file, it is possible to delete the current map from 

the section by activating the button Delete file, and removing the current section by activating the button 

Delete section. 

By clicking on the button Exit, the user ends the session with Map manager, the current session is 

saved in the system file GIS Operator maptree.ini. 

 

3.2.10 Adding data 

To add a custom map, matrix, or raster to the open vector map, select the item Add in the menu File 

and the corresponding submenu item: Custom map, New map, Raster, Matrix, Matrix of qualities, or 

Matrix of layers. 

It is possible to work with a raster map without opening the background vector map, including 

displaying, scaling, changing the composition of displayed colors, determining coordinates, adding 

custom vector maps and editing them. 

When adding custom maps to the electronic map, the projections are recalculated for the latter ones. 

In addition to the open vector map, it is possible to create and add a new map (option New map). 

This task is intended to create a custom map using the open map. To create a map, enter the name of the 

map file, the name of the map, the name of the electronic classifier, set the scale. By default, it is 

proposed the classifier of the last map in the list of user maps. Map type, projection, ellipsoid, elevation 

system, values of constant projections and datums are set from the open map. The custom map is created 

without a frame. To create the custom storage map with the extension «.sitx» It is necessary to enable the 

option «Store the map as one file (sitx)». Such maps can be encrypted if to set the option «Encrypt data 

during storage». The new map is added to the main map. 

 

3.2.11 Map update 

To update the map, select the menu File and click Update.  

This procedure allows you to update the map by adding new objects from the file SXF. The addition 

criteria are the same sheet item, scale, and map type.  

If objects from SXF have a unique number that matches the number of the map object, then this 

object is replaced. All other objects are added to the map.  

The file SXF can be in binary form. 
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If the current map does not have a sheet corresponding to the selected file SXF, it is loaded into the 

internal format and the work area is expanded. 

Map updating can be performed with multiple SXF selections. This mode is started by activating 

the item of menu Update by list.  

 

3.2.12 Import from exchange formats 

3.2.12.1 Import vector data from format SXF 

To perform this procedure, select the menu File, the command Import from, option SXF Files 

(SXF, DIR). 
To obtain an electronic map, it is necessary to convert the data on the area from the exchange 

format to the internal format of the program. Downloadable data is selected by selecting the appropriate 

SXF file. This program processes SXF Edition 4.0 formats. After converting, they receive a group of 

MAP, HDR, DAT, SEM files on one sheet. To use the procedure, it is necessary to have a Resource file 

(RSC) for the appropriate scale and type of maps. 

If the indications file (DIR) is selected as the input, then the download will take place in accordance 

with the specified resource file (RSC) and the list of data files (SXF), which will be automatically 

combined in the region. The file name of the work area will be the same as the name of the file DIR, but 

with the MAP extension. The work area name will match the name of the first SXF file or the name 

specified in the file DIR. 

If the loaded sheets are in adjacent zones (for topographic maps), then the coordinates are 

automatically recalculated into the zone of the first sheet from the directions file. 

In the event of a malfunction in the program, entries are skipped that cannot be processed, and the 

attempt is made to process the following entries. Fault information is entered into the system protocol 

(LOG file). 

When loading data, a check is made for the presence of codes of input objects in the classifier and 

the validity of their semantic description. 

When errors are detected, a message is generated in the error protocol (LOG). Objects with an 

invalid classification code after loading are displayed with a red line along the contour. When referring to 

the semantics, the names of invalid for the object characteristics will begin with the asterisk '*'. For 

characteristics, the code of which is not in the classifier, instead of the name, their code will be issued. 

 

3.2.12.2 Import from format Shapefile 

To complete the import, it is necessary to select the menu File, the command Import from the 

option Files ArcView (SHP)  

The format Shapefile is a spatial data format. It determines the coordinates and shapes of 

geographical objects, as well as attributive information that it tells what exactly these objects are. 

The program Converter from Shapefile format is designed to convert data into the internal format 

GIS Operator SE. 

Input data are format files Shapefile: 

- main file; 

- index file; 

- file format dBase (otherwise table dBase); 

- text file of setting. 

 

The main file is a direct access file containing records of variable length, each of which describes an 

object using a list of vertices. This file contains the metric of the object. The extension of the main file is - 

*.shp. 

Index file - each record in this file contains the offset of the corresponding record relative to the 

beginning of the main file. The index file extension is - *.shx. 
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The table dBase contains any attribute information about objects. Its format is the standard format 

DBF. One row of the table corresponds to one object in the main and index files. 

The correspondence between objects and attributes is based on the record number. 

The attribute record number in the table dBase is the same as the record number in the main file. 

Each file dbf must contain objects of the same type. The field name dbf must not exceed 10 

characters. The minimum number of fields is 1, the maximum is 255. 

The extension of dBase table name is - *.dbf. 

The main file, index file and dBase table must have the same name and to be in the same directory. 

Attributes of objects (semantics) will be selected from the table dBase. 

The text file is intended for the formation of semantics attributes settings from the table dBase with 

the corresponding classifier of the output map. The file name can be anything. Recommended extension is 

- txt. 

This file can be created by a text editor or in the dialog mode by clicking the button Configure 

(Customize). 

The group of files to be converted must be in the same directory. 

The output is GIS Operator - Vector Map (MAP) internal format files. 

The output is generated, by default, in the same directory in a subdirectory, or in any other directory 

specified by the user. 

Before starting the converter, it is necessary to set in the classifier the semantics/attributes for each 

layer that are required for the table dBase using the program Edit classifier from the menu Tasks. 

Operating procedure: 

1) Enter/edit the name of the output map. 

2) Enter the name of the classifier that will be used to convert the output map; 

3) Enter the name of the district; 

4) Enter the name of the text file. If the name of the text file is not specified, it will be generated by 

default from the file *.dbf; 

5) Select a scale from the list; 

6) Due to the fact that the format Shapefile does not contain data about the original metric 

coordinate system, the user is asked to select the metric coordinate system of the source file from 

the list: 

- XY (meters) - default; 

- BL (degrees). 

7) Specify the type of object generation for the output map. By default the flag is set, Formation 

output map with subobjects. In cases where sheets that do not support GIS Operator SE format 

are subject to conversion, it is recommended to use the mode Formation without subobjects.  

8) In the group Parameters, select the output map creation mode from the list: 

- Recreate.  

- Add.  

- By default. 

 

Call the program for execution using the button Run. 

You can use the button Cancel to exit or fail while the conversion program is running. 

During the conversion process, the screen displays: 

- the number of objects in the file being processed; 

- the total number of processed files; 

- the name of the file being processed; 

- the number of errors in the file; 

- the number of the processed object; 

- the ruler of a status with percent of accomplishment on a sheet and a file; 

- the total number of errors on the sheet.  
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When running the program Converter, objects or files that cannot be processed are skipped and the 

following data is attempted. 

If objects that cannot be identified are found in the source data, the program stops working with the 

corresponding message. 

If the mode Formation without subobjects was selected and objects with more than 45000 points 

were found in the source data, then all subsequent subobjects related to this object will be formed as 

separate objects with the corresponding service code for their type. All subsequent source data will be 

generated according to the mode set in the dialog box. 

Information about detected errors is recorded in the work log. The protocol name corresponds to the 

name of the output map and it has the extension log. 

When you select mode Configure, a new dialog box is displayed. 

The user needs to: 

- select the file name dbf from the list, the semantics/attributes of which have to be brought into 

line with the classifier; 

- select the appropriate layer name from the list. If the layer cannot be selected, the information 

message «The layer is not registered in the classifier» will be displayed. For further work, it is 

necessary to register a layer using the program Editing classifier. 

- select from the list the types of objects with the required characteristics; 

- save the entered data. 

 

The window Names of fields dBase table displays the names of all fields in the selected file dbf, as 

well as the number of fields and the number of records. When you hover the cursor over the field name, 

its type and dimension will be displayed.  

 The window Short name of semantics displays the semantics that correspond to the layers and 

objects selected from the list. When you hover the cursor over a short semantics name, the semantics 

code, field type, and dimension are displayed.   

 The user has to create a summary table specifying which field names of the selected dbf file will 

match the selected semantics. 

 

Input control is performed for matching data types from the names of fields dBase table and the 

semantics short name table. When errors are detected, an informational message is issued. 

The dialog box Type of data displays the object code and the type of localization.  

The input control is performed automatically for matching the type of the converted file with the 

selected semantics. 

If there is an error, the informational message is issued about a mismatch between the data types 

DBF and RSC. 

If the user selected a file DBF for which there are no corresponding files *.shp and *.shx, the 

informational error message will be displayed. 

Sample of text file: 

RSC:/Data/Podolsk/poddot/100t97g.rsc; 

NAME: /Data/Podolsk/poddot/Podolsk_DOT_LAYER5.dbf; 

LAYER:5,LAYER5;  

OBJECT:24,PITS; 

EXCODE:22250000; 

LOCAL:2; 

COUNT:1; 

SEMAN:  

SEM7\SEM7; 

NAME:/Data/Podolsk/poddot/Podolsk_SQR_LAYER5.dbf; 

LAYER:5,LAYER5; 

OBJECT:25,PITS; 
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EXCODE:22520000; 

LOCAL:1; 

COUNT:1; 

SEMAN:  

SEM7\SEM7; 

 

where, RSC - the name of the classifier; 

            Name – the name of the converted file dbf; 

            Layer - the number of the layer; 

            Object - the name of the object; 

            Excode - external code of the object; 

            Local - character of localization; 

            Count - the number of semantics. 

 

3.2.12.3 Import a map from format MIF/MID 

The program loads the vector map from the exchange format MIF/MID of the system MapInfo. 

The converter is launched by selecting the menu File of the command Import from the option Files 

MapInfo (MIF)  

Before completing the task, the user has to decide what to do: 

1) Create a new vector map in the format of GIS Operator SE from data in the format MIF/MID; 

2) Add information to the existing vector map in format GIS Operator SE from data in format 

MIF/MID. 

If the information in the format MIF/MID does not correspond to the specific graph accepted for 

vector maps in the system GIS Operator SE, or the user does not know this correspondence, then the user 

has to run this program in the processing mode of the output file «by default». As a result of the program 

execution, a custom map will be created with the following parameters: 

If the information is in format MIF/MID is in geographical coordinates, then: 

- scale 1 : 100 000; 

- projection - the conformal cylindrical projection of Mercator; 

- map type – syrvey-geographical map; 

- coordinate system - 1942 system; 

- system of heights - Baltic; 

- type of ellipsoid - Krasovsky. 

 

If the information in the format MIF/MID is in rectangular coordinates, then: 

- scale 1 : 100 000; 

- all other parameters are not set. 

 

If the information in the format MIF/MID corresponds to a specific graph accepted for vector maps, 

or the user knows the parameters of the loaded vector map, then the user can execute this program in the 

processing mode of output file. Create or using means of GIS Operator SE (menu File, the command 

Create, the option Map) create passport of the required vector map and then execute this program, 

indicating the created vector map as the output map. In this case, the user must enter the parameters of the 

loaded map. 

If the user wants to supplement the existing vector map with information from MIF/MID files, the 

user has to execute this program, specifying the existing vector map as the output map. 

The order of the user operation when loading information from the format MIF/MID: 

1) After the main dialog appears, the user must select the files MIF/MID that will be processed by 

this program. The user can select either one MIF/MID file or a group of MIF/MID files. 
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2) Select the name of the resource classifier file - the name of the file RSC. 

3) Select the name of the vector map to be created or to which information from the selected 

MIF/MID files will be added. 

4) Select the scale of the created vector map. 

5) Enter the name of the region of the created vector map. 

6) Select the processing mode of the output map: 

- by default, if the user wants to create a custom map with certain map parameters; 

- create if the user wants to create a new map with that name; 

- add if the user wants to add information to the existing vector map or previously created with 

certain parameters in the sheet passport. 

7) If the user knows which field in the file MID corresponds to the classification code of the object   

or the key of the object in the resource classifier, then he can select the mode. From the file entry 

MID. In this case, a window appears in which all the attributes for the file MID are displayed. The 

user must select the identifier that corresponds to the classification code of the objects or the key of 

the object and click the button Install. If the file MID contains information about the classification 

code of the object, then Object code in digital form should be selected, if the key of the object is 

reset. 

If the information in the file MIF/MID strictly describes only objects of the same type, then in the 

panel Object, select the mode Select and click the button Configure. In the window Select object type, 

select the corresponding objects and click the button Install. 

If the user does not know which field in the file MID corresponds to the classification code of the 

object from the resource classifier or if there is no such field in the file MID, then you can skip this 

operation. In this case, the program will download information with the codes of the selected objects. 

After that, the user can use the system GIS Operator SE (Tasks/Map Editor) to change the type of 

loaded objects. 

8) If the user wants to load several files of the same type (equally created) MIF/MID with the same 

settings for the classification code and attribute data by setting the download parameters once, the user 

can save them to the settings file by clicking the button Save, and when reprocessing the files MIF/MID 

of this type, select the appropriate setup file by clicking the button Configure. 

 

The user can create the configuration file by himself using a regular text editor. The configuration 

file has the extension INI. The configuration file structure is as follows: 

.INI - beginning of the configuration file, required field. 

.SCL <value> - description of the map scale, value - map scale. The field may not be specified. 

.OBJ <value> - description of the classification code settings block, value - the number of lines in 

the file of this block. 

The block may be absent. 

.LIN <value> - element of the block .OBJ, describes line objects. Value is the key of the object. 

.SQR <value> - element of the block .OBJ, describes area objects. Value is the key of the object. 

.PNT <value> - element of the block .OBJ that describes point features. Value is the key of the 

object. 

.TXT <value> - element of the block .OBJ, describes objects of the caption type. Value is the key 

of the object. 

<value 1> <value 2> - element of the block .OBJ, describes the correspondence of the field name in 

MIF/MID and the classification field in RSC. Value 1 - field name in MIF/MID, value 2 - sign of 

representing the classification code in MIF/MID, 0 - classification code, 1 - object key. 

.SEM <value> - description of the attribute data settings block for loading into the map, value - the 

number of lines in the file of this block. 

The block may be absent. 
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<value 1> <value 2> - an element of the block .SEM, describes the correspondence of the field 

name in MIF/MID and the semantic characteristic key in RSC. Value 1 is the field name in MIF/MID, 

value 2 is the key of the corresponding characteristic in RSC. 

.BAZ <value> - description of the attribute data settings block for creating the database, value - the 

number of lines in the file of this block. 

The block may be absent. 

<value> - an element of the block .BAZ, describes the names of the fields in MIF/MID that will be 

created in the database. Value is the name of these fields. 

.END - end of configuration file, required field. 

 

9) Click the button Run to start the process of loading information from the file MIF/MID. 
 

In the process of loading information, the user is provided with information about the number of 

loaded objects and the number of errors when loading information. 

In the process of loading information, the user can stop the process by clicking the button Interrupt 

(Abort). 

When the download is complete, a vector map will open, where data from the format MIF/MID has 

been downloaded. 

 

3.2.12.4 Import from format S57 

The task is designed to perform the conversion of information from the format S57 to the internal 

format of the vector map of GIS Operator SE. The task is launched by selecting the menu File, the 

command Import from the option Files S57 (030, 000) 

This version of the converter processes the input data for the profile EN of the standard S57. 

The created vector map will correspond to the cylindrical equiangular projection of Mercator. 

Input information for the task is: 

- data catalog in format S57 (extension 030) or data file (extension 000); 

- classifier of resources according to which the input map will be converted (RSC extension). 

 

The classifier file S57NAVY.RSC is supplied with the converter, which describes the objects of sea 

charts and their attributes in accordance with the requirements of the S57 standard. The user can use this 

classifier or create his own. 

After entering the input information, the user can change the name of the area for the output map 

(initially it matches the name of the file of the format S57 without the extension) and the name of the 

output vector map (initially it matches the name of the file of the format S57, but it has the extension 

MAP). 

After completing the input data input and adjusting the output data, the user can click the button 

Run to start the conversion process. 

During the conversion, the user is provided with the following information: 

- the number of convertible sheets (the directory S57 can link to several data files); 

- the number of processed objects in the processed sheet; 

- the number of errors in the processed sheet; 

- the number of errors when processing all sheets. 

 

The user has the ability to interrupt the process by clicking the button Interrupt (Abort). 

As a result of the conversion, a vector map (MAP) is created if a data catalog in format S57 was 

selected as input, or a custom vector map (SIT) if a data file in format S57 was selected as input. 

 

The created vector map is opened and displayed automatically. After that, it is necessary to sort it 

(the item Sort in the menu Tasks). 
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Codes of map objects, codes of attribute objects and their values coincide with codes of the 

classifier of standard S57. Additionally, service attribute codes (semantics) were introduced: 

32778 - value of the subfield FIDS of the field FOID of the standard S57; 

32779 - value of the subfield FIDN of the field FOID of the standard S57; 

32800 - code of the object that is not yet described in the classifier (RSC); 

32801 - attribute of the object that has a link to the subordinate object (depth marks refer to 

captions); 

32805 - attribute of the object to which there is a link from the main object; 

32803 - attribute of the object that is part of a group of peer objects (depth marks are combined into 

groups); 

The list of service semantics can be expanded further. 

 

3.2.12.5 Import from format OGC GML, geoJSON 

The task is intended for importing OGC GML or geoJSON data according to the created schemes, 

which allows preliminary testing of the created XSD-schemes for completeness and correctness, as well 

as the conformity of generated symbols to the requirements of regulatory documents. The task is launched 

by selecting the menu File, the command Import from the option Files OGC GML, geoJSON. The 

general view of the dialogue is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 - The general view of the dialog for import from OGC GML, geoJSON 

To perform the data loading process, it is necessary to select the name of the source file with the 

extension gml or json, specify the name of the output file in format GIS Map 2011 (sit), set the name of 

the classifier file rsc.  

The type of created line, area, point features and captions must be assigned by selection from the 

classifier. 

After data import is complete, the map automatically opens in a new window. 
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3.2.12.6 Import from format KML 

The task is intended for loading information from the format KML to the user map of the system 

Panorama. 

The program is a library libkml2map.so, access to which is carried out under the control of the 

system GIS Panorama, via the menu Task/Launch applications. 

The procedure for loading information from the format KML: 

1. Run the program, in the dialog that appears, set the file KML as the source data in the field 

«Source file». 

2. Set the name of the resource classifier file - the name of the file RSC (by default, it is used the 

classifier supplied with this converter mp2map.rsc). 

3. Set a new name for the user map in the field «Map» (by default, the name of the user map is the 

same as the file KML) 

4. To display the objects of the file KML using the unique codes used in the classifier, it is 

necessary to specify the settings file (by default, the settings file name is the same as the source file, but it 

has the extension *.ini). 

To display objects of the file KML with Panorama codes and to establish correspondences, it is 

necessary to set the switch to the property «Select from classifier». 

5. Click on the button Run to start the process of loading information from the file KML. 

During the download process, information is provided about the total number of objects, about 

successfully and unsuccessfully created objects, and the number of non-configured codes. 

Upon completion of the download, a vector map will open into which the data from the format 

KML has been downloaded. 

 

3.2.12.7 Import of raster data 

Uploading the files of graphic format to a raster map is performed by converting the corresponding 

format to the format RSW. 

For uploading there are used files of formats: 

- BMP; 

- PCX; 

- TIFF. 

 

To perform the upload, it is necessary to select a file in the graphic format supported by this 

converter. The name of the output file in the format RSW is formed from the source one by replacing the 

extension with «rsw» (*.rsw) and it set in the corresponding field file RSW. It is possible to edit the 

names of the source and output files directly in the fields File and File RSW, as well as using the buttons 

«...». 

After the formation of the file names, reference information about these files is displayed (on the 

left side of the dialog, the characteristics of the loaded graphic file, and on the right side of the dialog, the 

characteristics of the created file RSW).  

Pay attention to the editable fields Scale and Resolution (dots per inch) related to the characteristics 

of the created file. If during loading there are difficulties with setting these values, then there is the 

possibility of changing them in the future.  

The result of the loading of a graphic file is the creation of the file RSW and opening a raster map 

document or adding a raster image to the vector map document (depending on the conditions for calling 

the converter). 

 

3.2.12.7.1 Downloading BMP files 

The source file must be uncompressed, to have a standard structure BMP. Restrictions on the size of 

the image and color table (palette) are not imposed. 
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3.2.12.7.2 Downloading PCX files 

The source file must have a standard structure of PCX files. 

Files with compressed image are processed. Restrictions on the size of the image and color table 

(palette) are not imposed. 

 

3.2.12.7.3 Downloading TIFF files 

The source file must be uncompressed, to have a standard structure of TIFF format (version 6.0). 

Restrictions on image storage methods, image size and color table (palette) are not imposed. 

 

3.2.12.8 Import of matrix data 

3.2.12.8.1 Import of the matrix layers MTL 

The mode is called up by the menu File, the item Import from ... item of submenu Matrices of 

layers (TXL). 

This mode is designed to create a matrix of layers (MTL format) based on data from a text file with 

the following columns: 

- X, Y, H - coordinates of the point; 

- P1, PN – capacities of layers. 

 

The name of the created matrix is automatically set based on the name of the open map. The matrix 

legend is a text file encoded in CP1251 that contains:  

- matrix identifier; 

- number of layers; 

- matrix scale; 

- code of applied objects corresponding to measurement points; 

- path to the classifier Geomon3D.rsc; 

- data about each layer: 

 layer color; 

 key (short name) and layer semantics code; 

 number of the semantics repetitions. 

 

The step of the created matrix determines the size of the square side of the matrix element in 

meters. By default, its value is set to 5 mm of the map (the scale denominator divided by 200). 

To set the projection parameters for the created layer matrix, select the map by clicking the button 

«...» setting of passport data from the map. The default, it is to use the projection parameters of the open 

map. 

The layer matrix can be created with or without terrain. If there is a terrain, it is also possible to 

select the file of the elevation matrix. 

 

3.2.12.8.2 Import of a cloud of points TXT 

The mode is called by the menu item File, sub-item Import from..., submenu item Cloud of points 

(TXT). 

This mode is used to create a model MTD based on data from a text file containing coordinates and 

point codes (X, Y, Z, C).  

To set the projection parameters for the created MTD model from the map, select the map by 

clicking the button Passport data from the map. 

The coordinates of points in the source text file can be rectangular (in meters) or geodesic (in 

degrees or radians). The format of the source data is set in the window Format.  

After selecting a text file, the codes and the number of source points are displayed in the settings 

window. Next, it is necessary to configure whether the codes from the text file match the layers of the 
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created MTD model. The layer name and color are selected by double-clicking in the columns Name of 

layer and Color. If the source code is assigned the name of Unloaded layer, then points with this code 

are skipped when creating the model MTD. If the source code is assigned a name for the layer Terrain, 

the points with this code will be displayed in the colors of the elevation matrix palette.  

Settings are saved in a file with the extension IMD. The source text file can contain only the 

coordinates of points (without codes), and all points in this text file are considered as terrain surfaces. To 

save the current import settings, click the button Save. In this case, the settings will be recorded to a file 

with the name specified in the field File of settings. 

 

3.2.13 Export data into exchange formats 

The electronic map can be saved in SXF, MIF, SHP formats. 

 

3.2.13.1 Export a map into exchange format SXF 

If it is necessary to obtain vector data in the exchange format (SXF), the procedure for downloading 

data is used. To do this, select the menu File, the command Export in, the option Files SXF (SXF, DIR). 

This situation occurs in the following cases: 

- in the exchange of data with other applications; 

- if necessary, the editing of the classifier (changing the composition of objects, the dependence 

of the type of objects on the values of semantics, etc.). 

 

The upload procedure allows you to display digital data as a whole, as well as for individual layers 

and localization characteristics or for individual objects. 

If only certain categories of objects are to be selected when unloading vector data, the button Filter 

is clicked. In this case, the dialog Map composition is called up. 

When the work area is downloaded, the instructions file (DIR) is automatically generated, 

containing the name of the classifier file and the created files SXF. 

This version of the program is built format SXF in edition 4.0. 

In the event of a malfunction in the program, records are skipped that cannot be processed, and an 

attempt is made to process the following records. Failure information is logged in the system. 

Saving a vector map in text form is done by converting terrain data from the internal format GIS 

Operator SE into text file SXF. 

To perform the saving procedure, it is necessary to select the nomenclature of the saved map sheet, 

if the work area consists of several sheets, and the name of the text file SXF. By default, the name of the 

text file SXF is set automatically in accordance with the map file names, but can be changed in the 

element Output file name or using the button Select. 

Vector data can be in raster form (when it is set the normal view of the map) or in vector form (set 

to the printer view of the map). 

 

3.2.13.2 Export a vector map into format Shapefile 

The converter to the format SHAPE is intended for converting data from the internal format GIS 

Operator SE to the format Shapefile. 

The converter is launched by selecting the menu File, the command Export in, the option Files 

ArcView (SHP)  
If it is necessary to select only certain categories of objects when converting data, the button Filter 

is clicked. In this case, the dialog Map composition is called. 

Input data for the program are files of the internal format of the map. 

The output data of the format Shapefile are: the main file, the index file, and the file of format 

dBASE (otherwise, the table dBase table). 
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The main file is a direct access file containing records of variable length, each of which describes 

the object using a list of vertices. 

The extension of the main file is      - *.SHP. 

The index file - each record in this file contains the offset of the corresponding record in the main 

file, relative to the beginning of the main file. 

The index file name extension is      - *.SHX. 

The table dBase contains any attribute information about objects or attribute keys by which other 

attribute tables can be attached. Its format is the standard DBF format. One row of the table corresponds 

to one object in the main file. 

The correspondence between objects and attributes is based on the record number. 

The attribute record number in the table dBase is the same as the record number in the main file. 

The name extension for the table dBase is    -*.DBF. 

The main file, index file, and table dBase must have the same name. 

Attributes of objects (semantics) are selected from the classifier of the convertible map. 

A separate field of the table dBase corresponds to one semantic characteristic of the object from the 

classifier. 

Each name of the field table dBase must be unique. 

The field name must be 10 characters or less. 

The table must consist of at least one field. 

The maximum number of fields is 255. Before starting work, it is necessary to set in the classifier 

the semantics (attributes) for each layer required for the table dBase. 

Fields that define the semantic characteristics of objects will have short names of the corresponding 

characteristics described in the classifier of the map. 

To view and adjust the classifier file, it is possible to select the item Classifier edit in the menu 

Tasks, which brings up a dialog allowing you to view, add and remove semantics of layer. 

To perform these operations, it is necessary: 

- in the tab Layers, in the list of layers, select the desired layer number; 

- to select the window Code|Name of the layer semantics, which has three buttons; 

- if there is no layer semantics, click the button Fill; 

- to add layer semantics, click the button Add; 

- to delete the layer semantics, click the button Delete. 

 

The list of fields in the table dBase can be supplemented with service fields. 

The list of service field names is called up when you click the button Configure from group In the 

table dBase to include it. 

The user needs to transfer data from the source list of fields to the final list of fields. 

To process semantics from the classifier, it is necessary to set the sign of the presentation of 

semantics in the table. It is Semantics to decode or Semantics not to decode. 

To work with the set characteristics, click the button Save. 

If the attribute Semantics is decoded (Semantics to decode), the value of the semantic 

characteristics of the object will be presented in the table in symbolic decoded form. 

 

For example: 

For the semantics «SIGN OF NAVIGATION» (semantics code 32, field name in the table-SEM32), 

the value «1» will be replaced with «navigable». 

For the semantics «NATURE OF THE ROCK» (semantics code 8, field name in the table-SEM8), 

the value «2» will be replaced with «crumbly». 

If you do not need the fields Object code and Number object, you must exclude these settings. 

If necessary, you can edit the default names of these fields.  

We recommend using uppercase letters of English alphabet to change the field names. 
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If the field Object code is not set, and the mode Build project is set with Inclusion object 

numbering, the error message is displayed and further processing is stopped. 

If the classifier does not set semantics (attributes) for the layer, but sets additional fields or one of 

them, then tables dBase will be generated without taking into account the classifier and contain only these 

fields. If the service fields are not set, and the semantics in the layer classifier are not set, the user will 

receive a message: «The classifier does not have the number of semantics for layers. Files of dBase 

will be generated with a single field «NUMBER». To continue processing?» 
In case of a positive response, information from the classifier for dBase tables will not be taken. 

The tables will contain a single field «NUMBER» in which the number of the current record will be 

placed. 

Output data is generated in the directory specified by the user, or, by default, in a new directory 

created by the program based on the name of the sheet being processed.  

If the sheet is reprocessed, the old files can be deleted at the user's request; otherwise, they will be 

replaced automatically, without information messages. 

To change the name of the source map, activate the field for entering the name of the corresponding 

map or click the button Select file. 

To automatically build a project file, it is necessary to activate the field Build project. 

This opens a new window of the dialog Build project. 

По умолчанию, выдается имя файла-проекта, который будет размещен в том же каталоге, что 

и формируемые выходные файлы формата Shapefile. Файл-проект представляет собой ASCII-файл 

с постоянным расширением - .apr 

By default, the name of the project file is given, which will be placed in the same directory as the 

generated output files in the format Shapefile. The project file is a file ASCII with the constant extension 

- .apr 

When you call the converter in the window View of metric data, you are prompted to set the 

coordinate system of the output files. 

If translation is not supported, the output coordinates are generated in mode XY (meters).  

Otherwise-select from the list: 

BL (degrees) - (default) converting metric data from meters on the ground to geodetic coordinates; 

XY (meters) - meters (map projection); 

BL WGS84-conversion from meters on the ground (map projection) to geodetic coordinates 

(General earth ellipsoid WGS84); 

XY UTM-converting coordinates to rectangular ones in meters in the system NAHRWAN in the 

UTM projection (Clark ellipsoid 1880); 

If it is selected the coordinate conversion mode of BL WGS84 or XY UTM, then if there are no 

elevation matrices for this sheet in the electronic map data list, you will be asked to Consider the 

elevation matrix.  

If the answer is positive, a new window opens in the dialog Select the elevation matrices.  

The list Names of matrices shows the names of the elevation matrices from the current directory.  

To include the elevation matrices in processing, use the button -- > to move the names of those 

matrices that will be used from the list Names of matrices to the final table.  

For connection to the handling of the elevation matrices from other directories, use the mode 

Search (Find).  

If there is a matrix in the list Summary table that is not needed or entered incorrectly, it is possible 

to delete it from this table using the button Delete.  

Use the button Exit to complete the work. 

 

Operating procedure: 

1) Make active the processed file MAP. 

2) From the menu File, select Export to SHP. 
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3) A dialog box will be displayed on the screen, in which the following will be indicated: 

- name of the cultivated area; 

- name of the downloaded file MAP; 

- building a project; 

- output directory; 

- type of metric data (measurement units of output information): 

XY (meters); 

BL (degrees); 

BLWGS84; 

XY UTM; 

- sheet nomenclature; 

- sheet scale; 

- total number of sheet objects; 

- number of mistakes; 

- processing status. 

4) During the conversion process, the screen displays: 

- total number of sheets; 

- number of sheets selected for processing; 

- number of the processed sheet; 

- number of errors detected; 

- status bar with %  completion; 

- current processing process. 

5) During the conversion process, a protocol of the program’s work is generated in the same 

directory as the output data into a text file by the name of the sheet, but with the extension LOG. 

 

When running the program, objects that cannot be processed are skipped, and an attempt is made to 

process the following entries. If objects that cannot be identified are found in the source file, the program 

stops working with the corresponding message. 

Information about detected errors is recorded in the operation log.  

The output file names are formed according to: 

- name of the processed sheet;  

- type of the data to be processed; 

- name of the layer to be processed. 

 

Example: 

PATH / n37016_SQR_LAYER0.SHP - main file; 

PATH / n37016_SQR_LAYER0.SHX - index file; 

PATH / n37016_SQR_LAYER0.DBF - file of dBase table. 

Where: 

PATH / - directory,  

n37016 - file name, 

_             - delimiter, 

LAYER0 - short name of the layer, 

.SHP - extension of the name for the main file, 

.SHX - extension of the file name index, 

.DBF - extension of the table name dBASE. 

The types of processed data correspond to the nature of the localization for the objects stored in 

them. They can be as follows: 

SQR – area; 

LIN - linear, vector; 

TXT - caption type objects, templates; 
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DOT - point. 

If the mode Build project was selected, a work file is generated for automatic loading into GIS 

ArcView. 

Project is a group of documents that communicate with each other that you deal with during a 

session with ArcView. The project contains five types of documents: Views, Tables, Charts, Layouts, 

and Scripts. 

Project sets and stores the state parameters of the documents it contains, including the display 

position, the current selection set, and the appearance of the application window. Project information is 

stored in a file called a project file. 

It is an ASCII file with the constant extension .apr. 

The window Project displays the names of all project documents and acts as a node that provides a 

link between all project documents. 

The project connects objects and attributes to themes and exercises control over them in View. 

Theme represents a set of real-world objects as map objects along with their attributes. Each theme 

has a name - the name of the file, and one or more characters to display the objects of the theme. 

Topic objects represent geographical objects through three main forms: points, lines, and polygons. 

The window View consists of two parts: Table of contents and Map display area. The table of 

contents lists topics and displays their legends; In Map display area, there are objects for each topic 

displayed on the screen. 

The geographic interface of the window View contains menus, buttons, and tools that are used to 

perform any actions in views and themes. 

The themes available in the window View can be turned on and off, made active for performing any 

actions, and also change the order in which themes are displayed. 

Turn themes on and off. 

To display a theme in the window View, you must enable it by left-clicking on the control frame 

next to the topic name in Table of contents. 

Clicking the left mouse button again will turn off the theme. When a theme is on, it is drawn in 

Map display area; when a theme is off, this theme is not drawn. Turning off a theme causes the change 

only on the screen and does not entail the removal of objects in the theme. 

To include all topics in Table of contents, left-click on the control frame next to any topic name in 

Table of contents, while holding down the button <Ctrl>. Repeated operation will turn off all topics. 

Activating the theme. 

Most of the actions are performed only with active topics. When a topic is active, it is highlighted in 

Table of contents. This means that this theme is available for performing any actions. 

To make the theme active, click the left mouse button on this topic in Table of contents. To make 

multiple themes active, hold down the button <Shift> when selecting the active theme. 

Changing the display order. 

The themes are drawn in sequential order, starting from the bottom and ending with the top theme 

in Table of contents. To change the order of drawing themes, place the cursor on the desired theme in 

Table of contents, click the left mouse button, and without releasing it, move it to a new position. 

  

3.2.13.3 Export a vector map into format MIF/MID 

The program exports digital vector data from the internal format of GIS Operator SE into the 

graphic format MIF/MID of the system MapInfo. 

The converter is launched by selecting the menu File, the command Export in the option Files 

MapInfo (MIF)  
After the main dialog appears, the user is given the opportunity to either use the default settings or 

change them at his discretion, taking the new values from the list provided.    
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Figure 4 - Saving the map to format MIF/MID 

At the top of the dialog box Saving the map to format MIF/MID (see Figure 4), the fields Name 

and Source map are located containing information about the current file of the work area. If necessary, 

the user can refuse to operate with this work area and use the button «...» to specify any other file of work 

area. 

The content of the field Output directory is intended to display the path to the generated output 

data. 

The field Text file contains the name of the text file created during the execution of the program. If 

a text file is detected, the button update (refresh) is activated, allowing you to delete it and recreate the 

text file. 

To work with a text file with a different location, there is a button «...» the standard search and the 

open file. 

In order to prevent accidental destruction of information - a text file, when you click the button 

Create, a window is displayed asking you to confirm or cancel deleting the text file. 

Below in the main dialog there are several groups of control elements that display various data 

about the current processing process. 

The group Current list of the area contains information on the nomenclature, scale, type of map, 

the number of objects in the sheet, and the number of detected errors. 

The group Statistics contains information about the total number of sheets in the area, the number 

of sheets selected from the area, etc. 

The group Processing status displays the processing of a single sheet and the entire area. 

The group Settings is intended for access to other dialogs and it combines the following control 

buttons: Parameters ..., Tables ..., Filter ..., Help. 

After setting up the main dialog and the dialogs Parameters ... and Tables ..., the user, using the 

button Run, starts the program for execution, or refuses it using the button Cancel. 

Description of the dialog Options ... (Parameters) 
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Figure 5 - Options (Parameters) 

In the dialog Options (see Figure 5), the group Output name directory is present as containing 

two radio buttons with the names Automatic and Indicated, which are designed to specify different ways 

of forming the path to the output data. 

In the first case, the output directory in which the files MIF/MID and the protocol file .LOG will be 

placed is created in the directory where MAP file is located. The name of this output directory is 

automatically generated by default – during it there are used the path of the work area file and the name 

of the current file HDR of the sheet included in this work area, for example, 

- /NameOfDirect/Data/NameMap.map     - path to the file of work area; 

- NameFirstList.Hdr      - name of the first-file of the sheet included in this area; 

- /NameOfDirect/Data/NameFirstList/      - name of the output directory.  

 

In the second case, the path to the directory is specified manually in the standard file selection 

dialog. After the file selection dialog appears, it is necessary to click the right mouse button and select the 

option to create a new folder in the context menu and then create a new document in it, for example, a text 

one.  

The group Name of output file contains two radio buttons with the names Layer number and 

Short name of the layer, which are designed to specify different ways of forming the name for the 

output files. 

During program execution, MIF/MID files are created in the output directory, the names of which 

are formed by default from the name of the file HDR of the sheet and the two-digit hexadecimal number 

of the layer (in the range from '00' to 'FF'), which is taken from the file .RSC GIS Operator SE, for 

example, 

- NameFirstList.Hdr - the name of the processed HDR - file of sheet; 

- 10 - layer serial number in the resource file .RSC (in hexadecimal two-digit form - 0A); 

- NameFirstList0A.mif - the name of the file MIF  

- NameFirstList0A.mid - the name of the file MID 

 

When the button Short name of the layer is pressed layer name, in the file names MIF/MID, 

instead of the layer number to the file name HDR, it is added the short name of the layer from the file 

.RSC of system GIS Operator SE, for example: 

- NameFirstListLAYER01.mif - the name of the file MIF;  

- NameFirstListLAYER01.mid - the name of the file MID.  

 

The names of the created files can be longer than 8 characters with the extensions .mid, .mif. 
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After configuring the input and output data, the user can change the default dialog parameters. 

The semantics (attributes) of each layer's objects are stored in a separate file MID. The structure of 

the file MID is described by the tables in the file MIF. A separate table field corresponds to one semantic 

characteristic of the object. The list of semantic characteristics that are allowed for a layer is contained in 

the classifier (resource file) of the converted map. 

To view and correct the resource file, select item Edit classifier in the menu Task, which opens a 

dialog that allows you to view, add, and delete layer semantics. To perform these operations, it is 

necessary to: 

- in the tab Layers, in the list of layers, select the desired layer number; 

- select the window Code|Name of the layer semantics, which has three buttons; 

- if there is no layer semantics, click the button Fill; 

- add layer semantics, click the button Add; 

- delete the layer semantics, click the button Delete. 

 

To save the results of the semantic layer, it is necessary to click the button Save.  

The group Names of field tables allows you to use, as table field names, short or full names of 

semantic characteristics contained in the file of resource GIS Operator SE. 

The group View output data allows you to control the view semantics in MID files and generate 

the output coordinates of MIF files in degrees (by default) or in meters. 

The group Vector represent as defines how the source map's vector objects are represented in the 

output format MIF. 

The group Structure of header MIF file allows you to change the default values for lines of the 

file header MIF -Version, Charset, Delimiter, and CoordSys. 

When you click the button Save at the beginning of the text file maptomif.ini creates or updates the 

service section SETMAIN, which stores the operation parameters specified in the dialog Options 

(Parameters). 
The list of table fields can be supplemented with service fields.  

In the dialog Options (Parameters) ..., there is a button with the heading «Include in tables...», 

clicking on which causes a modal dialog with the heading «Additionally include».  

The description of dialog Additionally include. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Additionally include 

The fields of dialog Additionally include (see Figure 6) allow the user to control the composition 

of the header for the tables of file MIF containing information about the layer, the object code and its 

unique number, and so on. 
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The dialog panel contains two tables with the names of Source list of fields and Final list of fields, 

the first of them is the input, the second is the output. 

With the option Russian there is a possibility of representation of the source list in Cyrillic. 

The user uses the mouse to specify (select) a specific row in the input table that needs to be placed 

in the output table, and then presses the button > >, after which this row is transferred to the output list.   

 The names of service fields have silent values and can be changed by the user in the output table if 

necessary.  

The field format can also be changed by the user: 

 N - format of the field Integer; 

C(32) is a character format with length of 32-byte. 

The button Insert allows you to insert a row from the input table to an arbitrary location in the 

output table. 

The button Delete deletes the selected row in the output table. 

The button Reset deletes all rows from the output table when clicked. 

When you click the button Save at the end of the text file.m2m creates or updates a service partition 

.SETUP, which saves the operation parameters specified in the dialog «Additionally include».  

Work with the classifier 

If it appears in the protocol .Log messages of the form: 

 

«FOR THE LAYER...NUMBER .....THERE IS NO SEMANTICS IN THE CLASSIFIER», 

 it is necessary for each layer to perform the following actions: 

- select in menu Tasks, the item Edit classifier; 

- in the tab Layers in the list of layers select the required layer number; 

- go to the window containing the table Code|Name of the layer semantics; 

- if there is no layer semantics, click the button Fill. 

 

To save the results of work with the semantics of layer, click the button Save. 

Output control data. 

As a result of the program, three control files are created with the name of the processed map: 

- text file (extension .m2m); 

- binary file (extension .rab); 

- parameters file (extension .ini). 

 

The text file contains information about how an object of the format MAP should be described for 

its presentation in the format MIF/MID. 

Based on the text file, a binary file is created that is necessary for the program to work. 

A text file is created only if it is missing. 

A binary file is created each time the program runs. 

The text file contains data on the objects represented in the classifier file RSC. 

The text, binary, and parameters file maptomif.ini are created in the directory that contains the 

work area to be processed. 

 

3.2.13.3.1 Structure of the controlling data 

The following is a description of structure for the text file, with help of which, the user can 

influence the process of assigning to objects MAP the characteristics for the external representation of 

objects in the format MIF/MID. 

Making changes to the data structures of the sections .POINT, .LINE, .SQUARE, .TITLE, 

.VECTOR and .MIXED allows the user to change the appearance characteristics of objects MIF. Editing 

data lines of a text file consists in changing the values of numeric, string fields. 
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When editing row fields, the following rules must be observed: 

- it is required to observe the sequence of fields in the text file record; 

- the values of the fields to be changed must correspond to the type and dimension of the attribute 

being modified. 

 

The names of the attribute fields for the file MIF (the group Names of field tables) is formed based 

on the short or full name of the semantic characteristics of the file RSC for system resources of GIS 

Operator SE. If there are spaces in the name of the semantic characteristics, they are replaced with a sign 

of underscore. 

Attribute types of the table file MIF can take values: 

The attribute types of the file table-MIF can take values:  

- Char(30)    for the field ExCode; 

- Integer       for the field LinkObject;  

- Integer(n,m) for all numeric semantic characteristics of the file-RSC resources of system Map 

2000 that occur in this layer;  

- Char(n)        for all string semantic characteristics of the file-RSC resources of system GIS 

Operator SE that occur in this layer, including values:  

- type «classifier» (values are specified in decoded string form); 

- type the file name .MAP,.PCX,.BMP, etc.;  

- type of reference to object numbers. 

 

The dimension n, m of the attributes Integer(n,m), Char(n) is determined by the dimension of the 

semantic characteristics of the file-RSC resources of system GIS Operator SE. 

To view the properties of semantic characteristics, select Edit classifier in the menu Task: 

- the tab Semantics contains a detailed description of each semantic characteristic; 

- in the tab Layers, select the desired layer number in the list of layers; 

- go to the window containing the table Code | Name of the layer semantics, which shows the 

semantics for the selected layer; 

- if there is no layer semantics, click the button Fill. 

 

The structure of the text file 

A text file consists of the header and entries. The header entry has at the beginning a key TXT.  

The header record consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

3.2.13.3.1.1 Structure of the text file header record 

Key Version name RSC Date and time when the header was created   Reserve 

 

For example: the file has the following header type 

 

.TXT     VERXX     200t50v.rsc where:   

VERXX can be VER01  or  VER05,  defining versions of the text file. 

 

In version 01 the order of components RGB color  COLOR is as follows – 

                                   (Blue ,  Green,  Red  ). 

 

В версии 05  the order of components RGB color  COLOR is different kind – 

                                    (Red,  Green,  Blue ). 

 

3.2.13.3.1.2 Structure for the records section .POINT of point objects 

Section name     Version number 
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..POINT         VER 01 

 

Each section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

Field 1                Field 2          Field 3    Field 4  Field 5   …             Field 9 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

KKKKKKKK       NN         DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

111111111           0  

 

where Field 1 – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of the object; 

       

      Field2 – NN                 -  serial number of the object in the series 

                                                   ( 0 - no series) 

     Field3 – Field9           - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

FONT   NUMBER  COLOR   SIZE   ANGLE   BACKGROUND   EFFECTS 

 

Example 

 

                 “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”   35    (127, 0, 127)    10   0    0    0  

 

       where Field3  -  FONT:    “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”    -  name of the font table; 

               Field4 -  NUMBER:            35             -  symbol number in the font table; 

               Field5  -  COLOR:     (127, 0, 127)            -  color of the symbol as RGB; 

 

The order of the components RGB color depends on the version of the text file  

(see the header structure of text file)    

 

               Field6 -   SIZE:                  10        -  symbol size in points (1/72 inch) 

               Field7 -   ANGLE:              0        -  symbol reversal angle; 

 

 

               Field8 -   BACKGROUND: 0         - background code: 

                                                                                        0 – no: 

                                                                                        1 – halo; 

                                                                                        2 – edging. 

 

               Field9 -   EFFECTS:  0       - effects:       

                                                                            0 - no; 

                                                                            1 - outline that casts a shadow; 

                                                                            2 - thickened contour; 

                                                                            3 - both. 

 

3.2.13.3.1.3 Structure for the records section .LINE of line objects 

Section name     Version number 

  

.LINE                 VER01 
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The section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

Field1              Field2          Field3                  Field4               Field5   

…………………………………………………………………………. 

KKKKKKKK       NN         DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

111111111          1  

 

where Field1 – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of a line object; 

       

     Field2 – NN                  - serial number of the object in the series 

                                                   ( 0 - no series ) 

      Field3 – Field5           - contain the description of the object in MapInfo 

 

                       STYLE    WIDTH     COLOR   

 

     Example 

 

                           35             1            (127, 127, 127)  

 

       where Field3  -  STYLE    :    35                      - line type code; 

                Field4  -  WIDTH    :    1                       - line thickness code.  

                Field5 - COLOR:   (127, 127,  127)  - line color (24 bit number RGB); 

 

The order of the components RGB color depends on the version of the text file  

(see the header structure of text file)     

 

                                                                                                      List of primary colors 

.............................................................................................................................. 

:                       C o m p o n e n t s    Color  (R,G,B)                                      : 

:         N / N    red -R    green -G    blue -B                          c o l o r                 : 

.............................................................................................................................. 

        0            0                 0                   0                       black     

1             0                 0                 168                     dark blue 

2             0               168                 0                       green  

3             0                84                  84                     dark green  

4           168                0                   0                      dark red 

5           252              168                 84                    sand 

6           168                84                 0                      brown  

7           168              168                168                   light grey  

8            84                 84                   84                  dark grey 

9             0                168                 252                   light blue  

10           84               252                  84                   light green  

11           84                 84                252                    blue  

12         252                  0                   84                    red  

13         252                 84                 252                   purple or raspberry 

14         252               252                   84                   yellow 

15         252               252                 252                   white 
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3.2.13.3.1.4 Structure for the records section .SQUARE of area objects 

Section name     Version number 

  

.SQUARE            VER01 

 

The section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

Field1              Field2          Field3      Field4 ………………… Field8   

…………………………………………………………………………. 

KKKKKKKK       NN         DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

111111111            1 

 

where Field1 – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of an area object; 

      Field2 – NN                - serial number of the object in the series ( 0 - no series ) 

       Field3 – Field8           - contain the description of the object in MapInfo 

 

                   PATTERN  FOREGROUND  BACKGROUND STYLE COLOR   WIDTH 

 

Example 

                        49    (127, 127, 127)     (0, 0, 0)    35    (88, 78,  87)     1  

 

       where Field3  -  PATTERN:                 35             - fill type code; 

              Field4 -  FOREGROUND:  (127, 127, 127)   - foreground color as RGB; 

              Field5  -  BACKGROUND:           (0, 0, 0)             - background color; 

              Field6  -  STYLE:               35              - line type code; 

              Field7  -  COLOR:       (88, 78, 87)        - line color as RGB; 

              Field8  -  WIDTH:               1                - line thickness code.  

 
The order of the components RGB color FOREGROUND, BACKGROUND, COLOR 

depends on the version of the text file (see the header structure of text file) 

 

3.2.13.3.1.5 Structure for the records section .TITLE of objects with caption type 

Section name     Version number 

  

.TITLE             VER01 

 

The section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

Field1                  Field2          Field3….. Field4 …………… Field9   

KKKKKKKK       NN             DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

111111111           1 

 

where Field1 – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of a text object; 

       

     Field2 – NN                  - serial number of the object in the series  

                                                   ( 0 - no series ) 
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     Field3 – Field9           - contain the description of the object in MapInfo 

 

             FONT SIZE   TEXTCOLOR   BACKGROUND  COLOR   EFFECTS   ALIGN 

 

Example 

 

                         “Arial Cyr”    48     (123, 45, 67)     0      (0,  0, 0)    0    0 

 

       where Field3  -  FONT              :        “Arial Cyr”        -   font name; 

                Field4  -  SIZE                :                  48              -   font size; 

                Field5  -  TEXTCOLOR :          (123, 45, 67)     -   font color (RGB); 

                Field6  -  BACKGROUND    :            0             -   font background code: 

                                                                                                0 – no background  

                                                                                                1-  halo of font symbols; 

                                                                                                2 - solid background. 

                Field7  -  COLOR                   :   ( 0, 0, 0)   -   font background color (RGB); 

                Field8  -  EFFECTS                :                0   -   font style code: 

                                                                                               0      –  no style; 

                                                                                               1       -   highlighted;    

2       -   inclined;  

4       -  underlined; 

16     -  all in capital letters; 

256   -  tinted; 

4096 – extended.  

               Field9 – ALIGN:          0 -  no horizontal alignment 

                                                     1 -  left alignment 

                                                     2 -  to the right 

                                                     4 -  in the center 

 

3.2.13.3.1.6 Structure for the records section .VECTOR of vector objects 

Section name     Version number 

  

.VECTOR             VER01 

 

The section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 
 

Field1       Field2     Field3      Field4 …………….. Field6 

…………………………………………………………………………….…. 

KKKKKKKK       NN         LOC         DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

   111111111           1             0             
 

where Field1 – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of a vector object; 

       

     Field2 – NN                  - serial number of the object in the series 

                                              ( 0 - no series ) 

     Field3  -  LOC  -  object localization code, can take one of the following values: 

                                                0 - line object; 

                                                1 - area object; 

                                                2 - point object. 
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The parameter LOC defines the next Object description in MapInfo.  

 

3.2.13.3.1.7 Structure of strings representing a vector object in MapInfo. 

The order of the components RGB color COLOR, FOREGROUND, BACKGROUND 

depends on the version of the text file (see the header structure of text file)    

 

The vector object MAP is represented by only one of the three objects MIF: 

1. In the case of a line object (LOC = 0) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT in the MapInfo should 

have the following form: 

 

Field4 – Field6           - contain the description of the object in MapInfo 

                     STYLE    WIDTH    COLOR 

 

Example 

 

                           35         1           (127, 127, 127)  

 

where Field4 - STYLE: 35 - line type code; 

 

                Field5 - WIDTH: 1 - line thickness code. 

 

                Field6 - COLOR: (127, 127, 127) - line color (RGB); 

 

2. In the case of an area object (LOC = 1) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT in MapInfo should be as 

follows: 

 

Field4 - Field9 - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

PATTERN     FOREGROUND     BACKGROUND      STYLE      COLOR      WIDTH     SQUARE 

    

where SQUARE consists of three numbers: 

 

SQUARE_WIDTH          SQUARE_LENGTH            SQUARE_OUT 

 

Example 

 

       49      (127,  127,  127)       (0, 0, 0)      35      (88, 78, 87)     1       8    12     0 

 

       where  Field4  -  PATTERN            :          35                 - fill type code; 

 

                Field5  -  FOREGROUND  :   (127, 127, 127)      - foreground color as RGB; 

 

               Field6  -  BACKGROUND :          (0, 0, 0)            - background color ( RGB); 

 

               Field7  -  STYLE                 :                  35             - line type code; 

 

               Field8  -  COLOR   :        (88, 78, 87)      - line color as RGB; 

 

               Field9  -  WIDTH   :               1                - line thickness code.  
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         Next are the fields that describe the sizes of the vector area SQUARE:    

 

               Field10 - SQUARE_WIDTH     :     10     -  width of the area;  

 

               Field11  - SQUARE_LENGTH :      12    -  length of the area; 

 

               Field12  - SQUARE_OUT         :        0     -  indent from the baseline. 

 

3. In the case of a point object (LOC = 2) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT in MapInfo should be 

as follows: 

 

Field4 – Field10      - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

     FONT   NUMBER  COLOR   SIZE   ANGLE   BACKGROUND   EFFECTS 

Example 

 

      “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”   35    (127, 0, 127)    10   0    0    0  

 

       where  Field4  -  FONT       :  “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”  -  name of the font table; 

               Field5 -    NUMBER:          35                          - number of symbol in the font table; 

               Field6  -  COLOR   :    (127,  0, 127)                - symbol color (RGB); 

               Field7 -   SIZE        :            10                       - symbol size in points (1/72 inch) 

               Field8 -   ANGLE  :              0                        - angle of the symbol rotation; 

               Field9 -   BACKGROUND:  0                        - background code: 

                                                                                        0 – no: 

                                                                                        1 – halo; 

                                                                                        2 – edging. 

 

               Field10 -   EFFECTS:            0                    - effects:       

                                                                                     0 –  no; 

                                                                                     4 -  contour casting a shadow; 

                                                                                     5 - thickened outline; 

                                                                                     6-  both. 

 

3.2.13.3.1.8 Structure for the records section .MIXED of template objects 

Section name     Version number 

  

.MIXED             VER01 

 

The section consists of entries. 

 

Each entry consists of fields separated by spaces. 

 

Field1                  Field2          Field3 

KKKKKKKK         NN              NUMBER 

111111111          1                  3 

 

where Field1  – KKKKKKKK  - classification code of the object; 
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      Field2   –       NN       - serial number of the object in the series 

                                                ( 0 - no series ) 

 

     Field3  -  NUMBER  -  the number of lines that follow and contain information about the 

description of the template object in  MapInfo. 

 

3.2.13.3.1.9 Structure of strings representing a template object in MapInfo: 

Field4 ……………………………… Field10 

……………………………………………….. 

LOC   DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

 

where    Field4  -  LOC     -  object localization code, can take one of the following values: 

                                               0 -  line object; 

                                               2 -  point object; 

                                               3 -  text object. 

 

The parameter LOC defines the next  DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT in MapInfo. 

  

In the case of a line object (LOC = 0) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo 

should be as follows: 

 

Field4 – Field6           - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

                             LOC      STYLE   WIDTH   COLOR 

 

The order of the components RGB color COLOR, TEXTCOLOR depends on the version of the text 

file (see the header structure of text file). 

 

Example 

                               0              35    1   (127, 127,  127) 

 

       where   Field4  - LOC         :      0                         -  line description of the object; 

                Field5  -  STYLE    :    35                             - line type code; 

                Field6  -  WIDTH    :    1                              - line thickness code.  

                Field7  -  COLOR   :   (127, 127, 127)         - line color in the form of RGB; 

 

In the case of a point object (LOC = 2) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT in MapInfo should be as 

follows: 

 

Field4 – Field11      - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

        LOC  FONT   NUMBER  COLOR   SIZE   ANGLE   BACKGROUND   EFFECTS 

 

Example 

 

                       2            “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”   35    (127, 0, 127)    10   0    0    0  

 

       where  Field4  - LOC:                    2 -  description of the object in the form of a symbol; 

               Field5  -  FONT       :  “MapInfo Gaz&Oil”  -  name of the font table; 

               Field6 -  NUMBER:            35                       - symbol number in the font table; 
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               Field7  -  COLOR   :      (127, 0 127,)            - symbol color  (R G B); 

               Field8 -   SIZE        :            10                       - symbol size in points (1/72 inch) 

               Field9 -   ANGLE  :              0                        - angle of the symbol rotation; 

 

               Field10 -   BACKGROUND: 0                         - background code: 

                                                                                        0 – no: 

                                                                                        1 – halo; 

                                                                                        2 – edging. 

 

               Field11 -   EFFECTS:  0                               - effects:       

                                                                                        0 –  no; 

                                                                                        7 -    contour casting a shadow; 

                                                                                        8  -   thickened outline; 

                                                                                        9  -   both. 

 

In the case of a text object (LOC = 3) DESCRIPTION OF THE OBJECT IN MapInfo should be as 

follows: 

 

Field4 – Field11          - contain a description of the object in MapInfo 

 

     LOC   FONT     SIZE  TEXTCOLOR  BACKGROUND COLOR  EFFECTS  ALIGN 

 

Example 

 

                        3     “Arial Cyr”    48    (123, 45, 67)     0     ( 0, 0, 0)     0  0   

 

       where Field 4  - LOC                 :               3              -  caption; 

               Field5  -  FONT              :        “Arial Cyr”        -   name of the font; 

               Field6  -  SIZE                :                  48             -   size of the font; 

               Field7  -  TEXTCOLOR :           (123, 45, 67)   -   color of the font (RGB); 

 

               Field8  -  BACKGROUND    :            0             -   font background code: 

                                                                                     0 – no background  

                                                                                     1 -  halo of the font symbols; 

                                                                                     2 -  solid background. 

 

               Field9  -  COLOR                   :           ( 0, 0, 0)     -   font background color (RGB); 

 

               Field10  -  EFFECTS                :                0            -   font style code: 

                                                                                            0    -  no style; 

                                                                                            1    -   highlighted;    

                                                                                            3     -   inclined;  

                                                                                            4      -  underlined; 

                                                                                            16     -  all in capital letters; 

                                                                                            256   -  tinted; 

                                                                                           4096  - extended.  

 

               Field11 - ALIGN      :   0 -  no horizontal alignment 

                                                     1 -  left alignment 

                                                     2 -  to the right 

                                                     4 -  in the center 
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3.2.13.3.1.10 Format of the service section .SETUP 

The section is created automatically, but can be edited manually. 

The location of the section is at the end of the text file. 

.SETUP-header (key) from the first position; 

next are the lines 

          .  .  . 

Line format:  

   pole1 pole2 pole3 

where field1 is the number (key) of the table field in the header of the file MIF; 

   field 2 - name of the table field; 

   field 3 – it indicates whether to include/not include ( 1/0 ) this field in the table. 

  

3.2.13.4 Export of a vector map to format BMP 

The mode is intended for saving the selected map fragment to the file format BMP. Any fragment 

for an electronic map of any composition, type, etc. can be saved. In the future, BMP files can be used in 

other applications. 

Select and change of the saved map fragment 

The button All area (Whole area) sets the whole area as a saved area. 

To select a fragment, it is necessary to click the button Select, then mark the area on the map with a 

choice of two points. The dialog box Save vector map to BMP file reopens. 

The button Change is intended to change the selected fragment. 

The button By object sets the size of the saved area by the dimensions of the selected object. 

Selection and change of the fragment can be made repeatedly. 

When copying the fragment of a document into BMP file, it is necessary to specify the following 

characteristics of the saved image: 

- scale (Scale field); 

- resolution (Resolution field); 

- number of bits per element (Bits per pixel field). 

 

By the size of the fragment and the specified parameters, the size of the saved file is estimated (the 

field of File size). 

 

3.2.14 Saving data 

3.2.14.1 Saving an electronic map 

Saving an electronic map is performed when you select the menu File of the command Save. 

Saving an electronic map consists in saving all types of data (vector, raster) in the corresponding 

files. If the data in the memory has not changed since the previous saving, then the status of the data in 

the files is checked. If the data in the files has changed (during multi-user operation on the network) then 

the data in the main memory is updated and the map image is redrawn. 

Saving editable objects of vector maps (terrain and custom) occurs immediately after each operation 

directly into files. Buffering is not performed. Previous object states are stored in service files in the 

directory LOG.  

 

3.2.14.2 Saving in exchange format 

The electronic map can be saved in format SXF. To do this, select the menu File, the command 

Save as. In the window that appears, set a new name for the map. 

When unloading the work area, an instruction file (DIR) is automatically generated containing the 

names of the resource classifier file and the created SXF files. 
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When program failures occur, entries that cannot be processed are skipped, and the attempt is made 

to process the following entries. Information about failures is recorded in the protocol of system. 

 

3.2.15 Printing a map 

To print, follow these steps: 

- turn on the printer (it is assumed that the printer is connected to the computer and the 

corresponding print drivers are installed);  

- start printing (Print button); 

- map printing is performed in accordance with the set composition of the display. 

 

An area of terrain can be selected as the print area. To select a print area, it is necessary to mark an 

area on the map by selecting two points.    Then, in the print dialog, select the output mode-to a file or to 

the printing device, set the output file name and the current print mode resolution. 

 

3.2.16 Exit 

When you select the menu File, the command Exit, the application terminates its work. In this case, 

a settings file is created - a file with the name of the main open vector map and with the extension INI. 

The next time you open this map, there will be automatically loaded user maps, matrices, and rasters 

which have been opened at the time of exiting the program. 

 

3.3 Commands of menu View 

The menu contains commands that control viewing of the currently open document (map).  

The assignment of commands is shown in table 11. 

 

Table 11 -  Commands of menu View 

Menu 

command 

Assignment 

Composition of 

displaying 

Selecting the composition of displayed objects in the active vector map. 

Data list Changing parameters of the open data. 

View of the map  Changing the display type of a vector map 

(normal, normal with nodes, printer-raster). 

View of the 

matrix  

Changing the matrix display type 

(color, halftone, only shadows). 

Raster curtains Changing the raster display area. 

Full screen mode The mode is intended for drawing graphic objects on a map in the process of reports 

and presentations using touch-panels or with the mouse. 

Embedded 

documents 

Work with documents attached to the map (insert, delete, show, hide, zoom). 

 

3.3.1 Composition of displayed map objects 

To set the criteria for selecting map objects during display, it is necessary to select the menu View, 

the command Composition displaying, or click the icon Composition displaying in the toolbar. The 

dialog box Map composition appears. 

Selection criteria include:  

- map layers and types of objects (localization); 

- types of objects; 

- list of nomenclature sheets; 
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- range of object numbers; 

- semantic characteristics of objects. 

 

The full composition of map layers, object types, object kinds, semantic characteristics, and their 

values is determined by the set Classifier of resource map for this map. 

To set the list of displayed layers and types of map objects, it is necessary to activate the tab Layers 

of the dialog box Map composition and to set/reset the rows highlighting in the list of layers and in the 

list of object types. 

To select the types of objects, select the tab Objects of the dialog Map composition and to set/reset 

the line highlighting in the list of map objects. 

To select the composition of the displayed item lists, activate the tab Sheets of the dialog Map 

composition and to set/reset the highlighting of the required lines in the list for map sheets of work area. 

To set the number range of displayed objects, select the tab Numbers of the dialog Map 

composition, enable the button Range of numbers, and to enter the minimum and maximum values for 

the numbers of map objects.  

To set criteria for selecting map objects based on their semantic characteristics, activate the tab 

Semantics of the dialog Map composition and to enable the button Separate semantics. 

If, for example, you want to display objects that have an absolute height value greater than 100 m, it 

is necessary to create the expression of the kind: 

      the absolute height > 100. 

 

To form such expressions, use the table of characteristics for the objects of the tab Semantics, 

consisting of three columns: Semantics name, Condition and Value. 

To add semantics name to a table, use the button Add or double-click in the column Semantics 

name. In response, the dialog box Select semantics opens, where the name of the semantic characteristic 

is selected. By double-clicking the mouse or clicking the button Select, the highlighted line of the 

semantics list is entered in the column Semantics name of the tab Semantics. In this case, the sign = is 

entered in the column Condition, and the first value of the value classifier is entered in the column 

Value, if the classifiers of values are set for the selected characteristic. 

To edit the value of the semantic characteristic, double-click in the column Value. If the classifier 

of values of the semantic characteristic is not set for the selected semantics, then the required value is 

entered directly in the 3rd column of the table. The end of editing is pressing the key Enter. Otherwise, 

the value is selected from the list of possible values for the classifier. 

To edit the selection condition, double-click in the column Condition of the characteristics table for 

the tab Semantics, and then select the required conditions from the list of possible conditions. The signs 

in the list of conditions mean:  

- != the value of the semantic characteristic is not equal to the specified value; 

- * any value of this characteristic is allowed; 

- < the value of the semantic characteristic is less than the specified value; 

- <= the value of the semantic characteristic is no more than the specified value; 

- = the value of the semantic characteristic is equal to the specified value; 

- > the value of the semantic characteristic is greater than the specified value; 

- >= the value of the semantic characteristic is not less than the specified value; 

- x this characteristic is missing. 

 

Similarly, in this window, you can change the display settings for open custom maps by first 

selecting the map in the field Name of the map, the window Composition of displaying. 
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3.3.2 Data list of electronic map 

To get a list of open data for electronic map, select the menu View, the command Data list or click 

the icon Data list in the toolbar. The dialog box Data list appears. 

In the window that appears, the name of the vector map, opened as the main map, and the lists of 

names for the added files, divided by subgroups will be indicated: a list of user maps, a list of matrices, a 

list of rasters. 

The list of open data can be changed by adding new files (Add button) or closing open ones (Close 

button). In addition, display data can be adjusted for open data. 

 

3.3.2.1 Changing parameters of display raster data 

In this mode, it is possible to change the composition of the list of raster image files, as well as the 

parameters of the current raster in the list of raster image files. 

Access to tools for changing raster image parameters is carried out by selecting a raster from a list 

in the window Data list and right-clicking or the button Properties. 

The user has the ability to change the following properties of the raster image: 

- conditions for displaying the raster (degree of transparency); 

- palette (disabling and replacing the color of the raster). 

 

When you add files in the formats BMP, PCX to the list of rasters, it is activated the corresponding 

converter to the format RSW. 

To optimize the speed of displaying a raster map, it is used a mechanism for replacing a raster 

image with its reduced copy. 

It is also possible to change the snap of the raster to the map, choosing the necessary new snap 

mode: one point, two points with scaling, two points with rotation without scaling, two points with 

rotation and scaling, and then sequentially choosing new snap points on the raster and on the map. 

 

3.3.2.2 Changing parameters of display matrix data 

Access to the means for changing the parameters of the matrix image is carried out by selecting 

the matrix from the list in the window Data list and right-clicking or the button Properties. 

When a matrix map is displayed, sections of terrain that differ in height are displayed in different 

colors. 

To obtain an image, colors are used in the range from dark green (terrain with the lowest height) 

to dark brown (terrain with the highest height). 

The user has the ability to change the display conditions of the matrix.  

 

3.3.3 Type of displayed data 

A vector map can be displayed on the screen as: 

- normal; 

- normal with nodes; 

- printer raster. 

 

In normal mode, all map objects are displayed by conventional symbols described in the digital 

classifier. 

In normal mode with nodes, the display of all objects is accompanied by the display of nodal 

points of the contours of objects. The red node indicates the first point of the contour, the red dashed line 

indicates the first segment of the contour. 

In printer raster mode, all map objects are displayed with conventional symbols described in the 

digital classifier for output to a printing device. 

The matrix can be displayed on the screen in the form: 
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- color; 

- halftone; 

- only in shadows. 

 

In color mode, the matrix is displayed according to the specified color palette. 

In halftone mode, the matrix is displayed in grayscale. 

In Shadows only mode, shadowing is performed transparently, without the image of the matrix 

itself. 

 

3.3.4 Raster curtains 

This mode is designed to move the edge of the image of the selected raster at the pace of mouse 

movement on the screen. To move any edge of the selected fragment of the raster, you need to click the 

left mouse button and move it. Together with the mouse, that edge of the image that is closer to the cursor 

and corresponds to the direction of movement (vertically or horizontally) will move. This facilitates 

visual analysis of a set of overlapping images. 

The raster is selected in the corresponding dialog when starting the mode or through the menu with 

the right button. 

The mode is launched through the main menu View/Raster curtains. 

 

3.3.5 Embedded documents 

In addition to adding custom maps, matrices and rasters to the open vector map, a text document in 

format HTML can be displayed in the map display window. 

Adding a new document is performed when you select the menu View of the command Embedded 

documents of the option Insert, after which it is necessary to select the name of the inserted document in 

the window that appears. 

Deleting the inserted document is performed when selecting the menu View of the command 

Embedded documents of the option Delete, after which it is necessary to select the name of the deleted 

document in the window that appears. 

The inserted documents can be hidden without deleting, for this it is necessary to select the menu 

View, the option Embedded documents, the option Hide. To display the inserted documents again, you 

need to select the menu View, the command Embedded documents, the option Show (Display). 

The size of the window in which the text of the document will be displayed can be adjusted by 

selecting the document by double-clicking the left mouse button and moving the mouse with the left 

button pressed. In order for the size of this window to change accordingly when changing the map display 

scale, you need to enable the menu View, the command Embedded documents and the mode Scaling 

(Zoom mode). 

 

3.4 Commands of menu Search 

The functions of the menu items are to find an object or group of map objects that meet certain 

search parameters. The assignment of commands is shown in table 12. 

 

Table 12 -  Commands of menu Search 

Menu command Assignment 

Search and highlight Performing the search for a vector map object or group of objects with the 

preliminary request for search parameters. 

Search by area Performing the search on the specified area. 

Search by name Performing the search by name. 

Search by address Performing the search at the specified address. 

Search by address in the Performing the address search from the address locator database. 
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Menu command Assignment 

database 

Continue searching Continue searching for the object based on the conditions set for the 

previous object. 

Arbitrary highlighting Highlighting of any object. 

Highlighting by type Highlighting the object by type. 

Remove the highlighting Cancel the highlighting of objects 

 

3.4.1 Search and highlight the map objects 

The dialog box Search for map objects is used in the system to set the search parameters for map 

objects and it is called up by selecting from the menu Search the command Search and select by 

clicking the button Search on the toolbar. These include:  

- map layers and types of objects (localization); 

- types of objects; 

- list of nomenclature sheets; 

- range of object numbers; 

- semantic characteristics of objects; 

- spatial characteristics of objects. 

 

The full composition of map layers, object types, object types, semantic characteristics, and their 

values is determined by the map resource classifier set for this map. 

To set the list of layers and object types to search for, it is necessary to activate the tab Layers in 

the dialog box Search for map objects and set/reset the row highlighting in the list of layers and in the 

list of object types. 

To select the types of objects, select the tab Objects of the dialog Search for map objects and 

set/reset the line highlighting in the list of map objects. 

To select nomenclature sheets, activate the tab Sheets in the dialog box Search for map objects 

and set/reset the highlighting of the required lines in the list of map sheets for work area. 

To set the range of object numbers to search for, it is necessary to select the tab Numbers of the 

dialog box Search for map objects, enable the button Range of numbers, and enter the minimum and 

maximum values for numbers of map objects.  

To set search criteria for map objects based on their semantic characteristics, activate the tab 

Semantics of the dialog box Search for map objects and enable the button Separate semantics. 

If, for example, you want to find objects that have an absolute height value greater than 100 m, you 

must create an expression of the form: 

the absolute height > 100. 

To form such expressions, it is used the table for characteristics of objects on the tab Semantics, 

consisting of the columns: Semantics name, Condition and Value. 

To add a semantics name to the table, use the button Add or double-click in the column Semantics 

name. In response, the dialog box Select semantics opens, where the name of the semantic characteristic 

is selected. By double-clicking the mouse or clicking the button Select, the highlighted line of the 

semantics list is entered in the column Semantics name. The sign = is entered in the column Condition, 

the first value of the value classifier in the column Value, if value classifiers are set for the selected 

characteristic. 

To edit the value of a semantic characteristic, double-click in the column Value. If the classifier of 

values for the semantic characteristic is not set for the selected semantics, then the required value is 

entered directly in the 3rd column of the table. The end of editing is pressing the key Enter. Otherwise, 

the value is selected from the list of possible values of the classifier. 
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To edit the selection condition, double-click in the column Condition of the characteristics table of 

the tab Semantics, and then select the required conditions from the list of possible conditions. The signs 

in the list of conditions mean:  

- ! = the value of the semantic characteristic is not equal to the specified; 

- * any value of this characteristic is valid; 

- <the value of the semantic characteristic is less than the specified; 

- <= the value of the semantic characteristic is not greater than the specified; 

- = the value of the semantic characteristic is equal to the specified; 

- > the value of the semantic characteristic is more than the specified; 

- > = the value of the semantic characteristic is not less than the specified; 

- x this characteristic is absent. 

 

To specify the search for objects by measurements (spatial characteristics), it is necessary to enable 

the button Add in the tab Measurements and select spatial characteristics. By clicking on the button 

Delete, the current measurement in the list is deleted. By clicking on the button Cancel, the previous 

action is canceled. By clicking on the button Clear, information is completely deleted from the 

measurement list. When the field Fulfill condition of value is activated, at least one object will be 

selected during the search for which at least one of the conditions is satisfied. When the field Fulfill 

condition is activated, All will be selected during the search of objects for which all conditions from the 

list are fulfilled. 

In order to remember the current search model, go to the tab Models, fill in the model name in the 

field New model and click the button Create. By pressing the button Delete, the current model is deleted 

in the list of models, by pressing the button Select, the current model is selected. 

The settings are memorized by pressing the button Find (Search) of the window Search for map 

objects. Then the first of the found objects is highlighted on the map, and the window Select of object 

appears with information about the found object. To select this object, click the button Select in the 

window Object selection. 

To continue the search, select the menu Search, click Continue search, or click the icon Continue 

search toolbar. 

If you want to immediately select all the objects that meet the search criteria, you need to click the 

button Select in the window Search for map objects.  

 

3.4.2 Search for objects by area 

This mode is activated when you select the command Search by area from the menu Search. The 

window Search by area appears on the screen. 

To search for map objects in a specified area, select the search area and set the selection parameters 

for map objects. 

The search area is set by the map object, map fragment, or point on the map. To set the search area, 

click the button Object, Fragment or Point in the window Search by area, and then select the map 

object, fragment or point in the usual way. The end of the selection operation is a double click of the left 

mouse button. 

Then, the selection of objects selection parameters for searching by area is made: 

- search boundaries inside/outside the area; 

- search distance (used when searching outside the area); 

- filter of objects (selection by layer, localization, types of objects, numbers, semantics, 

measurements, visibility). 
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3.4.3 Search for objects by name 

The dialog box Search for map objects by name is used in the system to search for objects by 

characteristic value for a specific semantics and it is called up by selecting the command Search by name 

from the menu Search. 

To set the name of the semantics by which the search will be performed, it is necessary to click the 

button Settings ... By default, the search is performed according to the 9th characteristic («own value 

(text inscription)»). To set different semantics, it is necessary to select a specific value from the proposed 

list of symbol type semantics, and click on the button Select or double-click on the selected semantics. 

To set the specific value of the selected semantics by which the object will be searched, you need to 

activate the window Title of the dialog box Search for map objects by name and enter a specific value 

in the edited line (for example, «Moscow»). 

At the end of the work session, the entered values of semantic characteristics are not saved. 

 

3.4.4 Search by address 

The task Search by address is designed to search for objects by address characteristics (street name, 

house number, building). 

When searching by address, the headers of the address characteristics contain codes and names of 

the semantic characteristics by which the search is performed. 

In the window «Street», the street name is entered either completely or using the symbol «*». For 

example, it is possible to enter «Tverskaya», «Tv *», «* erskaya», or only «*». In the latter case, the 

search is conducted on all streets on the map. 

Found objects are highlighted on the map in red. 

The buttons Forward, Back are used to continue the search. 

The button Select is used to highlight found objects. 

 

3.4.5 Arbitrary highlighting 

When this mode is activated, the user can select any objects by localization and layer. 

 

3.4.6 Highlighting by type 

When this mode is activated, the user can select objects of the same type. 

 

3.5 Commands of menu Tasks 

This menu contains a call to a number of software tools that provide specific processing of digital 

data.  

The assignment of commands is shown in table 13. 

 

Table 13 -  Commands of menu Tasks 

Menu command Assignment 

Vector map editor Editing the vector map. 

Calculations on the map Performing calculations on the vector map. 

Data sorting It performs data sorting (compression). 

Map passport Editing the map's passport data 

Navigator Auxiliary window, which allows easier orientation on the electronic map. 

Classifier editor It is intended for correcting the classifier, correcting the name, map type, 

scale, classifier code, and changing the palette. 

Graph of roads Creating a road graph (custom route map) to find the minimum path between 

two points, to build a distance graph, and to find the minimum path between 
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Menu command Assignment 

several points. 

Preparing for 

publication 

Formation of a map legend, border design for printing. 

Task launch The dialog allows you to call individual tasks from the control shell. 

 

The detailed description of working with these tasks are specified in paragraphs 3.11-3.18 

 

3.6 Commands of menu Base 

This menu contains a call to a number of software tools that provide database processing.  

The assignment of commands is shown in table 14. 

 

Table 14 -  Commands of menu Base 

Menu command Assignment 

Open  Opening the database. 

Close Closing the database. 

Main form Displaying the main form for working with the database. 

 

The detailed description of working with databases is specified in paragraph 3.19. 

 

3.7 Commands of menu Scale 

The menu Scaling (Zoom) contains commands for scaling digital data. The assignment of 

commands is shown in table 15. 
 

Table 15 -  Commands of menu Scale 

Menu command Assignment 

Zoom image Enabling the zoom mode of the active vector map. When the mode is on, 

clicking the left mouse button in the map window increases the image scale. 

Reduce image 

The whole map in 

the window 

Enabling the zoom out mode of the active vector map. When the mode is on, by 

clicking the left mouse button in the map window, the image scale decreases. 

Zooming in so that the entire map fits in the window. 

The whole object in 

the window 

It centers the map display window on the selected object. 

All selected in the 

window 

It centers the map display window on the selected map objects. At the same 

time, a change in the scale occurs automatically for all selected objects to fall 

into the display window. 

Source scale Recovery for the active vector map of the scale corresponding to the scale of the 

source material. 
 

To change the scale, in addition to selecting the desired command from the menu Zoom (Scaling), it 

is possible also to click the corresponding button on the toolbar. 

To cancel the zoom modes, it is necessary to re-select the appropriate command or press the 

corresponding button on the toolbar. 

You can change the display scale in two more ways: 

- from the keyboard by pressing the key < or >; 

- by pressing the right mouse button at the desired point on the map and selecting after that the 

necessary action. 
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3.8 Commands of menu Options 

The menu Options (Parameters) contains commands for setting up the current session with the 

system. The assignment of commands is shown in table 16. 

 

Table 16 -  Commands of menu Options 

Menu command Assignment 

Coordinate system The choice of the coordinate system for the electronic map. 

Configuring the colors The choice of service colors and setting the palette for the electronic map. 

Update period Selection a time interval for automatic updating of the electronic map. 

Window 

synchronization 

Synchronous processing of multiple maps. 

Data placement Settings of paths to the classifiers folder and map folder. 

Type of number object Setting the type of representation for the object number. 

Objects highlighting The choice of the highlighting mode for the objects: color or flicker. 

Exchange protocol Organization of communication between GIS and client application using 

TCP/IP protocol. 

 

3.8.1 Coordinate system 

This command sets the coordinate system in which all metric data about map objects is displayed, 

as well as the current coordinates of the pointer (mouse cursor). The coordinate system is selected from 

the menu Options with the command Coordinate system. 

It is possible coordinate system options: 

- rectangular:  

- rectangular in meters; 

- rectangular in samples; 

- rectangular in pixels; 

- geodesic (Krasovsky ellipsoid): 

- radians; 

- degrees; 

- degrees, minutes, seconds; 

- geodesic (international ellipsoid WGS 1984): 

- radians; 

- degrees; 

- degrees, minutes, seconds. 

 

3.8.2 Configuring the colors 

When you select the customize colors command from the menu Options, or when you click the 

button Configuring the colors (Customize colors) on the toolbar, the dialog Control the palette appears 

on the screen. It is used to configure the document palette, brightness, and contrast for optimal 

visualization of map information.  

Creating optimal settings is achieved by changing the following components: 

- service palette; 

- map palettes; 

- matrix palettes; 

- palettes of a raster. 
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3.8.2.1 Configuring the service palette  

To configure the service palette of the electronic map, select the tab Service in the window Control 

the palette. 

It is possible to change: 

- background color of the map; 

- highlight color of the selected object; 

- color of highlighting the marked objects; 

- thickness of the highlight line of selected or marked object. 

 

Color change is carried out by left-clicking on the rectangular area corresponding to the desired 

mode (background color of the map, color of the selected object, color of marked objects). After that, the 

standard color selection dialog is activated, in which you need to select a new color. 

The line thickness of the selected or marked object changes after selecting from the list of 

acceptable values the line thickness of the line containing the desired digit. The range of line thickness 

changes is from 1 to 6. 

 

Attention: The button Reset in the tab Service of the window for Control the palette restores to 

its original state: 

- background color of the map; 

- color of the selected object; 

- color of marked objects; 

- thickness of the highlight line of the selected or marked object; 

- values of brightness and contrast of the map palette; 

- map palette; 

- values of brightness and contrast of the matrix palette; 

- matrix palette; 

- values of brightness and contrast of the raster palette; 

- the raster palette. 

 

After confirming the settings by clicking Yes, all changes are saved. In subsequent sessions, saved 

settings and changes to the map palette, matrix, and rasters are loaded. 

 

3.8.2.2 Configuring the map palette 

To configure palette of the electronic map, select the tab Map in the window Control the palette, 

and then select the name of the edited map from the list of open maps in the field Map name. 

The palette of the selected map is displayed on the left side of the dialog. Replacement of colors is 

carried out by clicking the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette, after which the 

standard color selection dialog is activated, in which you need to select a new color. 

The lines of brightness and contrast are used to change the display intensity of the palette of the 

selected map. By moving the slider left or right, you can decrease or increase the brightness and contrast. 

It is possible to check how changes made on the map will look like without closing window 

Control the palette by clicking the button Apply. 

Confirmation of the changes is made by pressing the button Yes. 

The button Reset in the tab Map in the window Control the palette restores to its original state: 

- values of brightness and contrast of the map palette; 

- map palette. 

 

3.8.2.3 Configuring the matrix palette 

To configure the matrix palette, select the tab Matrix in the window Control the palette, and then 

select the name of the desired matrix from the list of open matrices in the field Matrix name. 
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The matrix palette is displayed on the left side of the dialog. Replacement of colors is carried out by 

clicking the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette, after which the standard color 

selection dialog is activated, in which you need to select a new color. 

The lines of brightness and contrast are used to change the intensity of the display for the matrix 

palette. By moving the slider left or right, you can decrease or increase the brightness and contrast. 

It is possible to switch the image of the matrix from color to black and white and vice versa. 

You can check how changes made on the map will look like without closing the window Control 

the palette by clicking the button Apply. 

Confirmation of the changes is made by pressing the button Yes. 

The button Reset in the tab Matrix in the window Control the palette restores to its original state: 

- values of brightness and contrast for the matrix palette; 

- matrix palette. 

 

3.8.2.4 Configuring the raster palette 

To configure the raster palette, select the tab Raster in the window Control the palette, and then 

select the name of the desired raster from the list of open rasters in the field Raster name. 

The palette of the selected raster is displayed on the left side of the dialog. Replacement of colors is 

carried out by clicking the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette, after which the 

standard color selection dialog is activated, in which you need to select a new color. 

The lines of brightness and contrast are used to change the intensity of the display of the palette of 

the selected raster. By moving the slider left or right, you can decrease and increase the brightness and 

contrast. 

It is possible to check how changes made on the map will look like without closing the window 

Control the palette by clicking the button Apply. 

Confirmation of the changes is made by pressing the button Yes. 

After confirmation of the changed colors, the raster palette remains in the memory, and upon 

completion of work, the changed palette is saved in the service file. In the following sessions, the saved 

settings and the modified raster palette are loaded. 

The button Reset in the tab Control the palette of raster restores to its original state: 

- values of brightness and contrast of the raster palette; 

- the raster palette (the palette is loaded from the raster file, and not from the service file). 

 

3.8.3 Update period 

When you select the command Update period from the menu Options, you can change the time 

interval for automatically updating open maps. In the appeared dialog «Image update period» in the field 

Update period (seconds), enter the interval in seconds and click the button Install. 

 

3.8.4 Synchronization of windows 

The command Synchronization of windows, the menu Options is used to display maps 

synchronously. 

You can open two vector maps on the same site, a vector map and a raster or two rasters, then select 

the command Mosaic from the menu Window. 

As long as the windows are independent, in each of them you can configure the display parameters: 

colors, brightness, contrast, scale, composition of the displayed objects. You can also add the necessary 

custom maps, matrices and rasters to the main map separately in each window. 

Then select the command Synchronization of windows from the menu Options. Now the image in 

the open windows is synchronized, when you move the image in the active window, it will automatically 

move in another window. 
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3.8.5 Data placement 

The dialog Data placement is used to configure the paths to the classifiers directory and map 

directories. The classifier directory is intended for storing RSC files that are common to several maps. If 

when creating a map (plan), to specify the classifier from the general directory of classifiers, then it will 

not be copied to the directory with the map. 

When editing the classifier in the shared directory, changes will occur on all cards associated with 

this classifier, if there is no classifier (RSC file) with this name in the map directory. 

In order for the existing map to be associated with the classifier from the common directory of 

classifiers, it is necessary to delete the file RSC in the directory with the map (move to the general 

directory) when the map is closed. 

When opening the map, the classifier is first searched in the directory with the map, then in the 

shared classifiers directory (if one is specified), then in the directory where the program is running. The 

general map directory is used to select which maps to open when starting GIS, when the user selects the 

menu item File/Open. 

The path to the file Panorama.ini is displayed to inform the user; it cannot be changed. 

 

3.8.6 Type of object number 

The object number according to the resource file — the classifier of the open map — can be 

displayed in two formats: 

- format ХХХХХ / ХХХХХ; 

- format ХХХХХХХХХХ. 

 

3.8.7 Exchange protocol 

This command is designed to control the operation of IGIS as a server for exchanging data and 

commands. This mode of operation is designed to transfer data from application programs to GIS 

(geocoding), request data about map objects, and transmit various service commands for execution. 

Enabling (disabling) the mode is performed when Option data transfer is selected in the menu 

Parameters (Options) of the command Exchange protocol.  

Enabling (disabling) the mode is performed when the data Transfer option is selected in the 

parameters menu of the exchange Protocol command.  

Protocol parameters are configured in the dialog called from the menu Parameters (Options) by the 

command Exchange protocol with the parameter settings option. You can set the following parameters: 

port number (default is 5000), log file name, and logging activity flag. If the log file is specified in 

Protocol parameters and the activity flag is set, all data received from the client and transmitted to the 

client in response will be saved in the text log. 

To run GIS Operator with the activated Exchange protocol, it is necessary into the file of starting 

/usr/Operator13/startgis.bat to enter key «-p».  

Thus the launch string will look like this:  

/usr/Operator13/operator.exe -p 

More detailed description of the operation GIS in this mode is provided in the document «Protocol 

for interaction of information and calculation tasks with GIS operator SE». 

 

3.8.8 Highlighting objects 

This command is designed to highlight objects with Color or Flicker. If the mode Color 

Highlighting is set, then the selected object is highlighted, and if Highlighting is Flickering, it blinks. 
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3.9 Commands of menu Window 

The menu Window contains commands to control of open windows on the screen. You can use it to 

organize windows and move from one window to another. The assignment of commands is shown in 

table 17. 

 

Table 17 -  Commands of menu Window 

Menu command Assignment 

Mosaic Arrangement of open documents nearby so that you can see them all. 

Create atlas Creating the map atlas. 

Open atlas Opening the map atlas. 

Close atlas Closing the map atlas. 

Auto transition Turning on/off the automatic transition to the map with the most suitable base 

scale. 

Close all 

windows 

Closing all open documents. 

 

3.10 Commands of menu Help 

The menu Help contains commands designed to get help information about the program. The 

assignment of commands is shown in table 18. 

 

Table 18 -  Commands of menu Help 

Menu command Assignment 

Information Calling the program help system. 

About the program Calling the window containing information about the program. 

 

3.11 Vector map editor 

The vector map editor is an integral part of the system and it is intended for creating and editing 

vector data. 

To activate the vector map editor, select the item Map editor in the menu Tasks.  

The vector map editor is controlled using an additional control panel that is placed on the left side 

of the main system window when the editor starts. 

The control panel of the vector map editor is a set of buttons, each of which corresponds to a 

specific editing mode. The necessary editing function is called by pressing the corresponding button. 

The assignment of buttons is commented in the tooltip when the cursor is over the corresponding 

button. 

After the operation is completed (the object is edited), the entered data is saved in the corresponding 

file. 

In the event of a failure of the program after completion of editing object - the entered data are not 

lost. 

During the creation and editing process, all image controls are available (color, scale, composition 

of objects, map background, etc. can be changed at any time for the convenience of processing the 

object). 

Below are the basic functions of the map editor: 

- Drawing objects on the map in various ways (broken line, rectangle, circle, spline, entering 

coordinates from a file, etc.). 

- Deletion of an object or selected objects. 

- Copy of an object or selected objects, transferring objects to another map. 
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- Moving a map object, turning (rotating) an object around a specified point, moving an object 

with rotation, a mirror copy of the object. 

- Editing of individual parts of an object, down to a single point, digitization of a linear object; 

- Change the type of the selected object or group of selected objects; 

- Editing the semantics of the object; 

- Editing the text and coordinates of the caption; 

- Change the boundaries of the visibility of the object; 

- Stitching and dissection of objects (linear and areal); 

- Filtering and smoothing objects; 

- Finding the intersection of objects; 

- Alignment of selected objects 

- Restore the previously edited object; 

- Go back one step (cancel the last completed operation); 

- Operations on a group or set of objects (copy, delete, move). 

 

The list of all the functions of the vector map editor and the procedure for their use are contained in 

Help system, called by the command Information from the menu Help. 

 

3.11.1 General information 

3.11.1.1 General information about editing the object 

All editing operations of objects are performed with a pre-selected object. Only one object can be 

selected at a time. 

Some editing operations are performed in group mode (for example, Delete selected, etc.). Before 

starting this mode, you should select (do not confuse with the selection of an object) a group of objects 

with the necessary properties using the window Search for map object launched from the menu Search. 

The edited object is saved immediately after completion of its editing. The previous state of the 

object is also saved (automatically, in another file). This is done so that you can return to the previous 

state of the object (before editing). The state of the objects accumulate until the sorting of the area or exit 

from the task. 

 

3.11.1.2 Selecting the object 

The object is selected by pressing the left mouse button or Enter key when the cursor is over the 

image of an electronic map. Information about the selected object is displayed in the dialog Select object. 

If you click the button Select in the dialog, the selected object will be fixed and highlighted in red on the 

map. 

If the button Forward is active in the dialog box, this means that several objects are at the specified 

point. The first will be an object located above the others. By pressing the button Forward (or Back), you 

can sequentially search the objects located at the specified point. 

After selection, the object can be edited. 

To quickly select an object, you need to press the button Ctrl on the keyboard, and then the left 

mouse button. The object will be selected without calling the dialog. 

 

3.11.1.3 Deselecting the object 

You can deselect the object in the following ways:  

- selecting a new object; 

- by clicking the button Cancel (Reject) in the dialog Object selection;  

- by pressing the key Ctrl and right mouse button. 
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3.11.1.4 Performing the specific function of the map editor 

The control panel of the vector map editor is a set of buttons, each of which corresponds to a certain 

editing mode. Call the desired editing function by pressing the appropriate button. 

 

3.11.1.5 Completing the operation 

The completion of the operation is ensured by pressing the keyboard keys Ctrl and Enter, the 

combination of Ctrl and the right mouse button, the combined left and right mouse buttons, as well as 

double-clicking the left mouse button. Some operations can be ended when you select the button Yes in 

the corresponding dialog. 

 

3.11.1.6 Canceling the operation 

Cancellation of the operation performed in the following ways: 

- by repeated clicking on the button in the corresponding toolbar; 

- the choice of another operation; 

- when closing the task Map editor in the menu Tasks; 

- when you press the key Ctrl and the right mouse button (if the object is currently selected, then 

the object is canceled first, and when the combination is pressed again, the operation is 

canceled). 

 

3.11.2 Parameters of the edit session 

The parameters of the editing session are saved when the map editor is finished and restored when it 

is started again. 

You can specify the following settings in the map editor: 

Cut objects into frames 

When the cut mode is enabled for creating and editing objects by frame, objects that are applied to 

the area of work that consists of several sheets will automatically be cut into fragments that are limited by 

the sheet frames. (The presence of frames on the sheets is mandatory!). 

Trim the objects on the frame 

When the crop mode is enabled for creating and editing objects by frame, objects that are applied to 

the area of work that consists of several sheets will automatically be cut off by the frame of the sheet that 

contains the first entered point of the object. 

Query semantics when creating the object 

If you do not need to enter attribute characteristics of the object at the time of its creation, you can 

disable the request for entering semantics (mandatory characteristics of the object will be filled in 

automatically with default values). 

The prohibition of editing of the frame 

It is recommended to edit the sheet frame in extremely rare cases, taking into account that using the 

frame the sheet is oriented in an external coordinate system and any editing of the frame can lead to 

undesirable consequences. 

Resetting the selection after recording 

If it is desired, you can set the flag to disable object selection after the previous editing operation is 

completed. 

Additional cursors 

If it is desired, you can enable the use of additional map editor cursors that indicate the operation 

being performed. 

Three-dimensional object metrics 

When this mode is enabled and the elevation matrix is open, three coordinates (X, Y, H) are 

recorded to the object metric. 

Working with a set of objects 
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When this mode is enabled, the objects modes Move and Delete work with both individual objects 

and groups of objects created using the mode Add object to the set. Also, this mode must be enabled 

when working with combined CP. 

Show statistics 

When this mode is enabled, when creating and editing linear and area objects, the status bar (at the 

bottom of the system window) displays reference information about the object being edited (created) 

(length, area, direction of the last line, etc.). When editing very large objects (several tens thousands of 

points), it is advisable to disable this option, since the constant recalculation of the object's characteristics 

significantly affects the reactivity of the cursor movement. 

Arranging the points of intersection. 

When this mode is enabled, when creating a linear and area object, the intersection points of the 

created object are automatically positioned with all map objects that intersect it that are visible on the 

screen (included in the display). 

 

3.11.2.1.1 Trace 

When this mode is turned on, when creating a linear and areal object when moving the mouse with 

the left button pressed, the metric points are continuously recorded with the step specified in Filtering 

level. 

 

3.11.2.1.2 Unit of measurement 

In this field, the unit of measurement is selected for the values entered in the fields Double line 

width, Coordination tolerance, Filtering level. Possible options: mm. on the map, m. on the ground, 

discrete. 

 

3.11.2.1.3 Double line width 

Using the value of the width of the double line, it is adjusted the width of the created object - the 

parallel line. The width value can also be changed using the keys «+» and «-» (on the right side of the 

keyboard). 

 

3.11.2.1.4 Approval tolerance 

The approval tolerance affects the operation of the mode Object stitching. The criterion for 

«drawing» a point of the edited object to the neighboring object is its position no further than the approval 

tolerance from this object. 

 

3.11.2.1.5 Filtering level 

The value of the filtering level affects the degree of filtering (coarsening) of the edited object. 

Filtering level - the distance from the point of the object to the segment connecting its previous and 

subsequent points at which this point will be deleted. The recommended value is 0.5. 

 

3.11.2.1.6 Smoothing level 

The level of smoothing is the degree of rounding  the edited object or the created object - the spline. 

 

3.11.2.1.7 Points in the spline 

Here you can specify the maximum number of points describing the turning point when 

constructing a static spline. 
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3.11.2.1.8 Map spline type 

Static (store all points) - when creating a spline, all points describing it are recorded in the metric 

of the object. With further editing, each point of the object is edited. 

Dynamic (only reference points) - when creating a spline, only reference (turning) points are 

recorded in the metric of the object. With further editing - reference points are edited, and the spline is 

dynamically rebuilt. 

 

3.11.3 Creating a map object 

Creating a map object consists in determining its type (symbol), coordinates on the ground 

(metrics). The type of the object is selected using the special dialog Create a new map object, in which 

you can additionally specify the method of creating the object. A sample display on the map of the 

selected object is presented in the auxiliary window. If necessary, you can quickly search for the desired 

object by its name or classification code. The list of object names displays the objects, that have a 

localization character, set in the list of localization characters, and belong to the layers selected in the list 

of layers. 

To approve the choice of the type of object to be created, click the button Select in the dialog box 

Create a new map object. In addition, the type of object can be selected from the layout panel of the 

created objects (see paragraph 3.11.10). 

In accordance with the localization of the object, there are various ways of constructing the metric 

for the object. 

 

3.11.3.1 Creating a point object 

A point object of the electronic map contains the coordinates of one point. A point object can be 

spatially linked to other map features and logically linked to one or more records in an external database. 

A point object is entered by clicking the left mouse button. The position of a point object can be 

changed until the left mouse button is released. 

 

3.11.3.2 Creating a line object 

A line object of the electronic map contains the coordinates of two or more points. 

A line object can be closed or open, have several components (subobjects). 

To select a method for creating a linear object, click on the button of the required creation method 

in the window Create a new map object. A line object (depending on which method of creating it is 

specified when choosing an object type) can be created: 

- as an object of any configuration; 

- as a horizontal, oblique, or complex rectangle; 

- as a circle of a specified radius or a circle of 3 points; 

- downloaded (coordinates) from a text file; 

- as a parallel line (pipe) with an axis on the line or on the left edge; 

- as an envelope or smoothing spline. 

 

3.11.3.2.1 Arbitrary configuration 

Points of a line object of arbitrary configuration are entered at the moment of pressing the left 

mouse button or key Enter. To lock the object, press the key L (Lock) on the keyboard. In the process of 

creating the object, Auxiliary creation modes are available. (see paragraph 3.11.9) 

The object is saved at the time the operation is completed. 

Pressing the key Backspace will delete the last entered point.  
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3.11.3.2.2 Horizontal, oblique, or complex rectangle 

To create a horizontal rectangle, it is necessary by left-click on the map to indicate the position of 

its two vertices forming the diagonal. 

To create an inclined rectangle, it is necessary by clicking the left mouse button to indicate on the 

map the position of its three vertices (side and diagonal). The first and second points can be obtained by 

copying the points of existing objects (auxiliary modes T and I). 

To create a complex rectangle, it is necessary to indicate the position for one of its faces by 

clicking the left mouse button (it is recommended to start creating with the longest edge), and then 

specify the position of the remaining vertices by clicking the left mouse button. In this case, right angles 

are created automatically, the vertex points of the rectangle are entered through one. The first and second 

points can be obtained by copying the points of existing objects (auxiliary modes T and I).  

 

3.11.3.2.3 Circle of the arbitrary radius 

To create a circle of arbitrary radius, it is necessary to click the left mouse button to specify the 

center and radius of the created circle. The center can be a point object existing on the map or a point of 

the existing line (or area) object. (auxiliary mode I). 

 

3.11.3.2.4 Three-point circle 

To create a circle at three points, it is necessary to sequentially click the left mouse button to 

specify three points of the created circle.  

 

3.11.3.2.5 Parallel line 

When creating an object - a parallel line, the base line of the created object is vectorized (it can be 

either the center line or the left border of the object). The object is built automatically in accordance with 

the entered baseline and the width of the zone defined in the parameters of the editing session. The width 

of the zone to be built can be changed by pressing the keys (+) and (-) of the auxiliary keyboard (when the 

width of the zone is selected from the raster image). 

 

3.11.3.2.6 Smoothing or enveloping spline 

Entering points of a line object that is constructed as a smoothing spline or an envelope spline is 

similar to entering points of an object of any configuration. Then, depending on the selected method of 

creating the object, the program builds a smoothing or envelope spline relative to the specified points. 

Points are recorded to the object metric depending on whether the spline type (Dynamic or Static) is 

enabled in Parameters of map editor. 
 

3.11.3.2.7 Creating an object by coordinates from the text file 

It is possible to map an object (or a group of similar objects) that is described as a set of coordinates 

of its constituent points. To do this, you must prepare the appropriate text file in advance. 

Rules for creating a text file with coordinates of created objects: 

- the file with the coordinates of the created objects has the extension .MET; 

- the file may contain service fields according to table 19; 

 

Table 19 -  Service fields of the file with coordinates 

Field Assignment Remark 

MET Label of the file beginning Obligatory field 

BEGIN Label of the information beginning Obligatory field 

# Label of a new object beginning Obligatory field 

END Label of the information ending Obligatory field 
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XY Rectangular coordinates (m)  

RAD Radians  

GRAD Degrees (fractions of a degree)  

GMS Degrees, minutes, seconds  

ELLIPSE Creating an ellipse  

/ String - comment  

 

- service fields should start from the first position of the line; 

- MET, BEGIN, END tags are required key fields, the description of objects is separated by a 

sign #; 

- between the labels # only lines with the coordinates of objects or comment lines beginning with 

the symbol / are allowed (the presence of other service fields is not allowed); 

- «by default» (or after the appearance of the service field XY) objects are created in a rectangular 

coordinate system (after the service field # there are lines containing pairs of coordinates for the 

points of the object in meters); 

- after the appearance of the service field RAD, objects are created in the geodetic coordinate 

system (after the service field # there are lines containing pairs of coordinates of the object 

points (B, L) in radians); 

- after the appearance of the service field GRAD, objects are created in the geodetic coordinate 

system (after the service field # there are lines containing pairs of coordinates of the object’s 

points (B, L) in fractions of a degree. 

- when creating an object of the type «ellipse», a large radius in m, a small radius in m, and a 

directional angle of inclination for the major axis are indicated after the mark. 

 

# 

57.123654 345.576543 

58.123654 344.576543 

- latitude can vary from 0 to 90 degrees (north) and from 0 to minus 90 degrees (south). 

Longitude can vary from 0 to 360 degrees; 

- after the appearance of the service field GMS objects are created in the geodetic coordinate 

system (after the service field # there are lines containing pairs of coordinates for the object’s 

points (B, L) in degrees, minutes and seconds;  

# 

7 20 37.123 345 57 54.322 

5 20 37.123 345 57 54.322 
- latitude can vary from 0 to 90 degrees (north) and from 0 to minus 90 degrees (south). 

Longitude can vary from 0 to 360 degrees; 

- one text file may contain information about objects in different coordinate systems; 

-  when creating an object using rectangular coordinates, it is necessary to ensure that the created 

objects are described in the same coordinate system (and in the same area for topographic maps) 

as the map on which they are applied; 

- according to geodetic coordinates, you can put an object on a map only if it is created in a 

projection that supports mutual conversion between geodetic and rectangular coordinates. This 

can be checked if you try to change the current coordinate system to a geodetic through the 

menu item Options. If you succeed, feel free to create objects using geodetic coordinates; 

- according to the description in the text file the objects of the same type are created.  

 

If you need to plot different types of objects on the map, it is recommended that their description be 

sorted into different text files. 
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Пример текстового файла: 

MET 

BEGIN 

// Create point objects in radians 

RAD 

# 

0.97065938   0.65882652 

# 

0.97058971   0.65838006 

// Create a point object in degrees 

GRAD 

# 

55.65802244 37.54409293 

// Create a point object in meters 

XY 

# 

6171257.20   7408038.50 

# 

6169977.20   7407298.50 

// Create a point object in degrees, minutes and seconds 

GMS 

# 

55 39 28.88 37 32 38.73 

# 

55 39 18.96 37 32 20.51 

END 

 

3.11.3.2.8 Creating an object using the combined method 

A line object can be created in a combined way. To start this mode, click the button Combined 

method in the task Map editor. Next, you can create an object in the following ways: 

- when you press 1, the mode Arbitrary loop will be active; 

- when you press 2, the mode Smoothing spline will be active; 

- when you press 3, the mode Descriptive spline will be active; 

- when you press the 4 key, the application mode of the mapping object with Circle of arbitrary 

radius will be active. 

 

3.11.3.3 Creating an area object 

An area object of the electronic map is an area (polygon) limited by a closed line. The method of 

displaying the area object on the map is defined in the electronic classifier. It has a conditional 

classification code established for it and a list of attributive characteristics. An areal object can have, in 

addition to an external one, several internal borders (subobjects). 

To create an areal object, you need to specify its contour, as well as the contours of its subobjects, if 

any exists. The methods for setting the contour of an area feature are similar to the methods for creating a 

line object (see paragraph 3.11.3.2). 

 

3.11.3.4 Creating a caption 

All captions created on the map can be divided into 3 types: 

- raster captions - horizontal, not stretchable (font size does not depend on the distance between 

the first and second points, always displayed horizontally); 
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- vector non-stretchable captions (font size does not depend on the distance between the first and 

second point, orientation in accordance with the location of the first and second point); 

- vector stretchable captions (font size depends on the distance between the first and second 

points, orientation in accordance with the location of the first and second points). 

 

When creating captions, the location of its beginning and the direction for orientation of the caption 

on the map (two points) are indicated. Captions can be either single or multi-line. 

 

3.11.3.5 Creating a vector object 

The vector object of the electronic map contains the coordinates of two points: the first is the 

anchor point, the second characterizes the orientation. 

When plotting a vector object on the map, points are entered by clicking the left mouse button. The 

position of the points can be changed until the left mouse button is released. 

 

3.11.4 Creating a new object with the selected type 

To create an object with the type of the existing object, it is necessary to select the reference object 

on the map, and then directly create the desired object. This operation is convenient in that there is no 

need to select the required view, type and location of the object from the classifier. 

 

3.11.5 Creating a subobject (inner contour) 

A subobject can be created at a polygon (inner border) or linear (component) object. 

To create a subobject, it is necessary to select the editable object after selecting this editor function. 

After that, the mode of creating a line or area object is automatically activated (depending on the type of 

object selected). The created object automatically becomes a subobject of the previously selected object. 

 

3.11.6 Removing a subobject (inner contour) 

To delete a subobject, it is necessary to activate this mode of Map editor, select an object on the 

map, and then select the subobject to be deleted. 

 

3.11.7 Creating the combined command posts 

The mode is intended for drawing conventional symbols of combined command posts on the map. 

A combined command post is a group of vector conventional signs (flags) having a common anchor point 

and placed on one flagpole.  

 

 

Figure 7 - Type of conventional sign of combined command posts 

For this mode to work in the settings of Map editor, it has to be enabled the mode Work with the set 

of objects. 

After activating the mode Creating combined CP, if the current edited document contains several 

maps, the user is asked to choose which map the object is to be plotted on. If you refuse to select a map, 

the execution of the mode is terminated. 
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After selecting a map, the dialog for compiling a combined symbol of the combined command post 

is activated. 

By pressing the button «+», the next vector object is selected from the corresponding classifier, its 

semantic description is entered and it is added to the combined CP list. 

The image of combined CP is formed on the right side of the dialog. The order in which the flags 

are displayed (bottom-up) corresponds to the sequence of adding symbols to the list. 

The display sequence can be changed using the buttons. . 

By pressing the button «-», you can delete the current item from the list. 

By pressing the button «Abc», you can change the semantic description of the current element. 

The distance between the icons can be changed by pressing the buttons «Increase» and «Decrease», 

and also set the numerical value in mm of the size for the current character. 

The symbol of the combined command post is put on the map as a regular vector object, at two 

points: the first is the anchor point, the second characterizes the orientation of the flags (left or right). 

When applied to the map, the combined command post is automatically grouped (created as a set of 

objects) and it can be further edited (moved, deleted) as a single object.  

 

3.11.8 Auxiliary creation modes 

Auxiliary creation modes are used to provide the spatial topological dependence between objects 

belonging to one or different map layers. Using auxiliary modes, during the creation of an object, you can 

copy a point or a section of the existing object with or without creating node points. The auxiliary mode 

can be activated by pressing the corresponding key on the keyboard. 

Auxiliary creation modes include: 

I - Copying a real point; 

T - Copying a pseudo-point with the formation of the node; 

G - Copying a pseudo-point without forming a node; 

K - Copying a section of object limited by pseudo-points; 

P -  Copying the site of object, limited to real points; 

H - Creating a horizontal line; 

V - Creating a vertical line; 

F -  Cancel modes H and V; 

M - Remember the position of cursor on the map; 

N - Return to the previous (memorized by mode M) point. 

Copying a real point (I) 

It is advisable to use this mode if the created object must pass (either start or end) exactly through 

the existing point of the already created object, or through a point object. For example, if it is created a 

large-scale map (plan), and a power line is drawn that passes through poles (poles), you can first draw 

point objects (poles), and then, using the described mode, draw a power line passing through these poles 

by copying their coordinates in sequence . To activate the process of copying a point, press the button I 

on the keyboard. After that, it is necessary to select the source object and indicate the point to be copied 

on it (if the source object is a line or area object). 

Copying a pseudo-point with the formation of the node ( T ) 

The mode is similar to the point copy mode, however, a pseudo-point is used as the point to be 

copied (a calculated, really non-existent point located on the line connecting two adjacent real points). In 

the process of copying at the source object, a response point is created, i.e. a point having the coordinates 

of the pseudo-point you have selected. 

Copying a pseudo-point without forming a node ( G ) 

The mode is similar to the pseudo-point copy mode, but no response point is created. It is advisable 

to use this mode when editing the source object is prohibited. For example, nodal points are not created 

on the frame of a map sheet.  

Copying a section of object limited by pseudo-points ( K ) 
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The mode is used if the created and existing objects have a matching section. The selection of the 

site is made at three successively indicated points (the beginning of the site, the internal point of the site 

and the end of the site). The second point may coincide with the first or last point. In this case, the 

selection of the site is made at two points. However, for a closed object, in order to avoid ambiguous 

identification of the selected area, only three points should be selected! In the process of copying at the 

source object, points are created that correspond to the first and last specified point (if there were none).  

Copying the site of object, limited to real points ( P ) 

The mode is similar to copying a part of the object limited by pseudo-points, however, selection is 

made only from existing points. 

Creating a horizontal line ( H ) 

When this mode is activated, the current section of the created object will be built strictly in the 

horizontal direction. 

Creating a vertical line ( V ) 

When this mode is activated, the current section of the created object will be built strictly in the 

vertical direction. 

Canceling the modes H and V (F) 

It cancels the modes «H»  and  «V». 

M - Remember the position of cursor on the map (M) 

If you need to return the screen to a predetermined point, you must remember the location of the 

cursor. You can memorize successively up to 20 points. A subsequent return will be made to the last 

memorized point. 

N - To return to the previous (memorized by mode M) point (N) 

It is returned to the previous point. 

 

3.11.9 Layouts of created objects 

It is advisable to use layouts of created objects when creating the electronic map, after filling them 

with images of the most frequently used objects for the electronic map. 

Layouts of created map objects are implemented as a set of icon lines with 12 objects in each (up to 

255 lines in total), but images of created objects are placed on it as icons. 

Each layout line has a user-defined individual name, which allows you to quickly navigate when 

selecting the desired object. 

Selecting the layout of the object is equivalent to searching for and selecting the type of object to be 

created from the library of symbols (electronic classifier), but it requires much less cost, since it consists 

in simply clicking on the corresponding panel button. 

The object layout stores information about the object itself, as well as the method of creating it (an 

arbitrary contour, rectangle, circle, etc.).  

To display the layout bar, click the corresponding button on the main panel of Map editor.  

When you first call the layout panel of the objects you are creating (by selecting the corresponding 

button on the main panel of the map editor), you can see a toolbar consisting of «empty» (blank) layouts 

(instead of images for the objects, the buttons show X icons). To fill in the empty layout, just click the 

corresponding panel button. After selecting the desired object from the symbol library, the image of this 

object will appear on the corresponding button, the button will remain pressed and the object creation 

process will be activated. Information about the completed layout can be obtained by placing the mouse 

pointer (cursor) on the panel button of interest. You can create the desired object after filling in the empty 

layout, after selecting the filled layout, or after selecting the appropriate mode in the main panel of Map 

editor. When the object layout panel is first activated (on a specific map), a file with the name of the 

electronic classifier used for the current sheet and the extension EDT is created in the directory where the 

data is stored (in the subdirectory LOG). The original file contains only one line of layouts Without the 

names of the 12 elements.  
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It should be remembered that the set of layouts for the created objects is rigidly linked to the 

electronic classifier by which it was created. Therefore, after editing the classifier, there may be a 

situation when the information stored in the layout will no longer correspond to reality. In this case (after 

receiving the appropriate warning), you will have to delete the existing layout file and type new objects. 

 

3.11.10 Mapping of objects without classification codes 

This function of the map editor is enabled when you select the following buttons: Apply caption 

Drawing a line, Drawing a raster mark on the user map and Drawing a polygon. In this case, the 

applied objects are not contained in the classifier of the map, so their parameters: color, line thickness, 

type of raster mark, etc. – it is necessary to manually set in the dialog box that appears. 

 

3.11.11 Quick editing 

It is intended for editing the metric description of electronic map objects. It is universal. It combines 

the functionality of several Editor modes. It does not require selecting and saving objects after editing. To 

start editing an object, it is enough to specify it on the map (click the mouse after the object being edited 

is «highlighted» when the cursor hovers over it). It is based on the use of «hot» keys. It is recommended 

to use it on maps that are not very loaded, because the topmost object is always highlighted. In this 

regard, if the metrics of several objects are completely identical, it is not possible to edit the lower ones. 

When you move the cursor, the nearest object is highlighted. After activating the edited object (a 

single mouse click), the overall frame (for line and area objects) and the object's metric points are 

highlighted. 

The overall frame has 9 points. 8 (along the outline of the overall frame) - for zooming and one 

(above the northern edge of the overall frame) - for rotating the object. 

When the cursor approaches one of the dimensional points (the radius of the point capture area is 

set in the dialog Editor parameters and can be changed by pressing the keys «+» and «-» on the right 

additional group of keyboard keys), the point is «captured», and it is highlighted. After capturing a point, 

you can click the left mouse button and move the mouse to zoom (or rotate). When the object is rotated, 

the center is the center of the overall frame. When zooming – the point of the frame opposite to the 

selected one. When capturing an angle point, the zoom is performed in all directions. When capturing a 

side point – only in width, the top or bottom-only in height. Changes are recorded when the left mouse 

button is released. 

When you move the cursor over the object contour, the actual metric points are captured, and if the 

point insertion mode is enabled, the object contour is captured between the real points. The capture 

location is highlighted. If you press the left mouse button at this point, you will insert a point in the 

capture location and record the object. The inserted point will be highlighted as a real point. Then 

(without releasing the left mouse button), you can perform its positioning. Positioning of a real point is 

performed by moving the mouse with the left button pressed after capturing the edited point. If you press 

the key «Ctrl», the current point will be copied, and the «old» point will remain current. In other words, to 

finish digitizing (continuing) a line object, you can set the cursor to its beginning, press «Ctrl» and add 

and position the required number of points.  

When you move a point, it «sticks» to points and contours of objects that already exist on the map 

(within the radius of the capture area). To disable this feature, set the capture radius to 0. 

The position of the cursor when there is no capture of a point or a contour activates the entire object 

editing mode. If clicking the left mouse button and moving the cursor will move the entire object, moving 

with the key «Ctrl» will create and move a copy of the object. Pressing the key «Del» will delete the 

object, etc. 
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3.11.12 Moving a map object 

First you need to select an object. Changing the planned position of the selected object is performed 

by moving the pointer in the working field while holding the left mouse button. The direction and step of 

changing the position for the object corresponds to the movement of the mouse pointer, starting from the 

moment when the left mouse button was pressed. 

Moving the pointer with the button released does not change the position of the object. 

It is recommended that the rough positioning of the object be performed using the mouse, and the 

exact position using the arrows on the keyboard with the mouse button pressed. 

In the event that, at the time of activating the mode, a group of objects was selected on the edited 

map, and the mode Work with the set of objects was enabled in Parameters of Map editor, the user is 

asked to move this entire group or select a specific object on the map. 

The changes made are recorded at the time the operation is completed. 

 

3.11.13 Moving a part of the object selected at three points 

First you need to select an object (line or area one). Then on the selected object indicate 3 points the 

area of object to move. Then, with the left mouse button pressed, move a portion of the object. The 

operation is completed by two clicks of the left mouse button, denial - by pressing the right mouse button 

while holding down the key Ctrl. 

 

3.11.14 Smoothing an object 

Smoothing objects allows you to give the object a smoother shape. To perform smoothing, it is 

necessary to select the editable object. 

 

3.11.15 Rotation of the object around the specified point 

First you need to select an object. To carry out the rotation of the selected object, you have to select 

the center of rotation. The map point or one of the real points for the rotated object (the object can be 

rotated around its own point) can be selected as the center of rotation. 

After selecting the center of rotation, the position for the selected object is changed by moving the 

pointer in the working field while holding the left mouse button. The direction of rotation for the object 

corresponds to the movement of the mouse pointer, starting from the moment when the left mouse button 

was pressed. 

The changes made are recorded at the time the operation is completed. 

 

3.11.16 Moving with a turn 

Rotation and scaling of objects is carried out using the overall frame in which the selected object is 

placed, or all selected, or a set of objects (if the mode of working with sets is enabled in the 

parameters). Changing the position and size of the frame and, accordingly, the set is done by 

moving the mouse pointer while holding down the left button. There are three modes of changing 

the position of the frame, each of which is accompanied by a certain type of cursor: 

- change in dimensions; 

- movement; 

- turn. 

 

To change the dimensions of the frame, you need to place the mouse pointer on one of the chips. If 

the pointer is on the corner chips, the dimensions change in two directions (in height and width). If the 

pointer is on the chips located on one of the sides, the dimensions change in one direction (height or 

width). 

When you move the mouse pointer while the left button is pressed, the frame is shifted without 

changing its dimensions. 
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To enter the rotation mode, it is necessary to press the key Shift when moving the mouse pointer. 

The rotation is performed directly by pressing the key Shift and moving the mouse cursor while holding 

down the left button. 

Moving the pointer with the button released does not lead to a change in the position of the outline 

frame. It is recommended that the rough positioning of the frame be performed with the mouse, and the 

exact position using the arrows on the keyboard with the mouse button pressed. The set of objects is fixed 

at the time the operation is completed. 

To change the position of one object from the set, it is necessary after selecting the object to the 

question: Do all objects edit?, answer No. 

It is possible to change the center and rotation angle of the edited object by a specific value or to set 

the distance from the edited object to the copy. To do this, simply press the key Space or call the context 

menu item Movement parameters, after which a dialog with parameters appears. Moving the object 

using this dialog occurs relative to the anchor point (it is indicated by a cross). The anchor point is also 

the center of rotation. Initially, the anchor point is in the center of the outline frame. 

The dialog uses three modes of moving the object: 

- by distance (the direction of movement and the distance in this direction are set); 

- by coordinates (new coordinates of the moved object are set); 

- incrementally (sets the offset by which you want to move the original object). 

 

The position of the anchor point can be changed by specifying specific coordinates in the dialog box 

Parameters of movement or using the items of context menu: 

- anchor point (center of the overall frame); 

- anchor point (contour point); 

- anchor point (arbitrary contour point); 

- anchor point (arbitrary point). 

 

3.11.17 Changing the object type 

This mode is used to change the type of a specific map object. To perform the operation, it is 

necessary to select the editable object and the new type of object. 

If, when the mode was activated, a group of objects was selected on the map, the selected objects 

are transcoded. 

 

3.11.18 Creating a copy of the existing map object 

This mode is convenient to use when it is necessary to apply a number of objects for the same type. 

First you need to select a reference object. After activating the mode, a copy of the object will be created 

in the same place as the standard, positioning of the created object is carried out by moving the pointer 

while holding the left mouse button. 

 

3.11.19 Editing a section of the map object 

First you need to select the editable object. This mode is used to adjust the area existing on the map 

of a line or an area object. 

To perform the editing operation of a site section for the object, it is necessary to select the editable 

line or area object, select the section to be edited by 3 points and enter the new position of the section to 

be edited by sequential point designation. 

End of editing - double click of the left mouse button. 

 

3.11.20 Editing an object point 

First you need to select the editable object. Editing a single point of the object (changing its planned 

position) is performed by moving the pointer while holding down the left mouse button. The direction and 
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step of changing the position for the object corresponds to the movement of the pointer, starting from the 

moment when the left mouse button was pressed. Moving the pointer with the button released does not 

change the position of the point. 

The point is selected by moving the pointer in the working field without clicking the mouse buttons. 

In this case, the auxiliary line connects the pointer with the nearest metric point of the object. 

It is recommended that rough positioning of the point for the object be performed with the mouse, 

and accurate using the arrows on the keyboard with the mouse button pressed. 

The object is saved at the time the operation is completed. 

With the current point (an auxiliary line connected to the cursor) during the editing process, it is 

possible to perform the following operations: 

- duplicate (insert) a point (by pressing «Insert»). In this case (during the subsequent movement 

of the mouse with the left button pressed) a copy of the selected point will be moved, and the 

reference point will remain in place; 

- delete a point (by pressing «Delete»); 

- snap to the point of the existing map object («I»); 

- snap to the line of the existing map object («T»). 

 

The changes made are recorded at the time the operation is completed. 

 

3.11.21 Digitizing of a line object 

To digitize (continue) a line object, it is necessary to select it on the map. After that, the cursor will 

automatically point to the last point of the selected object (in accordance with its direction of digitization). 

If it is necessary to continue digitizing the object in the opposite direction, press the key D. 

Digitizing a line object is similar to creating a new line object. At the same time, all auxiliary creation 

modes are available. 

 

3.11.22 Editing a caption of the text 

This mode is used to change the text of the object - caption. To perform the operation, you need to 

select the editable object and to edit the caption for text in the window that appears. 

 

3.11.23 Crosslinking of the same type map objects 

This mode is used for stitching the same type of line or area objects. Different types of objects 

(forest with a lake, highway with dirt road, etc.) cannot be sewn. In order to stitch two objects, it is 

necessary to make their sequential selection. 

 

3.11.24 Combining (crosslinking) the selected area objects 

This mode is intended for combining area objects selected using search tools. In this case, only the 

same type of area objects located on one sheet of the map are processed. 

The result of the work are newly created objects, while intersecting or touching each other objects 

will be combined into one. 

You can cancel the merging of objects in the mode Step backward (Step back).  

 

3.11.25 Combining (crosslinking) the selected line objects 

This mode is intended for combining line objects selected using search tools. In this case, only 

unclosed line objects of the same type located on one sheet for the map are processed. 

The result of work is newly created objects, while the objects touching each other with their ends 

will be combined into one. 

You can cancel the merging of objects in the mode Step backward (Step back).  
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3.11.26 Dissection of a line object at the specified point 

To perform a dissection of a line object, it is necessary to select the editable object and indicate the 

location of the dissection (select a point on the object). Selecting a point is similar to choosing a point for 

editing (see paragraph 3.11.21). 

 

3.11.27 Dissection of an object by the line 

An areal or a line object can be dissected by a line. To do this, it is necessary the first to select the 

dissected object, and then build a line by specifying two points. Upon completion for the line 

construction, the selected object will be dissected at the intersection of the selected object and the 

constructed line. 

 

3.11.28 Mirror copy of the object 

To create a mirror copy of the existing map object, it is necessary the first to select the object - the 

standard on the map, and then indicate the line - the axis of symmetry on the map with two points. When 

specifying points, you can snap to any existing object using the copy mode of a real point (I). As a result 

of the operation, a new object is created, which relative to the selected axis of symmetry will be a mirror 

image of the original object. 

 

3.11.29 Filtering the object 

Filtering allows you to remove extra points (located on the same line or almost on the same line). 

The degree of filtering is determined by the value for the filtering threshold in the dialog Parameters of 

map editor (Options of map editor). 

To perform filtering, you must select the editable object. 

 

3.11.30 Smoothing the object 

Smoothing objects allows you to give the object a smoother shape. To perform smoothing, it is 

necessary to select the editable object. 

 

3.11.31 Setting the visibility boundaries of selected objects 

Borders of visibility for map objects - a range of scale values for displaying a map on the screen at 

which this object is displayed on the screen. Visibility boundaries are used to automatically generalize the 

object composition and unload the map image in the process of scaling it. 

The common boundaries of visibility for all objects of the same type are determined during the 

creation and editing of the electronic classifier. However, a situation may arise when objects of the same 

type on the map have different semantic priorities, that is, they must disappear from the screen at different 

degrees of reduction in the image of the map. 

To set the boundaries of visibility of a specified list of objects that are different from the 

corresponding values in the classifier, you should select these objects on the map (using the functions of 

the menu Search) and perform the procedure for setting new borders. 

 

3.11.32 Copy of the selected map objects to another map 

Sometimes it is necessary to transfer to a user map (or from a user map) a group of objects united 

by some common properties (for example, all roads with a width of more than 10 m, etc.). In this case, it 

is recommended to use the mode Map editor, Copy selected map objects to another map. 

To perform copying, first select the objects to be copied and select the above mode in the panel 

Map editor. In the window that appears, you need to select the map on which you want to copy, after 

which the program will perform the copying process. If you copy objects from the user map to a work 
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area consisting of several sheets, the program itself, if necessary, will cut the objects to be copied and put 

them into sheets. 

It should be remembered that copying can only be done on the map created by the same classifier as 

the map from which the copy is made, or by a combined classifier, which includes the classifier of the 

map from which the copy is made. 

 

3.11.33 Deleting the selected object 

After selecting the object to be deleted, the program asks for confirmation to delete the selected 

object - if the user responds positively, the object is deleted from the electronic map. 

If it is necessary, it is possible to delete a group of objects from the electronic map that satisfy the 

same conditions. To do this, select the group of objects using the functions of the menu Search, and then 

select this mode of Map editor. 

 

3.11.34 The group of modes Graphic objects 

The group of Graphic objects combines modes that allow you to work with graphic objects. 

As a rule, objects of an electronic map should be described in the classifier of the map. The 

description of the object indicates the external code of the object, layer, symbol, and other parameters. 

However, for plotting auxiliary graphic information (explanatory labels, auxiliary lines, polygons, etc.), it 

is more convenient to use arbitrary graphic primitives without their preliminary description in the 

classifier. 

The map graphic object is an object that does not have a description in the classifier, but has a 

metric, semantics, layer, unique number and symbol. The symbol is stored in the description of the object 

on the map. 

When transmitting data in an exchange format (binary or text SXF), the conditional sign is 

transmitted along with other parameters of the object (coordinates, number, etc.). Instead of the external 

code, the layer number is indicated. 

To draw a graphic object, it is necessary to open the corresponding user map or create a new one. 

After that, the map editor modes will be available, allowing you to create an arbitrary line, polygon, dot 

sign or caption. The parameters of conventional symbols (line type, color, thickness, etc.) are indicated in 

the dialog that is called up when the corresponding map editor mode is selected. 

 

3.11.34.1 Selection of graphic objects by the image 

Using this mode, it is possible to select graphic objects of a certain image (type), with which it will 

then be possible to perform group processing operations (deleting, transcoding, moving, copying to 

another map, etc.). To do this, select one object on the map. All objects of this type will be selected 

automatically. When you reselect an object of the same type, all selected objects of the specified type will 

be canceled. When you select objects with a different image, a list of selected objects will be 

accumulated. 

 

3.11.34.2 Changing the image of a graphic object 

Using this mode, it is necessary to change the image (view) of a graphic object or a group of 

selected graphic objects. To do this, select the object or group of objects on the map. The dialog box 

Change of graphic image appears. You can assign a new graphic view to the edited object or select the 

object code from the classifier. 

 

3.11.34.3 Copying the graphics from one map object to another 

This mode is intended for copying all elements of the graphic description for one object of the user 

map to another object. For copying, it is necessary the first to select the source object (the object from 
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which the graphics will be copied) on the map, and then the destination object (the object to which the 

graphics will be copied). In this case, all the old graphics of the object-receiver are deleted. 

You can cancel the operation in the mode Step backward (Step back).  

 

3.11.34.4 Color of the selected object 

To set and change the color of an object, use the standard color selection dialog. After performing 

the color change operation, the semantics of the selected object with the service code is recorded the 

characteristic Color of the sign display. 

 

3.11.34.5 Scaling the selected object 

Changing the image scale is expressed as a percentage increase (more than 100%) or decrease (less 

than 100%) in the size of the sign on the map.  For example, to increase the image of the object by 2 

times, you need to assign a scale of 200%, 2.5 times-250%, and so on. 

The set value is recorded with the service code to the semantics of the selected object The scale of 

the sign display in percent. 

 

3.11.34.6 Transparency of the selected object 

The transparency of the object is set in the range from 0 to 100%. Changing the transparency level 

affects the clarity of the object's display on the map. 

The result of changing the transparency is recorded in the semantics of the selected object The 

weight of the object's color in %. 

 

3.11.34.7 Setting the shading parameters 

The color and type of object shading - customizable parameters. It is used to change the image of a 

graphic object, taking into account additional positions, for example, shading of a certain color in the 

form of a dotted line or a cross. 

Parameters of the shading are recorded with service codes in the semantics Color of the shading 

and The sign (attribute) of contours highlighting. 

«Color and type of object shading are implemented only for the classifier operator.rsc.» 

 

3.11.34.8 Setting the indicator for working with sets of objects 

When this mode is turned on, the functions for moving and deleting objects, it works both with 

individual objects and with groups of objects. 

 

3.11.34.9 Changing the visibility boundaries of selected objects 

Borders of visibility for map objects - a range of scale values for displaying a map on the screen at 

which this object is displayed on the screen. 

Visibility boundaries are used to automatically generalize the object composition and unload the 

map image in the process of scaling it. 

The common boundaries of visibility for all objects of the same type are determined during the 

creation and editing of the electronic classifier. 

However, a situation may arise when objects of the same type on the map have different semantic 

priority. That is, they should disappear from the screen at different degrees of reduction in the image of 

the map. 

To set the boundaries of visibility for a specified list of objects that are different from the 

corresponding values in the classifier, you should select this list on the map (using the system functions of 

Search and to perform the procedure for setting new borders. 
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The values for upper and lower boundaries of visibility can be selected from the list, adjusted to the 

classifier, or set the full range of visibility. 

 

3.11.34.10  Setting the method of displaying the object’s metrics as spline 

When displaying the metric of an object, a dynamic spline attribute is used - a broken line or 

envelope spline. 

The choice of the inversion method assumes that the contour of the object when displayed changes 

to the opposite. 

The mode is activated after selecting objects on the map. 

There are taken into account the selected objects for the localization of type linear or areal. 

 

3.11.34.11  Highlighting the set 

This mode is used to highlight a set of objects. To do this, just select any of the objects included in 

the set. 

 

3.11.35 The group of modes Text 

The group of modes Text combines the processing modes of curved captions (composing a complex 

curved captions and editing its metric description), as well as the mode for editing the text of the caption. 

 

3.11.35.1 Editing the caption of text 

This mode is used to edit the text of the object - the caption. To perform the operation, it is 

necessary to select the editable object and to edit the text of caption. 

 

3.11.35.2 Creating the complex curved caption 

The mode for compiling a complex curved caption (creating a composite caption) is mainly used to 

edit electronic map sheets created before the possibility of creating curved captions. On some of these 

sheets, curved captions were split into separate sections, which were independent objects. For example, 

the name:  river Bystraya – r. Bystraya could be digitized as follows: r.B - ys - tra - ya. To eliminate this 

situation, use the mode Create compound caption. To create a composite caption, select all the individual 

parts of the created caption in sequence. 

The end of collection the composite caption Ctrl - Enter. If during the collection of the caption it is 

necessary to edit its text (after the text is assembled, all spaces are removed, therefore it is recommended 

that separate words be separated by a space for text consisting of several words), then complete the text 

assembly by pressing Space. In this case, you will get the opportunity to edit the text and end the process 

by clicking the button Install. 

 

3.11.35.3 Moving a point of the composite caption 

After assembling a composite caption, you can edit it in the mode Move point of the composite 

caption. In this case, all the text is presented in the form of a curve line, after editing which the text is 

interpolated along this line. You can move an individual point of composite caption using the mode Edit 

point of the object. 

 

3.11.35.4 Creating a line caption in the text from object semantics 

The mode is intended for inscribing line objects if the text caption is contained as a semantic 

characteristic of this object. The example of the use this mode is the caption of contour lines (absolute 

height), clearing (width), etc. Captions are applied to the map where the object is selected. 
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Type of caption is set or selected from: 

- semantics of the object, if in the semantics of the code for the object (in the classifier of the 

map)   

- there is a link to the type of caption; 

- dialog for selecting the type of object, if in the semantics of the code for the object (in the   

- classifier of the map); 

- link to the type of caption is missing. 

 

By default, the text of caption is selected from the semantic characteristic, for which in the classifier 

of the map there is a link to the type of caption (if there are several such characteristics, it is proposed to 

select the characteristic from the list). If there are no characteristics in the semantics of the object with 

reference to the type of caption, it is proposed to select a semantic characteristic from the list of all 

semantics existing for this object. 

The caption is applied to the object at the point closest to the cursor position at the time the object is 

selected. 

 

3.11.35.5 Creating a caption of object in the text from the semantics of the object (arbitrary 

contour) 

The mode is intended for inscribing objects if the text caption is contained as a semantic 

characteristic of this object. Captions are applied to the map where the object is selected. 

Type of caption is set or selected from: 

- semantics of the object, if in the semantics of the code for the object (in the classifier of the 

map) there is a link to the type of caption; 

- dialog for selecting the type of object, if in the semantics of the code for the object (in the 

classifier of the map); 

- link to the type of caption is missing. 

 

By default, the text of the caption is selected from the semantic characteristic, for which in the 

classifier of the map there is a link to the type of caption (if there are several such characteristics, it is 

proposed to select the characteristic from the list). If there are no characteristics in the semantics of an 

object with reference to the type of caption, it is proposed to select a semantic characteristic from the list 

of all semantics existing for this object. 

After selecting the object and confirming the text caption, it is necessary to specify the location of 

the caption with two points. 

 

3.11.35.6 Creating a caption of object in the text from the semantics of the object (arbitrary 

contour) 

The mode is intended for inscribing objects if the text caption is contained as a semantic 

characteristic of this object. Captions are applied to the map where the object is selected. 

 Type of caption is set or selected from: 

- semantics of the object, if in the semantics of the code for the object (in the classifier of the 

map) there is a link to the type of caption; 

- a dialog for selecting the type of object, if there is no reference to the type of caption in the 

semantics for the object code (in the map classifier). 

 

By default, the text of caption is selected from the semantic characteristic, for which in the classifier 

of the map there is a link to the type of caption (if there are several such characteristics, it is proposed to 

select the characteristic from the list). If there are no characteristics in the semantics of the object with 

reference to the type of caption, it is proposed to select a semantic characteristic from the list of all 

semantics existing for this object. 
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After selecting the object and confirming the text caption, it is necessary to specify the caption 

placement location as many points as you like. 

 

3.11.35.7 Cutting a caption into the line 

The mode is intended for interactively combining the caption of a linear map object with a signed 

line with a gap of the signed object by signature dimensions and can be used to coordinate the metric 

description of the signature and the linear map object to which this caption refers. 

As a result of processing, the caption metric «fits» onto the line, alignment «in the center» 

(horizontal and vertical) is established for it, the line is broken at the place of caption. 

To execute the mode, one should select the processed caption on the map and the line signed by it. 

 

3.11.35.8 Trimming a line object by the caption dimensions 

The mode is intended for interactive cleaning of the map image within the dimensions for the 

processed caption. 

As a result of processing, the metric of the specified line object is cut out in accordance with the 

dimensions of the specified caption. 

To execute the mode, you should sequentially select the processed caption on the map and the line 

cut by it. 

Note: It is advisable to minimize the use of this mode by rational positioning of the map captions, 

taking into account the minimization of the number for lines crossing it. 

 

3.11.35.9 Editing the text of selected captions 

Editing the text of selected captions allows you to replace, add, delete characters, as well as align 

the text of caption. 

If alignment of all selected captions is necessary without changing the text, the fields Find and 

Replace are not filled. 

To correct the text of caption, it is necessary to specify the characters to be corrected in the edit line 

Find the dialog of Edit text of selected captions, and in the line Replace, indicate the characters for the 

new text caption. For example, you need to replace the sign «,» with the sign «.» . In the dialog box Edit 

text of selected captions, in the window Find, and type «,» in the window Replace - «.» 

To add a character to the text of the caption in the line Find, type * or a part of the caption, in the 

line Replace, enter the symbol and sign * for the saved part of the caption. 

For example, you want to add the characters «r.» to the text of the caption Moskva (river Moskva): 

- in the window Find fill «r.» 

- in the line Replace - «r.*» 

To delete characters in the line Find, specify the characters to be deleted, in the line Replace 

character *. 

 

3.11.35.10 Align of the selected captions by a list 

Choose from the proposed methods of horizontal and vertical alignment the desired one and click 

the button Run. 

 

3.11.36 The group of modes Processing the semantics of selected objects 

The map editor allows you to perform the following operations on the semantics of selected objects. 

 

3.11.36.1 Adding the semantics to selected objects 

To add a semantic characteristic value to all selected objects, it is necessary to: use the dialog box 

search/select map objects to set the list of map objects to be processed and click the button Select. 
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Activate the mode for adding semantics by clicking the corresponding button in the auxiliary panel 

Semantics of the map editor. Set the name and value of the added characteristic. It should be remembered 

that semantic characteristics can be repeated and non-repeated. If you have selected a semantic 

characteristic that can have several values for a single object (for example, vegetation type: birch, oak), 

then you should set what the program should do when it detects an added characteristic for the edited 

object (skip or add another value). Click the button Run. 

All selected objects will be processed, even if they are selected on multiple maps. 

The value of a character string can be collected using the values of other object semantics. To do 

this, the character string must be formatted as follows: after the characters %# it comes the semantics 

code (number), then in [ ] - the value that is output to the string if the object does not have this semantics. 

No more than 16 inserts are considered. The rest of the text can be in any form. Example: input string  - 

«house № %#45[no] state. %#3[not filled] (%#47[])».  

We will take into account the values of three object semantics: 45 semantics – HOUSE 

NUMBER(symbolic), 3 semantics-STATE (classifier type) and 47 semantics-FUNCTIONAL purpose 

(symbolic). Values of numeric semantics are formatted according to the rules specified for this semantics 

in the classifier. The final result for the semantics values for a particular object can be:      

«house No. 5 state. not filled ( )» or «house # 7-a state. RESIDENTIAL (pharmacy)» or «house # 

no  state. not filled ( )». 

 

3.11.36.2 Removing the semantics from selected objects 

To remove the specified value of the semantic characteristic for all selected objects it is necessary 

to: using the dialog for searching/selecting map objects, set the list of processed map objects and click the 

button Select. Activate the semantics deletion mode by pressing the corresponding button on the auxiliary 

panel Semantics of Map Editor. Set the list of deleted semantic characteristics. Click the button Run. 

 

3.11.36.3 Changing the semantics code 

Using this mode, you can reassign the semantic characteristic code of selected objects while 

maintaining the characteristic value. To do this, you must specify the old and new codes of semantic 

characteristics. 

 

3.11.36.4 Replacing the semantics for selected objects 

To replace the specified value of the semantic characteristic for all selected objects, it is necessary: 

using the dialog for searching/selecting map objects, set the list of processed map objects and click the 

button Select. Activate the semantics replacement mode by pressing the corresponding button on the 

auxiliary panel Semantics of Map Editor. Set the name of the changed characteristic, its old and new 

value. The search for the set semantics values among the selected ones can be carried out according to the 

options: 

1. Full match, i.e. the object must contain the specified characteristic with a completely identical 

value. 

2. Contains - the search goes on the installed fragment. 

3. Starts with - checks for a match the starting character or the group of characters. 

4. Any - nothing is entered in the value line Old, and semantics with the specified characteristic 

belonging to the selected objects are subject to replacement. 

The new semantics value is filled either in full or in fragments, if it is necessary to update only part 

of the value. 

The character * is used, if a group of characters is added to the existing semantics at the beginning 

or end. 

For example, writing * 12 in the window New value means that 12 will be added to the semantics of 

the object. 
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Next, it is necessary to determine what to do, if there is no replaceable characteristic for the 

processed object (skip or add). Click the button Run. 

 

3.11.36.5 Editing the semantic characteristics of the object by a list 

To edit the semantic characteristics of an object with a list, it is necessary from the list of 

characteristics used for all selected objects (this is the left part of the list formation dialog), select those 

characteristics that need to be corrected. By pressing the key >>, the list of edited characteristics is 

transferred to the window in the right part of the dialog. The button Run is used to activate the dialog 

Edit the semantic characteristics by objects. Only the field Value of the semantic characteristic is 

subject to editing. The fields Code and Title are closed for correction. Depending on the type of value for 

the semantic characteristic, clicking on the field Value displays the dialogs for selecting a new value (this 

is true for semantics types: file name, link to an arbitrary object, value in the form of a numerical code 

from the classifier). Changing data of type numerical value and character string is done by double-

clicking on the editable field. The button Restore cancels all actions to correct the values of semantic 

characteristics. To move to another object, use the keys Forward and Back. 

 

3.11.36.6 Adding the absolute height to semantics from the metric of objects 

It is possible to add absolute height to the semantics of any objects except for captions and 

templates, provided that their metrics are three-dimensional. In this case, in the absence of the absolute  

height in semantics, it is added, and the height value is taken from the metric (from the first point having 

the height) of the object. If the object already has an absolute height, then its value changes to the height 

value from the object metric. 

 

3.11.36.7 Adding the absolute height to metric from the semantics of objects 

You can add height to the metric of objects, provided that they have the semantics of Absolute 

height. In this case, in the absence of a three-dimensional metric, the coordinate Height is added, and the 

height value is taken from the semantics of the object. If the metric of the object is three-dimensional, 

then the height value changes to the absolute height value from the semantics of the object. 

 

3.11.36.8 Copy of semantics from one map object to another 

This mode is intended for copying all semantic characteristics of one map object to another object. 

To copy, it is necessary the first to select the source object (the object from which semantics will be 

copied) on the map, and then the destination object (the object into which semantics will be copied). If 

there is a copied characteristic of the receiving object, its value will be replaced by the value of this 

characteristic for the source object. 

You can cancel the operation in mode Step backward (Step back). 

 

3.11.36.9 Semantics of the map object 

In addition to the type of symbol and coordinates on the ground, an object can have individual 

characteristics (attributes). For example: a road can have a width, coating material, etc. The set of values 

for the characteristics of the individual object in digital form is called the semantics of the object. 

A map object may not have semantics. All properties of objects can be placed in an external 

database. However, it is recommended to use semantics records for placing cartographic information. 

Map objects can have hundreds of kinds for characteristics of different formats and purposes. Most 

specifications are optional. The use of external databases with a fixed number of fields and a constant 

record size leads to the allocation tens megabytes of disk memory for storing kilobytes of data. Semantics 

records have a variable length and a key form of data representation. What provides compact storage and 

fast data processing. The electronic map management system allows you to fulfill requests for the search 
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and display of map objects taking into account the presence and content for the semantic characteristics of 

the object. 

 

3.11.37 The group of modes Set of objects 

The map editor modes included in the group «SET OF OBJECTS» allow you to group, rearrange 

and ungroup objects (create, edit and split sets of objects). Objects combined into a set can be further 

processed as a single object (moving, deleting, transcoding, copying, etc.). To perform group processing 

of objects included in sets, one should enable the option «Work with the set of objects» in Parameters of 

map editor. 

 

3.11.37.1 Adding an object to the set 

This mode is used to create a set of objects or add a new object to an existing set. To do this, make a 

consistent selection of objects. 

When creating a new set, the first selected object is assigned as the main one, and the rest as 

subordinates. If during a sequential selection of the object a set object is encountered, then it (this set) can 

be combined with the current one. To do this, you will need to choose one of the proposed options for 

combining. 

 

You can cancel the operation after closing the mode with the button Step backward (Step back). 

 

3.11.37.2 Removing an object from the set 

This mode is used to delete an object from the set of objects. To do this, you first need to select any 

of the objects included in the editable set; then among the objects of this set, select objects to be deleted 

consecutively. 

If the main set object is selected for deletion, a request will be made to destroy the set. If the 

editable set is denied, the main object will be deleted, and one of the remaining objects will be assigned as 

the main one. 

You can cancel the operation after closing the mode with the button Step backward (Step back). 

 

 

3.11.37.3 Splitting the set 

This mode serves to break the bonds between objects included in the set of objects. To do this, 

select any of the objects included in the set. 

You can cancel the operation after closing the mode with the button Step backward (Step back). 

 

3.11.37.4 Selected objects into the set 

This mode is used to place selected objects in a set. To do this, select a group of objects and select 

among them the object that you want to assign as the main one. If the selected object is already the main 

one for another group, it will be proposed to destroy the existing group or choose another object for the 

main role. If among the selected objects there are subordinate objects of another set, you will need to 

select one of the proposed options for placing them in the current set. 

 

3.11.37.5 Selecting the set 

This mode is used to select a set of objects. To do this, just select any of the objects included in the 

set. 
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3.11.37.6 Selecting the subgroups 

This mode is used to select a set of objects with subgroups included therein, namely: if the object 

has a feature of the main for one group, the feature of a subordinate for another group, the objects of both 

groups will fall into the selection. To do this, just select any of the objects included in the set. 

 

3.11.38 Additional panel Alignment 

The auxiliary panel Alignment includes modes that allow mutual movement of objects selected 

using the functions of the menu Search. 

 

3.11.38.1 Align to the left 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted horizontally to the leftmost object so that the leftmost 

points of the metric of all objects lie on one vertical line. 

 

3.11.38.2 Align to the right 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted horizontally to the rightmost object so that the extreme 

right points of the metric of all objects lie on one vertical line. 

 

3.11.38.3 Align to top 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted vertically to the extreme upper object so that the 

extreme upper points of the metric of all objects lie on one horizontal line. 

 

3.11.38.4 Align to bottom 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted vertically to the lowermost object so that the extreme 

lowest points of the metric of all objects lie on one horizontal line. 

 

3.11.38.5 Distribute horizontally  

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted horizontally so that the distances between the 

dimensions of neighboring objects are equal. 

 

3.11.38.6 Distribute vertically 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted vertically so that the distances between the dimensions 

of neighboring objects are equal. 

 

3.11.38.7 Align horizontally 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted vertically so that the centers of dimensions of each 

object lie on one horizontal line passing through the middle of the overall dimensions of all objects. 

 

3.11.38.8 Align vertically 

In this mode, all selected objects are shifted horizontally so that the centers of dimensions of each 

object lie on one vertical line passing through the middle of the overall dimensions of all objects. 

 

3.11.38.9 Offset to the line 

In this mode, it is necessary the first to indicate the line on the map with two points. When 

specifying points, you can snap to the existing object using the copy mode of a real point (I). After 

completing the line input, all selected objects are shifted to the specified line so that they touch its or its 

extension with the point closest to the line. 
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3.11.38.10  Offset to the line with a turn 

In this mode, it is necessary the first to indicate the line on the map with two points. When 

specifying points, you can snap to the existing object using the copy mode of a real point (I). After 

completing the input of the line, all selected objects are shifted to the specified line and rotated so that 

they touch its or its extension with two neighboring points closest to it.  

 

3.11.39 Restore of the edited object 

When editing objects, the system saves all their old states. Therefore, at any time (before starting 

the data sorting procedure), you can restore any change to the map object. To do this, activate this mode 

and select the object that needs to be restored.  

 

3.11.40 Step back 

This mode, unlike the previous one, performs a step-by-step undo of the changes made. 

 

3.11.41 Drawing and editing the combined command posts 

By combined command posts (CP) should be understood a group of conventional signs (flags), 

indicating headquarters and CP of different levels, located on one vertical line (flagpole). 

The combined conventional sign of a combined CP may contain a «leader» (a line connecting the 

lower end of the common flagpole with the real anchor point of the conventional symbol). 

 

Figure 8 - Type of conventional symbol combined CP with the leader 

In this case, the leader is a common flagpole for individual flags making up the sign. 

Combined CPs can only consist of vector objects, with the exception of the conditional leader 

symbol - a linear object. 

When applying a combined CP, all of its individual conventional signs are automatically combined 

into a logical group (a set of objects). In this regard, it is further possible to edit (move, delete, copy, 

transfer to another map) the combined CP as a single conventional symbol. 

In the dialog of formation (editing) the composition, combined CP there is the possibility of adding 

new and deleting existing flags to the image, as well as changing the order in which flags are displayed 

(moving above and below). 

In addition, it is possible to resize the specified flag (as the size of the current flag increases, the 

distance between it and the flag above increases). 

In order to form a symbol for the combined CP with the leader, you should «enable» the 

corresponding button in the dialog for creating and editing combined CPs, and also select the object type 

for the leader from the classifier. 

Drawing a combined CP without the leader is done by indicating two points on the map. In this 

case, the first point is the anchor point of the control unit, and the second characterizes the orientation of 

the flags (left or right). 

Drawing combined CP with the leader is made by indicating on the map three points. In this case, 

the first point is the actual anchor point of the CP (start of the leader line), the second is the anchor point 
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of the character (end of the leader line), and the third characterizes the orientation of the flags (left or 

right). 

 

3.12 Calculations on the map 

The task Calculations is an integral part of the system and it provides means for performing 

calculations based on the use of various metric information about the objects of the vector map, including 

the length of the site, perimeter, area of the object or an arbitrary area, and so on. 

To activate the task of calculations using a vector map, it is necessary to select the item 

Calculations in the menu Tasks. 

Management of the calculation process is performed using an additional control panel located at 

startup on the right side of the system window. The control panel is a set of buttons, each of which 

corresponds to a certain calculation mode. 

The calculation mode is called up by pressing the corresponding button. 

The purpose of the buttons is commented on in the tooltip when the cursor is over the 

corresponding button. The transition from mode to mode is possible at any time. 

In the process of performing calculations, all image management tools are available (color, scale, 

composition of objects, etc. - can be changed at any time for the convenience of processing the object). 

Below there are the basic functions of the task Calculations on the map: 

- building a buffer zone at the specified distance around an object or a group of selected objects (a 

set of separate zones or a combined zone); 

- calculation of the area for the selected object or an arbitrary polygon with the conclusion of the 

value in various units of measurement; 

- calculation of the area, quantity, minimum and maximum for objects of the same type (similar 

to the selected one); 

- calculation of the length for the object, the site of the object, an arbitrary broken line with the 

calculation of the directional angle and azimuth for the current segment; 

- determination of the distance from an arbitrary point to the object and the distance between two 

objects; 

- building a height profile for an arbitrary polyline; 

- construction of flood zones; 

- calculation of the absolute height; 

- creating a surface slopes. 

 

To cancel the started process, press the key combination CTRL-Right mouse button.  

 

3.12.1 Building a zone around the map object 

This mode processes area, point or line objects. 

After selecting the object in the window that appears, it is necessary to select the unit of measure for 

entering the radius of the zone (m, km) and to set the radius - the width of the created zone. The result is 

displayed on the map and the area of the zone is displayed in the results window.  

 

3.12.2 Building a zone around the selected map objects 

This mode allows you to build a zone around the selected objects and record as an object in the 

main or user map. 

To do this, it is necessary to: 

- select a group of objects using the functions of the menu Search; 

- activate this mode of the panel Calculations; 
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- in the window that appears, select the map on which the received object will be recorded, the 

construction method (Construction or Construction and association) and the radius of the 

zone. 

 

The result of the work is to display the desired zone on the screen. User objects are added to the 

map resource file that was selected for drawing the zone, in which Zone around the objects are created 

with the required semantics Radius of zone. By default, the zone will be created on a separate new user 

map with the resource file SERVICE.RSC 

 

3.12.3 Area of the map object 

This mode only processes solid objects. After selecting an object, the area is displayed in the result 

window without taking into account the area of subobjects (i.e., the area lying inside the object and not 

belonging to it is subtracted).  

 

3.12.4 Area of the polygon  

This mode allows you to determine the area of the polygon constructed by user. 

The construction of the polygon is carried out by selecting anchor points by pressing the left mouse 

button. Between two consecutively selected points, there is a straight line. The polygon always remains 

closed. After double-clicking the left mouse button, the construction of the polygon is considered 

completed, its final area is displayed in the results window.  

 

3.12.5 Information about the area 

This mode allows you to get statistical information on objects of the same type that matches the 

type of the selected object. 

After selecting an object, the following information is displayed in the result window: 

- total area of objects for this type; 

- number of objects; 

- minimum area and object number; 

- maximum area and object number. 

 

3.12.6 Length of the map object 

This mode processes only linear and areal objects. 

After selecting a linear object, its length is displayed in the results window, for the areal object - the 

perimeter. 

When choosing an object within the open matrix of heights, the length of the object is also 

calculated taking into account the relief. 

 

3.12.7 Length of segment on the map's object 

This mode processes only line and area objects. 

After selecting an object, we select a section at three points, if it is an areal object, and at two 

points, if it is linear. 

After selecting the last cut point, the measured cut is highlighted, its length is displayed in the result 

window. 

When choosing an object segment within the open matrix of heights, its length is also calculated 

taking into account the relief. 

 

3.12.8 Length of arbitrary line 

This mode allows you to determine the length of the broken line constructed by the user. 
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The construction of a scrap is carried out by selecting anchor points by pressing the left mouse 

button. Between two consecutively selected points, there is a straight line. 

In the process of constructing a polyline, the length of the current section under construction, 

azimuth and directional angle appear in the status line. 

After double-clicking the left mouse button, the construction of the scrap is considered completed, 

its length is displayed in the result window. 

When constructing a polyline within the open matrix of heights, the line length is also calculated 

taking into account the relief and the length along the slope for a line of two points.  

 

3.12.9 Distance to the map object 

This mode allows you to determine the distance from a specified point to the nearest metric point of 

the selected object. 

After selecting an object, you should mark any point on the map using the left mouse button. The 

distance is displayed in the result window. 

 

3.12.10 Distance between objects 

This mode determines the shortest distance between two map objects and displays the result in a 

message line. 

First, the main object is selected. Then iterating over selects additional objects to which it is 

necessary to determine the shortest distance. 

The distance is determined from the existing metric point of the main object to the pseudo-point 

(non-existing) additional. 

To change the main object, it is necessary to deselect it (the key combination Ctrl - Right-click) 

and select a new one. 

 

3.12.11 Building orthodrome 

Orthodrome is an image on a map of a line connecting two points on the earth’s surface over the 

shortest distance. 

Depending on the projection in which the map is created, and the distance between the points, a 

straight line on the earth's surface may have significant curvature on the map. 

This mode can be used on a map of any projection if for this projection can be converted to geodetic 

coordinates. 

To build the orthodrome on the earth's surface, it is necessary by clicking the left mouse button to 

designate reference points that will be connected by a smooth curve depicting the line of the orthodrome. 

For the constructed line, the length is calculated.  

 

3.12.12 Building loxodrome 

Loxodrome is an image on a map of a line crossing true meridians at one angle. 

This mode can be used on a map of any projection if for this projection can be converted to geodetic 

coordinates. 

To build a loxodrome, you need to click the left mouse button to set the anchor points that connect a 

smooth curve. 

For the constructed line, the length is calculated. 

 

3.12.13 Building a profile  

Using this mode, a surface profile is constructed using a matrix of heights along a specified path 

(broken line) or a selected object. The route is set by selecting, within the open matrix of heights of the 

control points - by clicking the left mouse button and ends with a double click of the left mouse button. 
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The result is displayed in the window in the form of a graph, where the vertical axis marks the 

absolute height in meters, and the horizontal axis shows the length along the route or the selected object 

in meters. The profile image can be scaled by resizing the window with the mouse (stretch, shrink). 

When moving along the route with the mouse, the windows Height and Distance display the 

elevation values at the start, end and current points of the route, as well as the distance from the beginning 

of the route to the current point in meters. In the window Level, the distance from the Earth’s surface at 

the current point in the profile to the line connecting the start and end points. 

Intersected areal objects are displayed on the graph in the case when the user specified only two 

points for constructing the profile. Areal objects without relative heights on the graph are indicated by 

polygons, the color of which corresponds to the color for the object on the map. The polygon height for 

the object having a relative height is calculated taking into account the relative height of the object. The 

list of objects displayed on the chart is listed in the table. 

In this mode, it is possible to raise/lower, start, end, current points to a certain height. To do this, 

enter the excess value in the corresponding field of the group Excess. 

In the group Not enough, the values that need to be added to start, current or end point are specified 

in order to ensure direct visibility. This mode works when the user has specified only two points for 

building a profile. 

The task saves the profile in files of graphic formats BMP, PNG, JPEG or in a text file. To do this, 

click the button Save, select a file name and enter the appropriate extension. To save the profile in a text 

file, the user must specify the discreteness of progress on the object (interpolation step). 

 

3.12.14 Building a visibility zone 

This mode allows you to determine the zone of visibility on the map using information from the 

height matrix. 

The visibility zone is a raster image within one or several viewing sectors, at the intersections of 

which it is applied the construction parameter Visibility of intersection zones (from all points or at least 

one). The color of the pixel of the raster image within the field of view is determined by the position of 

the vertex for the sector on the surface of the relief, as well as the values of the parameters Height of 

observation and Increment of the observed point. 

To determine the visibility of a point (pixel) from the top of the sector to the specified point, a ray is 

constructed taking into account the parameters of the observation height and increment of the observed 

point. Then it is determined whether this ray is interrupted by the surface along the path to the point to be 

determined. If the surface covers the detected point from the observation point, then the determined point 

is painted over with the color «invisibility» specified by the parameter Sector color. 

The calculation step when constructing the visibility zone is equal to the element size (discrete) for 

the initial matrix of elevation heights. The size of the element for the resulting raster is equal to the size of 

the element for the matrix of heights. 

 

To determine the visibility zones it is necessary to build on the map one or several viewing sectors, 

indicating the observation point and sector boundaries by clicking the left mouse button. 

In the dialog box Build visibility, it is proposed to select a file name (raster format) in which the 

construction results, fill color of invisible areas in the viewing sector, observation height in meters, degree 

of transparency and the mode for construction of intersecting sectors will be recorded. 

For areas of intersection for sectors, there are modes: 

- visibility from all points; 

- visibility, at least from one point. 

 

In the mode Visibility from all points, there are considered sites visible (transparent) in the sector 

intersection zone from all observation points. 
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In the mode Visibility at least from one point, there are considered sites visible (transparent) in the 

zone of intersection for sectors that are visible from at least one observation point. 

 

3.12.15 Building a flood zone 

This mode allows you to determine the flood zones on the map using information from the matrix 

of heights (elevation matrix). 

The name of the matrix for constructing the flood zone is selected from the list of Elevation 

matrices. 

To build a flood zone, it is necessary to select an object on the map and indicate the points for 

which the level of water rises, it is entered by clicking the left mouse button. 

The coordinates of the specified points are displayed in the dialog box Building the flood zone. 

The level of water rise (numerical values in meters) must be entered by the user. You can also select 

the map onto which the created object Flood zone will be recorded. 

As a result of construction, the flood zone will be displayed on the screen. The created object will 

be recorded to the selected map, the layer User’s objects will be added to the resource file of this map, 

which includes the objects - Flood zone. By default, the flood zone is recorded on the user map 

FLOOD.SIT 

The construction of the flood zone is carried out according to the following procedure. 

Construction is carried out within a specified section of hydrography. The user selects a river 

section on the map by specifying two points for linear objects and three for area ones. If you need to 

analyze the entire river, consisting of several map objects or several interconnected objects, then you must 

first create a combined object. In the dialog for constructing flood zones, it is necessary to indicate the 

matrix of heights for which the construction will be performed and the relative values of the increase in 

water level at the points that limit the analyzed area. 

The construction of the flood zone is carried out within the specified section of hydrography 

according to the following algorithm. 

For each metric section of the selected river section, the program forms sections (perpendiculars), 

which are carried out in the middle of the metric sections. The value of the level for water rise of each 

section is determined by the point of intersection for the section with the river. The boundary points of the 

sections are calculated taking into account the relief height and the level of water rises (i.e., at the 

boundary point, the height is not greater than the height at the intersection point). Then, sectors (after 10 

degrees) are built upstream of the river from the point for intersection of the alignment with the river, and 

boundary points are calculated for each sector. As a result of connecting the boundary points, a 

«semicircle» is obtained, which is the flooding zone for this alignment. By combining all the zones we get 

an object - a flood zone. 

The appearance of the flood zone depends on the level of water rise, the number of sections, the 

height of the relief, the width of the flood zone, the size of the height matrix element and the metric 

characteristics on the selected site of the object. 

The recommended size of the flood zone is 2 cm on the map. If you select a smaller width, the 

object will have a smoother outline, but less accurate information. The greater the width of the flood zone 

is the larger the area to study. As a result, some sectors are elongated, and the boundary points are located 

at a considerable distance from other points. 

This model for constructing a flood zone is conditional and its correspondence to reality largely 

depends on the cell size of the elevation matrix and the matrix characteristics of the selected site section. 

 

3.12.16 Area of the object with terrain 

The activation of this mode is the presence of at least one elevation matrix with the open vector 

map. The result of this mode will be the display of information about the area taking into account the 

topography for the specified areal object of the vector map. 
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3.12.17 Calculating the volume 

The mode calculates the volume of the specified object according to the matrix type MTW. 

After selecting the matrix name from List of matrices and specifying the area for calculating the 

volume, click the button Select.  

 

Volume calculation is performed by pressing the mode Calculate. 

The calculation results of the specified area are displayed in the dialog box Result.  

 

3.12.18 Calculating the absolute height 

This mode allows you to calculate the absolute height at the point selected by clicking the left 

mouse button, if the elevation matrix is open at that point. The height is displayed in the result window. 

 

3.12.19 Creating the slope surface 

This mode allows you to build the surface of the slopes (quality matrix). The average or maximum 

slope between adjacent cells is placed in the matrix element. 

The result is saved in the matrix map.  

Creation area can be: 

- the entire area occupied by the original map; 

- the rectangular fragment. 

 

3.12.20 Calculation of coordinates 

This mode is intended for calculating flat rectangular, geodetic rectangular and geodetic angular 

coordinates for a point indicated on the map. 

For geodetic angular coordinates, the following display formats are provided:  

- radians; 

- degrees; 

- degrees, minutes, seconds. 

 

The following coordinate systems are supported: SC-42, SC-95, WGS-84, PZ-90.02, PZ-90.11, 

GSC-2011. 

When you change the position of a point on the map, coordinates are automatically recalculated in 

the dialog. The point is fixed using the left mouse button. 

The name of Output file (quality matrix) is set automatically and consists of the name for the map 

file on which the construction was performed with the addition of the extension * .mtq. The file name can 

be changed by the user. 

Upon successful completion of the construction process, it is proposed to establish a range of 

minimum and maximum values that actually corresponds to the resulting data. 

3.13 Sorting the data 

After performing any procedures that change the metric or semantic description for the objects of 

the electronic map (editing, updating, monitoring, loading data, as well as editing resources, if the display 

order of objects in the electronic map is changed), it is recommended to perform the data sorting 

procedure. 

This procedure starts when you select the command Sort from the menu Tasks. 

The sorting procedure organizes the placement for the description of objects in the metric and 

semantics files, which speeds up their further processing and ensures the correct sequence of displaying 

objects. In addition, the generated files do not contain descriptions of the metrics and semantics for 

deleted objects and copies of edited objects. In this way, data compression is performed. However, after 

the sorting procedure is completed, it is not possible to restore objects that were previously deleted or 

edited. 
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Sorting map objects can change the accuracy of data storage (the number of decimal places) and the 

system of stored coordinates for objects - flat rectangular in meters or geodesics in radians. Storing 

coordinates in radians speeds up the display of maps when it is necessary to convert to different 

projections of the display «in flight», and allows you to create maps of any length in longitude. Storing 

coordinates in meters significantly speeds up the map display in its projection. 

Sorting map objects can change the accuracy of data storage (the number of decimal places) and the 

system of stored coordinates of objects - flat rectangular in meters or geodesics in radians. Storing 

coordinates in radians speeds up the display of maps when it is necessary to convert to different 

projections of the display «in flight», and it allows you to create maps of any length in longitude. Storing 

coordinates in meters significantly speeds up the map display in its projection. 

If the mode Sort only unsorted sheets - is enabled, then sorting will be performed only for those 

sheets on which objects were edited. This reduces the sorting time. 

If the mode Delete copies of edited objects - is enabled, then after sorting it is not possible to 

restore deleted or previously edited objects. This reduces the amount of data on the disk. 

If in the field Format SITX, it is set flag Map format, then during the sorting process the map of 

format SIT will be converted into the custom map storage of format SITX as a single file with the 

extension «sitx». Such maps can be encrypted with 256-bit key generated from the password entered by 

the user. To do this, set Encrypt option in the field Data encryption. If the password is lost, the data 

cannot be restored. The reverse version of the conversion is also possible. When for the open map storage 

of format SITX, at sorting in the field Map format, it is set the flag of Format SIT. During the sorting 

process, the map will be converted to Format SIT. 

 

3.14 Map passport 

It is possible to edit the passport data by selecting the command Map passport in the menu Tasks. 

Map passport consists of data on the area and data on the sheet. 

Data for the area includes: 

- name of the district; 

- initial data; 

- type of map; 

- scale; 

- name of the resource file; 

- projection data: 

- type of ellipsoid; 

- height system; 

- coordinate system; 

- projection of the source material; 

- main parallel 1st; 

- main parallel 2nd; 

- axial meridian; 

- parallel to the main point; 

- dimensions of the area; 

- additional information; 

- units of measurement in plan and height; 

- discreteness of digitization; 

- type of frame. 
 

Not editable: 

- name of the resource file, since it is entered only during the creation of the passport; 

- scale; 

- dimensions of the area, as they are calculated automatically according to the dimensions of the 

sheets. 
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When changing the type of map, a warning is issued stating that the data will not correspond to the 

projection. Therefore, editing the map type is not recommended. 

Data per sheet includes: 

- nomenclature; 

- coordinates of the sheet (rectangular and geodetic); 

- data on the map material: 

- kind and type of source material; 

- date of shooting (update); 

- declination data: 

- magnetic declination; 

- average approach of meridians; 

- annual magnetic declination; 

- date of measurement declination. 

- name of data files (common for all sheet files, only the extension changes: HDR, DAT, SEM, 

GRA). 

 

All data on the sheet is subject to editing. The exception is the nomenclature of the sheet. It does not 

change for topographic maps of the standard layout, since it calculates the coordinates of the sheet. The 

sheet coordinates for this type of map are also not editable. 

After clicking the button Add, a new dialog box will appear in which you want to enter the list of 

sheets, having previously installed (if necessary) the list template. After closing the dialog box Enter 

nomenclature, data entry fields on the sheet will appear. 

Mandatory fields on the sheet are subject to coordinate fields (rectangular or geodesic). For 

topographic maps with standard nomenclature, this data is automatically filled. In all other cases, they 

must be entered manually. For a geographic map, it is necessary, in addition to the nomenclature, to fill in 

the fields of the region’s passport, which contain information about the projection of the original map 

material (main parallel 1, main parallel 2, axial meridian, parallel to the main point). After entering the 

necessary data, you can close the dialog box or continue entering by adding new sheets. 

 

3.15 Editor of classifier 

The classifier of the electronic map is a collection of descriptions for the layers of the vector map, 

types of objects and their symbols, types of semantic characteristics and the values they accept, presented 

in digital form. 

To edit the classifier, it is necessary to select the command Editor of classifier from the menu 

Tasks. 

Descriptions of layers, objects, semantic characteristics, and some kinds of characteristic values 

must contain a digital code. 

Symbols of objects can be represented in two forms: 

- to display the map on the display (screen); 

- to output the map to a printing device. 

 

If the description of the characters for printing the map is not entered in the classifier, then the 

characters displayed on the screen are used for printing. 

 To view the map in printer characters, the corresponding map type is set on the screen through the 

main application menu. 

The map classifier is digitally stored in a file RSC. The file RSC is located in the same directory as 

the vector map or in the general directory of classifiers. 

The path to the common directory of classifiers is set in the file INI of the system in the 

[DATAPATH] section in the line «Rsc = ». 
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In this case, several maps from different directories can use the same classifier. Any change in the 

classifier is displayed on all maps. 

 

3.15.1 Editing the general data of classifier 

To edit the general data of the classifier, select the tab General data in the window Editor of 

classifier. 

Editing the general data of the classifier allows you to: 

- select a classifier for adjustment; 

- fix the name, map type, scale, classifier code; 

- change the palette. 

 

You can edit the classifier of the open terrain map or one of the classifiers for custom maps. The 

name of the classifier file to be edited is selected from the drop-down list of classifiers by clicking on the 

field Select classifier. 

The name of the classifier is edited by clicking on the field Name. The length of the classifier name 

is up to 31 characters. 

The map type is selected from the drop-down list of map types, or it is entered by the user 

arbitrarily (up to 31 characters) by clicking on the field Map type. This field is a reference. 

The field Scale is intended for entering the reference value of the base scale for the map on which 

the classifier is compiled. The value of the field Scale does not impose restrictions on the use with maps 

of a different base scale. The scale is selected from the list of scales. The boundaries of visibility for 

objects on the map are set by two lists of scales - for small-scale maps and for large-scale ones. For maps 

of scales from 1: 1 to 1: 10000, it is advisable to select the value Large-scale, for the rest of the maps - 

Small-scale. 

For small-scale maps, the boundaries of visibility for object can take the following values: 

1:1000, 1:2000, 1:5000, 1:10000, 1:25000, 1:50000, 1:100000, 1:200000, 1:500000, 1:1000000, 

1:2500000, 1:5000000, 1:10000000, 1:20000000, 1:40000000.  

For large-scale maps, the boundaries of visibility for object can take values: 

1:1, 1:10, 1:25, 1:50, 1:100, 1:200, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:2000, 1:5000, 1:10000, 1:25000, 1:50000, 

1:100000, 1:200000, 1:500000. 

The classifier code (7 characters) is edited by clicking on the field Classifier code. This field is a 

reference. 

On the right side of the tab is the classifier palette. 

By clicking on the button Import, you can supplement the classifier with objects from another 

classifier. 

The tab displays general statistics on the classifier: the number of layers, objects and semantics. 

Saving the changes occurs when you click on the button Save on the left side of the tab. To restore 

erroneously edited fields, click the button Restore on the left side of the tab. 

 

 

If the changes were not saved, when you switch to another tab or exit the task, a dialog will appear 

to confirm the saving or reset of the changes. 

Editing the palette of classifier 

On the right side of the tab General data, the classifier palette is presented. 

The number of colors is 16 or 32. 

By double-clicking the left mouse button on the color rectangle in the palette, you can replace the 

original color with the selected one. A new color is selected in the standard color dialog that appears. 

The button Restore restores the classifier palette to its original state. The button Standard brings 

the classifier palette to a standard set of colors (16 colors).  
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3.15.2 Editing the layers of classifier 

To edit the classifier layers, select the tab Layers in the window Editor of classifier. It presents a 

list of classifier layers in the form of a table of 4 fields: layer number, name, identifier, output order, 

number of objects. 

To add a new layer, click the button Add. A highlighted line with a new serial number appears at 

the end of the list of layers. In the field Layer name, specify the name of the new layer, in the field 

Output order - the output number of the layer, in the field key - the short name of the layer. In the field 

Number of objects, entry is prohibited. Information is entered into each field by pressing the key Enter. 

Editing a layer involves changing the name of the layer or the output order. The variable layer is 

selected with the mouse, and new values are entered into the required fields. Entering ends by pressing 

the key Enter. 

The key is used to communicate with databases (for field names), and this name should be formed 

taking into account the requirements of the database. 

Sort layers by number, name or output order by clicking the corresponding buttons in the group 

Arrange. 
At the bottom of the dialog, objects belonging to the layer are displayed on the left. By double-

clicking on the image of the object, a transition to the table of objects takes place. 

The layer can be deleted while saving the objects of the deleted layer and transferring them to 

another layer, or you can delete the layer with all the objects belonging to it. 

To delete a layer, highlight the required layer and use the button Delete. In response, the dialog box 

Delete layer appears. This dialog provides for the removal of a layer with the transfer of objects to 

another layer. To save the objects of the deleted layer, click the button Transfer and select a new, 

receiving layer in the list of layers with the mouse. If it is not necessary to save the objects from the 

deleted layer, then by clicking the button Yes, the layer is deleted from the list along with the objects 

belonging to it. 

At the bottom right on the tab Layers is a table for working with general semantics for a layer (for 

communicating with databases). When moving through the list of semantics, layer objects that have this 

semantics are highlighted with a yellow frame. 

If the layer semantics table is empty, you can fill it with a list of semantics of all layer objects or a 

list of required semantics of all layer objects. 

When you click the button Fill, it is necessary to select - All semantics of the objects will be 

included in the list or only Required (Obligatory). The resulting list can be edited (add or remove 

semantics). You can simply type the necessary semantics from the list using the button Add. 

 

3.15.3 Editing the semantics in classifier 

Each map object may be assigned characteristics. For example, your own name or the height of the 

object. These characteristics are called semantics. The value classifier can be created for each 

characteristic. Moreover, for numerical characteristics, a single code usually corresponds to a range of 

values (for example, the width of the river: up to 5m - 1, from 5 to 10 - 2, etc.), for symbolic 

characteristics, one code corresponds to one value (building material: wood - 1 , brick - 2, etc.). 

If the value classifier is created for a characteristic, then in the semantics table it is declared 

numerical (physically, its value is a numerical code, but when working with this characteristic in a 

electronic map system, a logical value corresponding to the current code will be displayed). If the 

classifier of values for the described characteristic is not created, it can be declared numerical or 

symbolic. In this case, the physical and logical meanings of semantics coincide. 

To edit the semantics of classifier objects, select the tab Semantics in the window Editor of 

classifier. 

On the left is a list of classifier semantics in the form of a table of 2 fields: code and name of the 

semantics. These fields are not editable. 
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By clicking on one of the buttons in the group Arrange, you can sort the semantics by code or 

name. 

In the lower part of the window Editor of classifier, on the tab Semantics, objects are displayed for 

which the selected semantics are used. Objects for which semantics are mandatory, there are surrounded 

by a yellow frame, for which semantics affect the view, are surrounded by a blue frame. 

On the right side are fields with semantic characteristics. The name of semantics (30 characters) is 

an arbitrary character string. The semantics code (integer less than 65000) is used for identification and 

must be unique. The semantics key (a string of up to 15 characters) is used to name the fields in the 

databases (it is allowed to include characters that are possible for the names of the fields in the databases). 

The key can be used for identification and must be unique. 

Units of measurement are used to sign semantics. If semantics does not have a dimension (for 

example, State), the field should be empty. To select the units of measure, you need to select the value 

you need from the standard list or enter the required value from the keyboard. 

The semantics values can be of different types: symbolic (string up to 256 characters), numeric, 

code from the classifier, an object reference and a file name (of various types, for example, PCX or 

BMP). If the semantics is of type — a code from the classifier, this means that the semantics are integers 

to which symbolic values are assigned. 

For semantics of type numeric or code from the classifier, default values are entered. These 

default values are common to all objects. If semantics are required for the object, and for some reason 

there is no value, the semantics of the object will be assigned the default value. When you enter values of 

the semantics for objects, the interval of possible values is set to the minimum and maximum defaults. 

For values of type, the classifier code minimum and maximum is set automatically. The user can only 

enter a default value. 

The size and accuracy of the semantics field values are used for formatted output of semantics 

values and uploading to the database. 

The field Repetition allowed is used when the object can have several semantics. For example, 

semantics Type of vegetation for the object in a forest may have meanings: pine, birch. 

The field General for all objects allows you to use semantics for any classifier object, without 

assigning it to each object. 

Editing semantics involves entering values into these fields. 

The button Info serves to display statistics on the use of semantics. 

If semantics is used for a series of objects, such semantics are not deleted. 

To save semantics values, use the button Save. 

To enter new semantics, click the button Add. Be sure to enter the code, key and name of the 

semantics. In the absence of this data or in case of errors, a message is issued and recording is not 

performed. The type of semantics is set to the default character. Replace it, if necessary. 

To delete semantics, highlight the required semantics and use the button Delete. You cannot remove 

semantics that affect the image or required one. In this case, you need to go through the objects and 

remove the semantics from the mandatory semantics, delete the series, if any. 

To work with semantics of the type Code from the classifier, use the button List. 

The semantics classifier is a list showing the correspondence of numerical values to character 

strings. 

When you click on List, the dialog Classifier appears. 

In this dialog you can fix the classifier of semantics, add or remove lines of the classifier. To add a 

new line, click the button Add, enter a numerical value (within the same list, the value should not be 

repeated), press Enter. Next, enter a character string (no more than 31 characters), press Enter. 

To edit already entered lines, select the required line in the list and click on the desired item. 

To delete a row, select the row in the list and click the button Delete. 

To save the values of the semantics classifier, click the button Save. In this case, the modified 

classifier of semantics will be recorded to disk. When you click Cancel, the list closes with the 

cancellation of all changes. 
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3.15.4 Editing the objects in classifier 

3.15.4.1 General information 

To edit classifier objects, select the tab Objects in the window Editor of classifier. After that, you 

can: enter and adjust the code, layer, localization, appearance and boundaries of visibility for objects, the 

purpose of semantics and a series of objects, and also delete and create new objects. 

On the left side of the tab, it is a table of objects. It displays all the objects of the classifier or the 

objects included in Filter of the objects classifier. The object in progress is marked with a purple frame. 

When you delay the movement of the mouse over a specific object, a tooltip appears with the code, name 

and layer of this object. Above the table of objects is a line of tools. 

Under the table of objects there are the buttons Filter, Group, Search. 

On the right side of the tab there are fields for adjusting the main properties of the object: code, key, 

localization, name and layer, the series of objects button, as well as tabs: View, Semantics, Scale, Print, 

Miscellaneous. 
To adjust the object, it is necessary to click on its image with the left mouse button. If the 

previously selected object is corrected, the user will receive a warning and the ability to save the changes. 

Fields for adjusting the main properties of the object are located in the upper, right part of the tab. If 

the checkmark on the button Object series is highlighted, the object belongs to a series of objects. 

Changing the fields Code or Layer and changing the semantics is automatically repeated for all objects in 

the series. Some characteristics, such as Type or Semantics, affecting the view, can be changed only 

when working with a series of objects as a whole. Such characteristics when working with an individual 

object of the series are protected from changes. 

Replacing or entering a new object code occurs when you click on the field Code. The code is not 

recordered, if the code is zero or the field is empty, or the code matches the code of another object (the 

same localization), or the code is standard (1000000000). The user receives a warning and can correct the 

entry, or refuse to enter this object. 

Replacing the localization of the object occurs when you click on the field Type. When replacing a 

localization, it is necessary to take into account that the object will change its screen and printer 

appearance (will be replaced by default). 

The object layer is selected from the drop-down list of layers by clicking on the field Layer. 

The name of the object is edited by clicking on the field Name. The length of the name for the 

object does not exceed 29 characters. 

To cancel changes in the main characteristics of the object - click the button Cancel. 

To save the made changes, click the button Save. Changes to all tabs are saved. 

The first 15 objects are service, and they are created automatically.  

 

3.15.4.2 Tools to operate the objects 

3.15.4.2.1 New object 

New object is created in the service layer with a standard code, it is linear one. The appearance is 

set by default. There is no semantics. The object is visible for any scale. To create an object with 

characteristics other than the default, correct the necessary fields. 

It should be noted that new objects in the presence of a filter are created from the localizations and 

layers that are marked. If it is necessary, for example, to create a new object in another layer, change the 

filter of displayed objects. 

To record the new object, click the button Save. If the object code is zero or the field was not 

corrected, or the code matches the code of another object (of the same localization), recording is not 

performed, the user is warned and the user can either correct the record or refuse to enter this object. The 

new object is recorded to the table as the last object. 
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3.15.4.2.2 Copy of the object 

There are often situations when the user wants to use the appearance, basic characteristics or 

semantics of already created objects. To do this, copy objects. The object in operation is copied (its image 

is surrounded by a purple frame). All characteristics of the new object, with the exception of the code, 

coincide with the characteristics of the original object. The user has to enter the object code. 

To record the new object, click the button Save. If the code of the object is zero or the field has not 

been adjusted, or the code matches the code of another object (of the same localization) then recording is 

not performed. The user receives a warning and can correct the entry or refuse to enter this object. The 

new object is recorded to the table as the last object. 

 

3.15.4.2.3 Deleting the object 

To delete, it is necessary to select the object (its image will be surrounded by a purple frame). 

Before deleting the object, the user is asked for confirmation. Refusal to delete is possible.  

 

3.15.4.3 The object appearance 

3.15.4.3.1 Screen and printer view of the object 

Classifier objects can have two types of display: screen view and view for output to printing 

devices. 

The tab View is intended for adjusting the appearance of the object on the screen. The tab Print is 

designed to adjust the appearance of the object when printing 

 

Screen view of objects 

To display line objects, you can use the primitives: 

- line; 

- double line; 

- double line on the dotted line; 

- dotted line; 

- dotted line on the dotted line; 

- dotted line by dotted line; 

- dotted line shifted to the right; 

- dotted line shifted to the left; 

- vector. 

 

Any line can be supplemented with vector filling. 

To display area objects, it is necessary to select the type of contour, indicate the presence or absence 

of a background and select the type of filling: vertical, horizontal lines, cubes, or filling with point 

objects. 

Point features can be displayed with point, vector, and characters TRUE_TYPE. 

Vector objects can be displayed with any linear sign. It is necessary to take into account that the 

metric of a point object - 2 points. 

 

Printer view of objects 

The object may be simpler to display on the screen. All measurements (line thickness, stroke length, 

etc.) for the screen view of objects are displayed in pixels. There are more requirements for the type of 

object to be printed. Precision is required in the size of both the signs and the distances between them. All 

measurements are displayed in millimeters. 

For a printer view, the view of objects is a set of primitives (allowed for the selected localization). 

Primitives are drawn by one metric (the first from the bottom). Thus, for an areal object with a contour, it 

is necessary the first to enter the primitive area, then the contour, it is a line. 
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At the top of the right side for the tabs is a window in which primitives are displayed individually. 

The first primitive on the left is the bottom one when displayed. To add a primitive, click the button 

Add. The new primitive is added at the top. Its parameters are copied from the parameters of the current 

primitive. 

 To delete the current primitive, click the button Delete. The current primitive is outlined in blue. 

To select the current primitive, it is a left-click on its image. If there are more than three primitives, the 

primitive window is rolled. The printer view may not match the screen. When you click Reset, the printer 

view will be replaced by the screen. 

Below the primitives window is a drop-down list for selecting or changing the current primitive. 

Under the list of primitives there are windows for changing the parameters of the current function or the 

button Parameters. When you click this button, a dialog opens to enter the parameters of the current 

primitive. 

To change the location of the current primitive, left-click on it and, without pressing, move it to a 

new location. 

Basic actions with a set of primitives can be done using the menu. Click the right mouse button. 

Select one of the items: add, delete, above, topmost, below, lowest. 

The current primitive will move one place to the right or left, or it will be at the beginning or end of 

the list for object primitives. 

To change the appearance of the current primitive, select the new primitive in the list. Then change 

the settings. 

 

3.15.4.4 Editing the image of line objects 

The lines used in the classifier can be represented as a combination of the following primitives: a 

line, a dotted line, a dashed line, a vector sign, or vector along a line (see Figure 9). 

Line parameters are color and thickness of the line. 

The dashed options are color, line thickness, stroke length, and space length. The stroke length is 

the length of the drawn line. The gap length is the distance between two lines. If the stroke length is 1, we 

get a dashed line. 

 
1 - Double line. 2 - Dotted line on a double line. 3 - Line by a dotted line. 

  4 - Double dotted line.  5 - Line on the offset dashed line. 

Figure 9 - Lines as combinations of primitives 

The offset dotted line is drawn as normal, but with an offset. If the offset is 0, the dotted line will be 

adjacent to the axis on the right. If the offset is positive, the dotted line will move from the axis to the 

right. If the offset is negative, the dotted line moves to the left. 

By combining the line and the dotted line, it is possible to get different types of objects.  

The vector sign is used for small line objects (a metric of 2 points). 

For more information about the parameters of the vector object, see paragraph 7.3.6. Editing the 

image of the vector object. 
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Vector lines are used to create complex line objects which image includes icons in addition to the 

line. When you click the button Parameters, the dialog Line design is called out. 

At the top of the dialog Line design is a window for displaying the general view of the line. 

There are two windows below to display the end points of each segment (Start and End). Then 

there are two windows for displaying the first and last points of the line (Start and End). Below there are 

two windows for filling in the line by metric (First sign, Second sign, and the distance between them). 

When you click on any of these windows, the dialog Edit of vector object is called out. In the 

dialog box, you can enter, edit, or delete a vector symbol. If it is necessary, all windows can be filled in. 

  
1 - Line design. 2 - Design by segment (one object). 

3 - Design by segment (two alternating objects). 

4 - Design by points.. 

Figure 10 - Edit of vector object 

For a line with vector signs located on each line, fill in the window Segment of line design (for 

example, for the image of power lines). 

If the beginning or end of the line for the object should be highlighted (bridge, tunnel), it is 

convenient to use Line design (see Figure 10). For objects located evenly along the line, it is suitable 

Design by segment. 

It is possible to enter one or two alternating objects located at a specified distance from each other 

(for example, oil pipelines, communication lines, embankments). 

To remove any of the vector signs, it is necessary to go into editing the corresponding vector object, 

clear the field and save the changes. 

When you click button Save, the vector design of the line will be recorded. Changes can be 

removed by clicking on the button Cancel. 

 

3.15.4.5 Editing the image of area objects 

The areal objects used in the classifier can be represented as a combination of the following primitives: 

for the contour of an object - a line, a dotted line, a dashed line, a vector sign or vector along a line, to fill 

an area - a polygon, a polygon filled with signs. 

The polygon filled with signs has various parameters for the screen and printer view of objects. For the 

screen view, point objects have a constant size of 32x32 pixels. The areal object in a regular way (the sign 

is close to the sign) is filled with point ones.  

 

 

Figure 11 - Printer view of point objects 
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For the printer view of objects, point objects can be located at the specified distance from each other 

on the different regular grid (see Figure 11). To set the grid, click one of the buttons on the toolbar in the 

left part of the window. The grid can be continuous, chess and reverse chess. You can set the grid pitch 

horizontally and vertically (in mm). Please note that the grid pitch cannot be less than the size of the sign 

in millimeters. In the center of the dialogue are buttons for trimming the character along the border and 

thickening when printing. A filling character may be printed if it falls entirely within the boundaries of 

the area object or the image of the character is cut off at the border. When left-clicking on the window 

with the image of a point object, the dialog Edit of sign is called out. 

  

3.15.4.6 Editing the image of point objects 

The following image types of point objects (features) are possible: 

- point; 

- vector; 

- True Type characters. 

 

If a point object is displayed with a vector symbol, it decreases or increases when you zoom in on 

the map, but it cannot be rotated. 

To display a dot character, you can use a ready-made character from the font True Type or a vector 

character located horizontally. 

To change the parameters of the selected character type, click the button Sign (Character) Type. 

 

3.15.4.6.1 Editing a point or a vector sign 

The upper left part of the dialog is occupied by the window for drawing a sign - Working field 

(Workspace). 

The sign size for the screen view can be 32x32 pixels or 8mm. 

The character size for the printer view is calculated in proportion to the frame size. The frame size 

is changed by clicking on the field Frame size. 

Under the working field there is a line of tools for drawing a sign 

The following modes are possible: 

- fill in individual points; 

- draw a line; 

- draw a contour; 

- draw a rectangle; 

- draw a circle; 

- draw a circumference; 

- move a sign. 

 

If it is active the mode Fill in individual points, when the left mouse button is pressed, the cells 

above which the mouse moves are painted in the current color. When the right mouse button is pressed, 

the cells are erased. 

In the mode Draw a line, clicking the left mouse button marks the beginning of drawing, and its 

depressing marks the end of drawing a line of a specified color. 

In the modes Draw a contour and Draw a rectangle, pressing the left mouse button marks one 

vertex of a rectangle (contour) of a specified color, and its depression indicates a diagonally located 

vertex. 

In the modes Draw a circle and Draw a circumference, pressing the left mouse button marks the 

center of the circle, and its squeezing marks the radius. If the circle has not entered the working field, 

only the incoming part is drawn. 

If the mode Move a sign (character) is active, then when clicking the left mouse button a square is 

drawn around the object, marking the dimensions of the character. When the mouse moves, it is moving. 
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When the mouse is pressed, the amount of horizontal and vertical displacement (H) and vertical 

displacement (V) is displayed in pixels and millimeters. 

The movement ends by pressing the left mouse button. The part of the sign that at the end of the 

movement did not enter in Work field, it is erased. 

Below the toolbar are buttons for changing the current color of the drawing. By clicking on the 

color rectangle, you can select a color for further drawing. The button Take allows you to specify the 

desired color in the working field as the current color. The choice of color is made by pressing the left 

mouse button in the desired cell of the working field. The color for drawing can also be selected from the 

color column. Just click on the desired color. 

When you click the button Delete, all cells of the current color are deleted from the image. 

The button Replace allows you to select a color to replace the current color. 

Background color - allows you to check the appearance of the sign (character) on the estimated 

color of the substrate (or area sign).  

 

Figure 12 - Two identically created characters with different order of colors 

Using the color column, it is possible to change the display order for the colors of a point object 

when printing (the bottom color is printed first). By clicking on the desired color, move it to a new 

location. Figure 12 shows two identically created characters with different order of colors. Black is on the 

left in the figure above, blue is in the right. 

In the upper right corner there is a window for the image of the sign in real size. 

Below there are buttons: Save, Cancel, Step backward, Count, Clear, Export, Import, Help. 

By the buttons Save, Cancel - the dialog is closed (respectively, with the changes saved or without 

saving.) 

The button Step back allows you to cancel the last operation. 

The button Count allows you to specify the binding of the sign image to the metric. After clicking 

the button, select the anchor point by clicking the left mouse button. It is outlined by a sample line. 

The button Clear erases the entire Work field (Workspace). 

The button Export allows you to upload a sign (character) to a file with the extension .bmp. 

 

3.15.4.7 Editing the image of fonts 

It is possible to change the color, height (in millimeters) and other font properties. If the field 

Stretch is checked, when applied to the map, the caption is distributed by metric. In this case, the height 

of the caption will increase with increasing distance between the points of the object. 

In some situations, it is necessary to highlight the caption, raise it above the map. Having checked 

the field Background, set the background color by clicking on the color rectangle. Particularly 

outstanding captions can also be shaded. 

 

3.15.4.8 Editing the image of vector objects 

Vector objects are displayed by off-scale oriented conventional symbols and have one or two metric 

points. To ensure orientability and scalability, the vector sign consists of parts: lines, polygons, circles 

etc. The size of the sign on the map horizontally and vertically is marked by remote arrows and it is 

indicated in millimeters. 

To bind the sign to the first point of the metric, a count is used. The origin indicates the anchor 

point of the character. The horizontal axis of the sign during visualization is combined with a segment 

from the metric of the object. Editing the screen and printer views of a vector object is distinguished by 
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the linear dimensions of the chains (line thickness, stroke length in pixels in pixels and in millimeters in 

printer format (accurate to 0.01)). 

The main part of the dialogue is occupied by the window Edit the metric of sign. To the left of it is 

a column of sign colors (only the colors used are displayed). 

Below there are the buttons: Save, Cancel, Count and Help. 

Llist of field sizes allows you to set the size of the working field of 60, 90 and 120 pixels. 

View of sign shows the sign in 1: 1 scale. The fields Offset indicate the horizontal and vertical 

displacement of the cursor from the last entered point in pixels. The fields Coordinates show the 

horizontal and vertical position of the cursor from the upper left corner in pixels. 

To the right and bottom of the window for editing the sign metric there are remote arrows showing 

which part of the sign is vertical and horizontal respectively (when displaying the map in the original 

scale). 

Vector object consists of parts: polylines, circles, polygons. 

The selected (highlighted) part is edited. Part type can be: Area, Line, Circle, Circumference. If 

the type of the part is Line or Circle, you can select the type of line: line or dashed. The color of the part 

is selected when you click on the color rectangle (from possible colors), or when you click on the 

corresponding color in the column of colors for the sign. 

When adjusting the selected chain, the type of the list Type is filled only with suitable types (for 

example, a line can be replaced by an area, but not a circle). 

To change the metric of the chain or enter the metric of a new chain, it is necessary to use Toolbar 

for work with part of the sign (character). 

 

3.15.4.8.1 Creating a part of the sign 

In this mode, select the first Type, View and part parameters, then create points using the left 

mouse button. To discard the entered point, press the key BackSpace. To complete the creation of the 

part, double-click the left mouse button or press the left and right mouse buttons simultaneously. 

During part input, you can change the field size and parameters. To refuse for enter a part or change 

part parameters, press Ctrl and the right mouse button or Ctrl + C. If the type of the part is square, the 

metric will close automatically. 

When creating a part of the type a circle or circumference, a metric is created automatically. 

To create a circle (circumference) you need to click the left mouse button (specify the center). 

Without pressing the button, drag the circle that appears until a suitable radius is reached. Part creation is 

completed by pressing the left mouse button. 

If the circle of the selected radius goes outside the field, it is cut off. The type of the created part 

changes to the area or line, respectively. 

Other modes in Toolbar for working with a part of a character are active only if a selected part is 

present. 

To select, position the cursor over the part point. Click the left mouse button. The selected part is 

highlighted and blinks. If several parts of a character pass through a point, iteration is performed when the 

left mouse button is pressed again. 

The selected part can be changed parameters (color, etc.). 

 

3.15.4.8.2 Copy of the selected part of the sign 

A copy of the highlighted part for the sign is created. The created part is selected. 

 

3.15.4.8.3 Adjustment of part 

Change the metrics for the selected part. In this mode, the point of the part closest to the cursor is 

connected to it by a line and becomes active. To delete the active point, press the key Delete, to insert, 
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press the key Insert. To move a point, click the left mouse button. Without pressing, move to the desired 

position. 

To change the metric of a circle or a circumference, select the required radius with the mouse and 

click the left mouse button. 

 

3.15.4.8.4 Shift of part 

Click the left mouse button. Without pressing, move to the desired location. When pressed, the 

metric will be fixed. If during the movement a part goes beyond the working area, a sound signal is 

emitted. Part of the border area does not move.  

 

3.15.4.8.5 Removing of part 

When this mode is activated, the active part is deleted. 

 

3.15.4.8.6 Mirror for part 

In this mode, for objects with one or more axes of symmetry, it is convenient to create new parts. 

Point by left-click of the mouse the beginning for the axis of symmetry. A mirror will be drawn behind 

the cursor. Specify the end for the axis of symmetry. (The length of the mirror does not matter - only its 

direction is important). The part remains active - the sample. 

 

3.15.4.8.7 The group of fields Basis 

The size of vector objects usually decreases or increases according to the scale of the map. If the 

object is very important and you need to see it at any scale, set the flag Do not compress. 

For objects which axis should be located strictly horizontally, regardless of the metric, set the flag 

Without tilt. 

There are objects that must be rotated symmetrically on the maps to the right or left. For example: 

lights can be left-handed and right-handed. You can describe these signs with one vector sign by setting 

the flag Mirror for it. 

Then, if the sign is numbered from right to left, we get a left-sided lamp and a right-hand one in 

another case. The usual vector sign in these conditions will turn upside down. 

The group of fields Base includes the vertical size and horizontal size. 

These sizes are the sizes of the areas marked by remote arrows (at the original map scale). 

Sometimes it’s convenient to set the size not of the dimensions for the sign, but of its individual part. If 

the circle is an integral part of the sign, it is most convenient to set the area around the circle and indicate 

its real radius. If one of the sizes is 0, the character will stretch or contract proportionally. If both sizes are 

0, each cell will have a size of approximately 0.25 mm. 

 

3.15.4.8.8 Tools to operate the sign as a whole 

Take from the buffer. 

Record to buffer. 

When editing a vector character, it is possible to record the character to the buffer, then add this 

display to another character, possibly even from another map. A new character is added to the existing 

image. If you just need to copy the character, first clear the field. 

Mark (horizontal) size. 

Mark (vertical) size. 

In these modes, the size and location of the remote arrows are edited. (horizontal and vertical, 

respectively). By clicking the left mouse button, indicate the beginning and the end of the extension arrow 

(on the working field - you can right by sign) horizontally (the mode Mark H size is active) or vertically 

(the mode Mark V size is active). 

Move a sign. 
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In this mode, the entire character moves in the working field. 

Click the left mouse button. A marker frame will appear around the mark. Without releasing the left 

mouse button, move the outline frame. When pressed, the metric will be fixed. If during the movement 

the sign goes beyond the working area, an audible signal sounds. The sign does not move outside the 

region. 

Mirror for the whole sign. 

For vector objects with one or more axes of symmetry, using this mode, it is convenient to create 

new parts. Point by left-click the beginning for the axis of symmetry. «Mirror» will be drawn behind the 

cursor. Specify the end for the axis of symmetry. The length of the mirror does not matter - only its 

direction is important. All parts of the character are displayed symmetrically. 

Delete the entire sign (character). 

Cleaning the entire working field. 

When you click the right mouse button, a pop-up menu appears. Some modes are duplicated there. 

You can also change the display order for the overlapping parts of the character on the screen. The active 

part can be moved to the very top or bottom of the display, or move up and down in steps. 

The important element in the vector sign is the count. The origin indicates the anchor point of the 

character. The reference line is metric, with the exception of the signs with the flag Without tilt (No 

slope). If the sign is expandable, it will be proportionally compressed or stretched in such a way that the 

origin coincides with the first metric point, and the end coincides with the second. 

To set the count of a sign (character), click the button Count, Left-click the mouse to specify the 

start and end of the count (the count for the sign (character) is displayed in red). 

 

3.15.4.8.9 Object scalability  

Scalability is the ability for objects to change the size of a conventional symbol (line thickness, font 

height, etc.) when the image of a map is enlarged. 

If the feature of scalability is not set for the object, then when the map image is enlarged, the 

dimensions of the conditional sign remain constant. When the map is compressed, the size of the sign 

decreases regardless for the sign of scalability. 

There are exceptions to this rule. If the sign Do not compress is set in the description of the 

symbol, then when the map is reduced, the sign does not decrease. When the map is enlarged, the size of 

the scalable characters (line thickness, font height, dimensions of vector characters) change with a lag 

behind the map scale, if a cartographic method for scaling the image is installed. 

With the drawing method of scaling an image, the scale of the sign is equal to the scale for the map. 

The sign of scalability is recommended to be used for the image of real objects for the area, the size 

of which cannot be transmitted on the map scale (road width, building size, etc.). 

For auxiliary objects (kilometer grid lines, horizontal lines, flow indicators, etc.), the use of 

scalability is not advisable. Vector signs and captions, as a rule, look better with the established sign of 

scalability. 

To improve the readability of the map, in addition to scaling, the boundaries of the visibility for 

objects are used. 

The scalability of the object is set on the tabs View or Print. Both the printer and screen views of 

the object are scaled or not scaled simultaneously. 

 

3.15.4.9 Editing the semantics of a specific object 

For each classifier object, the user can assign mandatory or possible semantics. The tab Semantics 

is a table of three columns: Code, Attribute, Name. The column Code contains the semantics code. The 

columns Code and Title are not editable. In the column Attribute, for each selected semantics 

characteristic (attribute) is marked. It is necessary - the semantics possible for the object, filling it out 

when applying the object to the map is not necessary, It is necessary - semantics, which are mandatory  
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for the object, View - semantics that affect the appearance of the image. The attribute is changed by 

double-clicking the left mouse button on the column Attribute (Character). Semantics with the attribute 

View can only be changed when adjusting a series of objects. 

Adding semantics to objects occurs by clicking the button Add. The new semantics is selected from 

the drop-down list of semantics. You can refuse to select semantics by pressing the button ESC on the 

keyboard. The choice of semantics occurs when you click the left mouse button on the highlighted line. 

When you click Delete, the highlighted semantics are deleted. Semantics with the characteristic 

View is deleted only when adjusting the Series of objects. 

When you click Cancel, the semantics of the object that it had when you selected it to work will be 

restored. Saving the semantics of an object occurs while saving the entire object. 

Below the list of object semantics there are windows for editing the minimum, default, and 

maximum semantics for a specified object.  

 

3.15.4.10 Visibility boundaries of the classifier objects 

One of the advantages of electronic maps over paper maps is a flexible display system. Electronic 

maps can be presented in different scales, colors, symbols, etc. 

However, when enlarged conventional signs are used (inevitably with low resolution displays) or 

image compression is performed (when scaling), individual objects can close each other, which affects 

the visual perception of the map. 

To improve the readability of the electronic map, a set of measures is applied that perform map 

generalization — the automated effect on the appearance and composition of objects. 

One of the generalization criteria is the visibility of the object at a certain scale of the map display. 

The combination of the lower and upper boundaries for a range of display scales at which the object will 

be visible, it makes the boundaries of the object's visibility. 

Visibility boundaries (limits) can be set for the type of object (forest, lake, footpath, etc.) when 

creating a digital classifier of the work area and redefined for a specific object (if it is necessary) using the 

electronic map editor. 

 

3.15.4.11 Filtering of the classifier objects 

To work with the table of objects, it can be convenient to work separately with any layer (s) or 

choose one of the localizations for work. To do this, use the button Filter. Select the necessary layers and 

localizations in the dialog that appears. It should be noted that new objects in the presence of a filter are 

created from the localizations and layers that are marked. If you want to create a new object in another 

layer, add or clear the filter. 

 

3.15.4.12 Search for objects 
 

 

Figure 13 - Window of the object search 
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Search for objects is carried out by the classification code, by key or by the name of the objects (see 

Figure 13). 

When searching, the character * replaces any number of missing characters, the character? – it 

replaces any. 

If the filter was set when editing objects, the selection may be made taking into account the filter. 

If the selected object does not belong to the filter, the filter can be expanded upon exit. 

The dialog box displays the number of selected objects. 

The right part of the tab Objects of the window Classifier editor is filled with the data of the 

current search object. 

The current object is highlighted. By the button Select - the current object is selected for work.  

 

3.15.4.13 Direction of digitization 

For classifier objects, the user can assign the direction of the digitization. 

The direction of digitization is: 

- arbitrary; 

- specific; 

- right above; 

- object on the left; 

- object on the right. 

 

For polygon objects, it is possible to digitize the object on the left (counterclockwise bypass of the 

object: used for ponds and depressions) and the object on the right (clockwise around the object). 

For linear objects, you can use the above right (for horizontals and relief elements), specific (for 

those objects which it makes sense to distinguish between the beginning and end of the metric, for 

example, rivers are digitized from source to mouth) and arbitrary for all other cases. 

Point features have only an arbitrary numbering direction. 

Everything else is arbitrary or definite.   

 

3.15.5 Importing of the classifier elements 

When using classifiers of various scales, it is often enough necessary to transfer objects or 

semantics from one classifier to another. To do this, it is possible to use the dialog Import elements of 

classifier. The dialog is called from the tab General data when you click the button Import. 

When you click the button Import, the user is prompted to select a classifier from which data will 

be selected. 

 

3.15.5.1 Transferring of the classifier objects 

Under the heading are radio buttons of the selecting classifier elements for transferring objects. 

The upper part of the dialog is occupied by windows in which lists of classifier objects are 

displayed with localization. If the object belongs to the series, the letter S is affixed after localization. 

Objects are sorted in ascending order of external codes. 

On the left is a list of objects in the source classifier, on the right in the receiver classifier. If the 

user moves through the list to the source, the cursor in the recipient list stops at the code closest to the list. 

When you click the button Compare in the list of source classifiers in the first column, the sign - will be 

affixed against mismatched objects. In the first column in the classifier - the recipient against the 

transferred objects is the sign +. 

Under the list of source objects, the name and layer of the current object in the source classifier are 

displayed. On the right, its code and localization are displayed. Below them it is a drop-down list for 

selecting a layer in the classifier - receiver. 
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It is possible to transfer the object along with its semantics. You can replace the properties of the 

object with the existing object: Screen or Printer view, Visibility interval, Advanced (digitizing 

direction). 

To transfer semantics with the object, select the radio button. Transfer the selected one. In the list 

of semantics, in the first position is the sign for the possibility of transfer:  

+ - there is such semantics in both classifiers and it has the same name and type; 

- - there is no semantics with such a code in the classifier - receiver, during transfer it will be 

created and assigned to the object; 

? - the type of semantics is the same, but they have different names. Perhaps these semantics cannot 

be tolerated; 

x - different type of semantics - cannot be transferred; 

By double-clicking on the selected semantics, you can get these messages. 

The semantics for the transfer are selected and extinguished with a single click. 

When transferring the first object, the correspondence of the classifiers palettes is checked. If there 

are more colors in the source palette, the recipient's palette can be supplemented or replaced with the 

source palette. 

If the color does not match in the palette, the recipient's palette must be replaced with the source 

palette. 

If the object, in the source classifier, belongs to a series of objects, you can transfer this object alone 

or replace the entire series of objects. Select the appropriate radio button in the frame Transfer for series. 

For more information when transferring a series, click the button Info. When transferring a series, it is 

recommended that you first analyze the information, since if the recipient classifier had a series with such 

code and localization, it will completely be replaced by the source series. 

By default, one series object is carried over. If a series is made according to semantics that cannot 

be transferred, the series is not transferred. 

When you click the button Step back, the operations made the last time you clicked the button 

Transfer are canceled. 

 

3.16 Graph of roads 

To activate the task Graph of roads, it is necessary to select the item Graph of roads in the menu 

Tasks. 

Management of the calculation process is performed using the additional control panel located at 

startup on the right side of the system window. The control panel is a set of buttons, each of which 

corresponds to a certain mode. 

The mode is called up by pressing the corresponding button. 

The purpose of the buttons is commented on in the tooltip when the cursor is over the 

corresponding button. 

The mode Create the graph of network creates a geometric network of arcs and nodes with the 

simultaneous construction of a logical network. 

Before calling the mode Create the graph of network, the roads participating in the graph 

construction should be highlighted on the source map. After making a list of selected objects, a graph 

construction dialog is displayed. 

By default, a graph map is created in the subdirectory Graph of the source map. The name of the 

graph map matches the name of the original map with the addition of the prefix _graph. If desired, the 

name of the created graph map can be changed. 

By default, the classifier road25.rsc is installed, which is supplied as part of GIS Operator. If 

another classifier was created on the basis of road25.rsc, then you need to select it. The change in 

classifier may be required to: 

- additions to the predefined list for types of roads in the event that the graph is constructed using 

non-standard road network objects for topographic maps; 
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- additions to the list of valid semantics for arcs, if it is supposed to filter by these semantics when 

searching for a route. 

 

The approval tolerance determines at what maximum distance two points are considered to be 

located in one place. Changing the tolerance allows you to correctly build the network in the case when 

the roads are not precisely coordinated at the intersections. The tolerance value is entered in meters on the 

terrain.  

When you enable the mode Keep communication with the source map features, the predefined 

semantics of arcs and network nodes are entered data for their connection with the objects from which 

they are built. Enabling this mode increases the size of the map, but allows you to find the parent object 

of the arc and node on the source map. This feature is used to display a list of street and road names when 

building a route. By default, the mode is enabled. 

When creating a graph map, selected linear, point, and vector objects are used. Arcs are created 

from the selected linear and vector objects. 

Point objects are usually not necessary to select, because nodes at intersections are automatically 

created. However, it may be necessary to copy the semantics from the point objects located in these 

places to the nodes. For example, record the names of the railway stations in the nodes when constructing 

the railway graph. In this case, before calling the dialog, you need to select the stations along with the 

roads and select the semantics copied from the stations to the nodes in the dialog. When constructing a 

graph map, nodes will be created at the station location, even if there is no intersection at this point. 

By default, roads are considered two-way. If there are one-way roads, then to identify them, you 

need to select the semantics from the list Semantics, which is only on one-way roads. 

After choosing the semantics, you need to enter a value corresponding to the roads with one-way 

traffic (or select from the list for enumerated semantics). For roads with the semantics specified in the 

field Direct direction of digitization must coincide with the permitted direction of movement. 

Accordingly, roads with the semantics entered in the field Reverse are identified as one-way roads, the 

direction of which is opposite to the direction of digitization. 

The speed of movement on the road is necessary to find a route with a minimum travel time. You 

can determine the speed by entering it in the speed table by the type of road or by indicating the semantics 

in which it is recorded. 

In the speed table, default speeds are entered for each type of road from which arcs will be created. 

At the first start of the dialog a speed of 60 km / h is set for all roads. 

If a road has semantics selected from the list Speed from semantics, then the speed value for this 

road is set from this semantics. Thus, the speed from semantics takes precedence over the default speed 

entered in the table. 

In addition to the default speeds, the road type assigned to arcs is entered in the table. The type of 

road is later used to filter roads when searching for a route. The type of road for topographic maps is set 

automatically by the object code. When constructing a graph using classifiers that are non-standard for 

topographic maps, you will need to select the type of road manually. To do this, click in the 

corresponding cell in the table and select the type of road from the drop-down list. The list of road types 

is set from the list of acceptable values for the semantics «Type (class) of the road» in the selected 

classifier. 

In the list Semantics copied to network edges, semantics are selected that are transferred from the 

road to the arcs that are created along this road. These semantics are used when filtering arcs by semantics 

when constructing a route. 

If the semantics is valid for arcs, then it is displayed in black. Invalid semantics are displayed in red. 

If an invalid semantics is selected for copying to arcs, then it will be recorded to arcs, but filtering by this 

semantics when searching for a route will be impossible. 

Filtering by semantics significantly increases the search time of a route, because it requires reading 

semantics of arcs from disk. In addition, copying semantics significantly increases the size of the graph 
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map. Therefore, if it is not planned to filter the graph arcs by semantics, it is not recommended to copy 

semantics to the network arcs. 

{Group «Semantics copied to network nodes» 

At the moment, it makes sense to copy only the semantics «Own name» to the network nodes (code 

9). This semantics is used in the traveling salesman problem in the mode of loading node names from a 

text file. If the salesman problem is not planned to be used in this mode, then copying semantics to nodes 

is not recommended to reduce the size of the graph map. 

If there are no selected point objects with semantics when calling the dialog on the source map, this 

table is not displayed.} 

After setting the parameters, the construction of the graph map is started with the button Build. The 

name of the processing step and the percentage of completion are displayed in the group Processing 

status. When constructing a graph, the following steps are performed sequentially: 

- loading objects; 

- search for arcs and nodes; 

- determination of the network number; 

- record of arcs; 

- record of nodes. 

 

After building the graph map is added to the original map and after creating the file wmn, the graph 

will be ready to solve the search problems. 

Nodes and arcs that have different semantics of «Network number» are displayed in different 

colors. This simplifies the search for places of mismatch for network nodes, leading to the creation of 

several unconnected networks. 

In the mode Create the node of network, select the network arc and specify the point where you 

want to create a new node. Semantic characteristics for new objects are entered automatically. 

In the mode Create the arc of network, select a network node and create a network arc line. If you 

finish creating an arc on the existing node, the number of this node will be recorded to the semantics of 

the arc number for the destination node. If there is no network node within one meter on the map, a new 

network node will be created at the last point of the arc. Semantics for new objects are entered 

automatically. 

In mode Change the direction of digitization at the arcs for network, select an object to edit on the 

map. 

In the mode Change the traffic type, the user replaces the object NETWORK ARC with the ONE-

SIDED ARC object and vice versa. Semantics for new objects are entered automatically. 

In the mode Replace section with parallel arcs, the user replaces sections of two-sided arcs with 

parallel one-sided arcs. To perform the mode, it is necessary to specify start and end points of the section 

where you want to replace the arcs. 

The shortest route is built between the points indicated on the map. The arcs of the constructed 

route will be replaced by parallel one-sided arcs. If you specify points that do not match network nodes, 

new nodes are added to the arcs. All of the semantics of the new arcs are generated automatically. You 

can cancel this operation using the mode «Step back». 

In the mode Delete node from network, the user deletes the node from the network. If the node 

cannot be deleted, the task displays a message – «Node cannot be deleted, the network connectivity is 

broken». 

In the mode Add node to network, the user adds a node to the network. 

In the mode Parallelization roads, the user parallelizes the road. If this mode is not possible, the 

task displays a message – «This node is not an intersection. Parallelization is not done». 

In the mode Creating arcs and turns, the user performs the creation of arcs and turns. 

In the mode Prohibition of left turn at T-intersection, the user performs the prohibition of left 

turn at T-intersection. 
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In the mode Prohibition of right turn at T-intersection, the user prohibits right turn at T-

intersection. 

The mode Minimum path between two points is used to determine the shortest distance between 

two points. To execute this mode, it is necessary that among the open maps in the document, one graph 

map is open. 

To call the dialog for building a route, it is necessary to specify on the map two points of the 

beginning and end of the route. Points can be arranged arbitrarily. The search for the nearest points 

located on arcs or nodes of the graph will be performed automatically. 

If you need to build a route between the nodes, then it is necessary to move the cursor to the area 

where the node is located, and the node will be marked with a square outline, and click the left mouse 

button. 

To build a route, it is necessary to enter the construction parameters arranged in groups. 

When creating a graph map, the types of roads involved in graph construction were recorded in the 

file INI graph map (Filter by type group). When building a route, you can choose from this list of roads 

along which route construction is allowed. 

This filtering method does not increase the route search time, because the type number of the road 

on which each arc is built, it is stored in the image of the graph in memory. 

More flexible way to filter Filter by semantics allows you to limit the arcs used in constructing the 

route by the value of semantics. Filtering is possible for all standard semantics of graph arcs, as well as 

for semantics copied to arcs from road objects during graph construction. 

To add the first condition, double-click the left mouse button in the first cell of the table and select 

the semantics from the drop-down list. After selecting the semantics, a list of conditions valid for the 

selected semantics appears in the conditions column. After selecting a condition, enter a value in the 

conditions column or select a value from the list for enumerated semantics. 

To add new conditions, click the button Add. In this case, a new empty row will be added to the 

table. Adding a condition also begins with the selection of semantics from the list that appears when you 

double-click the left mouse button on the first cell of a new row. 

Removing the last semantics is performed by clicking on the button Delete. The general filtering 

condition is selected by the value of the switch At least one - All. 

The semantics of arcs are not read into the image of the graph in memory, so filtering by semantics 

requires reading the semantics of arcs from disk. In this regard, filtering by semantics significantly 

increases the search time of a route. 

If arcs were selected on the map before clicking the route construction button, the mode Exclude 

selected objects from construction will be available. If it is included, selected objects will be excluded 

from construction. With a large number of selected objects, a slowdown in route construction will be 

noticeable, since in the search cycle of the route arcs the list for selected arcs will be additionally sorted. 

The mode Allow U-turns allows or disables U-turns when building a route. 

The route search is launched when you click the button Build. During processing, the percent 

complete is displayed in the group Processing status. 

After processing, the found route is shown on the map in red dashed lines and the tab Statistics 

opens in the dialog Route construction. 

On the tab Statistics, it is displayed the help information on the constructed route. 

The table shows the names of the roads along which the route passes. The names of the roads are 

determined by the semantics of the roads along which the arcs were created. The names are searched in 

the following order: 

- semantics 9 – «Own name»; 

- all semantics marked in the road layer in the column «Search».  

 

If the name of the road is not found in semantics, then the type of road is recorded in the table 

instead of the name. If the source map is not added to the graph map, or when the graph was built, the 

mode Keep communication with the source map objects was disabled, then all sections of the route are 
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shown in the table with the name of the road type. In addition to the name of the roads, the table shows 

the direction of rotation at the beginning of the section, the distance and travel time along the section. 

When changing the current line in the table on the map, the cross shows the beginning of the section, and 

in the overview window, the arrow shows the direction of rotation at the beginning of the section. 

The total length of the route and its travel time are shown below the table. 

In the group Marking, the constructed route is recorded. When the option Marking is enabled, 

marks along the route and the caption of every fifth mark are recorded. To save the route to the map 

object, click the button Apply route. 

All objects are saved on the map route.sit with the classifier service.rsc, which is created 

automatically in the folder with the source map.   

Marks are created at the interval specified by the user. To take into account the relief, it is necessary 

to enable the option and set the relief factor. In the presence of the elevation matrix, the elevation 

coefficient is calculated automatically by dividing the length of the route, taking into account the 

elevation by the length without elevation, otherwise, it is equal to one. If there is no elevation matrix, the 

user can enter their elevation coefficient. 

After analyzing the route, it is possible to rebuild the route by changing the settings on the tab 

Settings or close the dialog with the button Exit. After closing the dialog, the last route constructed 

remains the red dotted line on the map. You can remove the selection by selecting the menu item Cancel 

object that appears by right-clicking in the map window, or by pressing Ctrl + Right-click. 

In the mode Graph of remoteness, the user, on the basis of a user map with a built network, builds 

the Graph of remoteness, which is a set of objects that are within certain limits of a specified network 

node. 

As a result of the operation for the mode, arcs located at a distance less than a specified distance 

from the specified node will be highlighted on the map. 

In the mode «Minimum path between points», a search is made for the most profitable route 

passing through the specified nodes (traveling salesman task). The search for the optimal tour is carried 

out by exhaustive search of options, therefore the processed number of nodes is limited to 13. 

After starting the task, it is necessary to indicate on the map the nodes that you need to visit. The 

selection of nodes ends with Ctrl + left mouse button or double-clicking the left mouse button. Double-

clicking adds the node closest to the click point to the list of nodes. 

After selecting points, the parameter settings dialog is called up. 

The dialog for setting the parameters of the traveling salesman task is similar to the dialog for 

building a route, only the switch Finish route is added, which determines where the tour ends - in the 

first or last entered node. 

After clicking the button Build, the search for the optimal tour is performed. A tour search consists 

of searching for routes between all pairs of points and then searching for the optimal combination of these 

routes. The stage name and percentage of processing is shown in the group Processing status. After 

processing, the tab Statistics opens in the dialog. 

The table shows the routes between the points that make up the tour. When you select a route in the 

table, it is shown on the map with a red dotted line. 

The total length of the tour and its travel time are shown below the table. 

Saving a tour to the object is performed by clicking the button Save route to object. It is not 

recommended to save the tour to the graph map, because the next search task will recreate the binary file 

WMN of the image graph. 

After analyzing the tour, you can rebuild it by changing the settings on the tab Parameters 

(Options) or close the dialog with the button Exit. 

When closing the dialog, the found tour is shown in red dotted line. 

In the mode Minimum path between specified points (selecting points from a file), the user 

builds the minimum path between the specified points. To execute the mode, you need to open a user map 

with the built network, i.e. on the map there should be objects of network nodes with mandatory 

semantics: the network number and a link to the network arc, and arcs with semantics: the number of the 
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first and last nodes for this arc, a link to the map object and the network number. Select a text file with 

dots. 

Control points are selected from the map. Selection from the map is carried out by pressing the left 

mouse button, the selection of points is completed by double-clicking the left mouse button. 

The minimum route can be constructed by distance and time, in the latter case, the arc should have 

the semantics «Speed». The result of the work is a table in which the order of the points around is 

indicated, the object number of Network node closest to the specified point, and the length of the shortest 

path between the current point and the next. 

In the mode Step back, the user returns to the previous state. 

In the mode Close panel, the user closes the panel and finishes the execution of the task Graph of 

road. 

 

3.17 Preparing for publication 

To activate the task Preparing for publication, select the item Preparing for publication in the 

menu Tasks. 

Management of the calculation process is performed using the additional control panel located at 

startup on the right side of the system window. The control panel is a set of buttons, each of which 

corresponds to a certain mode. 

The mode is called up by pressing the corresponding button. 

The purpose of the buttons is commented on in the tooltip when the cursor is over the 

corresponding button. 

In the mode Special sorting, the user changes the display / printing order of objects that have a 

certain layer and localization (for example, display an areal object «construction ...» above the linear 

object «road ...»). During the corresponding dialog, you can move the lines containing the specified layer 

and localization above or below the others. If it is necessary, you can set the location of the rows in 

accordance with the order specified by the classifier. 

To start sorting, click the button Run. 

In the mode Save the legend of map, the user creates templates for design legends that can later be 

used to form out-of-frame layouts of electronic map sheets. 

The use of templates for legends in the formation of the outlines for the nomenclature sheet of an 

electronic map consists in replicating the image created (vectorized) using the vector map editor and 

saved as a legend template. 

To use the legend template when creating out-of-frame design, it is necessary that the design 

template (the corresponding file .FRM) contains a link to the legend template. 

For example: 

.LABEL /DATA/FRAMES/SHEMES/Sheme.lbl 8 -13.9 -99.5 

where .LABEL – key word, 

/DATA/FRAMES/SHEMES/Sheme.lbl - - the legend template placement 

8 - the number of anchor points on the sheet frame (middle of the southern frame), 

-13.9 and -99.5 - offset of the legend relative to the anchor point in mm vertically and horizontally, 

respectively. 

The location of the legend (anchor point number, vertical and horizontal displacement) is entered 

directly into the legend file. If the location parameters of the legend in the legend file and the outboard 

template file do not match, the values from the outboard template file are considered priority. 

Creating a legend template consists of two steps. 

At the first stage, using the means of the vector map editor, an image of the created legend is 

formed. A legend can contain only objects whose appearance, when applied to a map, it is selected from a 

library of conventional signs. The use of graphical objects is not allowed. Next, select the objects that will 

be saved in the legend template and activate this procedure.  
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In the task window, specify the name of the legend template file to be created and the anchor point 

of the legend template. An anchor point can be one of eight conventional points on the sheet frame. The 

choice of the anchor point means that regardless of the size for the frames of the nomenclature sheets to 

be drawn up in the future, the distance from the legend drawn on the template from the point of the drawn 

frame indicated as the anchor will be unchanged. 

After successful completion of the creation for the legend template, the button Add to template 

becomes available. This means that a link to the created legend template can be automatically added to 

the specified design template. 

Map objects placed in the design legend must belong to one map (created according to one 

classifier). The name of the source classifier is automatically entered into the legend file. When applying 

out-of-bound design using the out-of-box legend, the corresponding classifier should be in GIS directory 

(the directory that was specified when installing GIS). 

In the mode Formation of out-of-frame design, the operator prepares a separate sheet of the 

electronic map for creating its hard copy. 

As a rule, for a standard breakdown of maps into nomenclature sheets, for each individual sheet, a 

certain set of bordering elements is provided (external frame, kilometer grid outputs sheet name, sheet 

nomenclature, nomenclature of adjacent sheets, etc.). The listed items may not be contained in the 

electronic map as separate objects, but added to the map in the process of preparing for its output to the 

printing device as a graphic document. 

It is advisable to use the program when the same elements of out-of-frame design are repeated for 

the design of several sheets of the electronic map. For example, the electronic map has been created for a 

specific area. It is required to obtain hard copies of individual nomenclature sheets of the map (tablets) in 

accordance with the design established for this type of map and scale. There are two ways to accomplish 

this task.  

Firstly, it is possible to arrange each of the output sheets using the tools of Editor of vector map. 

However, you can once create a template for designing an inventory sheet (or use one of the 

supplied GIS) and use it and the procedure for forming out-of-frame design to draw up all the sheets of 

the region and display them on a printing device. 

The second method seems to be simpler and more economical in terms of using working time and 

supplies for your printing device, since if each sheet is completed independently, you are not immune 

from the occurrence of random errors that can lead to the need to transfer the sheet to the device. 

In addition, using a pre-created template is easier to withstand all the requirements for the size of 

design elements. 

The program for formation of out-of-frame design is an applied task of GIS and it is launched from 

the list of applications in the menu Tasks.  

The area consisting of one or more sheets should be processed, but all sheets included in the work 

area to be processed should belong to the same six-degree zone. When loading a work area consisting of 

sheets belonging to different zones into GIS, the loaded sheets are automatically converted to the 

coordinates of the zone for the first loaded sheet. The formation of out-of-frame design is possible only 

for sheets that are in their own zone. If you try to process a sheet converted to the current zone, the 

program will issue a warning and the layout will not be generated. 

When creating out-of-frame design elements, the standard libraries of conventional signs and out-

of-frame design templates included in GIS delivery set. They are used by default, which can be edited and 

supplemented, if it is necessary. However, it is necessary to observe the conformity of the classifier and 

the template for out-of-frame design used in the design. That is, the design template should contain links 

only to the classification codes available in the corresponding classifier. The supplied file pairs are 

located in the main GIS directory (the directory that was specified during installation) and have names 

corresponding to the scale of the maps being drawn up. For example, the classifier FRM50000.RSC and 

the design template 50000.FRM are used to design the inventory sheet of scale 1: 50000. In the event that 

at the time the procedure is started, the default classifier or design template, as well as the legend 

classifier, are physically absent, the corresponding line will be highlighted in red. In this case, you must 
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specify (select) really existing files. When creating out-of-frame design, the classifiers of out-of-frame 

file design are automatically copied to the directory where the custom design map is created. In this 

regard, it should be remembered that if you made any changes to the library of decoration symbols (for 

example, changed the appearance of the object) after the map was drawn up, this means that the changes 

were made to the file located in the directory where the map is located and for further use of the changes 

you made for the design of other sheets, you should update (copy) the corresponding file located in the 

main GIS directory. When re-registering the sheet, a request is issued to replace the classifier already 

existing in the design catalog. The user can refuse to replace and use the previously used classifier for 

replacement. If the option╚ «Request for the replacement of classifiers»╩ is disabled in the main dialog 

of the procedure, the classifiers will be replaced without requests. 

As a result of processing, the directory FRAME is formed in the directory where the issued map is 

located, in which the district processing protocol is placed (file FRAME.LOG). In addition, in the 

directory FRAME, for each executed sheet, a directory is formed whose name corresponds to the 

nomenclature of the executed sheet (hereinafter - the sheet registration directory). In the processing 

directory of the sheet during processing, the program generates for each issued sheet two new user maps 

(a rotated sheet map and a border decoration map) and one user map for each legend specified in the 

design template. The map of the rotated sheet (SHEET.SIT) is generated by the classifier of the issued 

map, the border map (FRAME.SIT) is formed by the classifier specified in the main dialog of the 

procedure, the legend maps (L - .SIT) are generated by the classifiers specified in the legend templates 

(files * .LBL). The classifiers used to create the corresponding legends at the time of forming the out-of-

frame design should be present in the main GIS catalog. The name of the legend map being created is 

automatically generated: L_nNAME.SIT, where n is the serial number of the legend of the sheet being 

drawn, NAME is the name of the template file of the corresponding legend, for example, L1_r25000 - for 

the sheet being drawn, the first legend created using the template r25000.LBL. 

In the process for forming the map of the rotated sheet, the initial sheet is rotated around the south-

western corner of the frame until the location for the south-western and south-eastern corners of the frame 

is on the same horizontal line. 

Libraries of symbols used in the design of map sheets using the procedure for forming border 

outlines are contained in the corresponding Frm ***. Rsc files contained in GIS delivery set. 

Files contain the minimum set of characters necessary for the design of maps of appropriate scales 

(several types of lines, polygons and captions). 

This list can be expanded if necessary. To do this, just edit it using GIS tools. 

The file - the template for out-of-frame design should contain links only to those codes of objects 

that are in the design library. 

Since objects are identified by external codes, it is not recommended to use SERIES in design 

classifiers. 

The border template is a text file with the extension *.FRM. You can create it (or edit the included 

GIS) with any text editor. 

When creating a file, the following rules must be observed: 

- The file must begin with the key field FRAME. 

- All keywords should contain only letters of Latin alphabet and begin with the first position of 

the line. 

- The file allows the presence of empty lines or lines that begin with a comment (symbol « / »). 

- A line whose beginning is not a keyword (not included in the standard list of valid key fields) is 

also considered a comment and it is not processed. In this regard, you should pay special 

attention to the correct entry of keywords. 

- At the beginning of each keyword (except FRAME) there should be a symbol «.». 

- The classification code of the object indicated in the line must be present in the library of 

decoration symbols (classifier by which out-of-frame design registration is created). 

- One line contains one command. If it is necessary to apply multiline text, the double character 

~~ is a sign of hyphenation. For example: Compiled on the map with a scale of 1:10 000.  
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3.18 Starting the tasks 

When you select Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, the dialog box Starting applications 

appears in the screen. 

This window contains a list of additional tasks implemented as separate dynamic libraries and 

grouped by topic for convenience. 

In this window it is possible to: 

- add a new topic by clicking the button Add topic. In the window that appears, set the name of 

the topic; 

- delete a topic by selecting it from the list and clicking the button Delete topic; 

- add a task to the existing topic. To do this, select a topic from the list and click the button Add, 

in the window that appears, set the name of the task and the name of the dynamic library in 

which it is implemented; 

- delete a task by selecting it from the list and clicking the button Delete; 

- complete any task by selecting it from the list and clicking the button Run. 

 

Started tasks will receive the necessary parameters from the maps opened in GIS, so before 

completing the task, open the maps for which you need to perform this task. 

 

3.18.1 Converters 

Tasks are started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting the 

dialog Starting applications corresponding items in the section «Data converting» in tree of the 

application list. 

The tasks of converting data from exchange formats to the internal format GIS Operator SE is 

described in detail in paragraph 3.2.10. 

The tasks of converting data from the internal format GIS Operator SE is described in detail in 

paragraph 3.2.11. 

 

3.18.2 Creating the thematic maps 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting the applications of item «Create thematic map» in the section «Thematic maps and 

diagrams» in the tree of the application list. 

The procedure for creating thematic maps is intended for the formation of graphic images that 

clearly illustrate the values of the selected semantic characteristics for the objects of the original map. 

In this procedure, objects previously selected on the source electronic map (for example, by the 

functions of the menu Search) are processed. 

Information according to which selected map objects will be colored can be contained in the 

semantics of the objects themselves. Information should be presented in the form of numerical values. 

For example, it is impossible to color the administrative map of Russia in accordance with the 

names of the regions, but you can colorize it in accordance with the numerical values of the codes of 

these regions. 

 

3.18.2.1 List of the communication fields for semantics objects 

In the list of semantics communication fields there are entered the semantic characteristics present 

in the objects selected on the source map. 

When the mode Select information from semantics is turned on, only the characteristics by which 

it is possible to paint objects, that is, of a numerical type, are entered in the list. 

It should be remembered that the semantics that have a classifier type in the map’s library of 

symbols of the map are also numerical, since the object’s semantics actually store the index of the list of 
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possible values of this characteristic, while when requesting information about the map’s object (object 

selection dialog), you can see the text, corresponding to this index. 

 

3.18.2.2 Formation of a legend for the thematic map 

The legend of the thematic map is formed on the basis for the minimum and maximum values of the 

elements, as well as the value of the interval (the step of changing the values for the legend). 

The minimum and maximum values, as well as the number of gradations and the interval for 

changing legend values, can be changed by the user. 

The values of the number for gradations and the interval of change for the legend values are 

interconnected. Therefore, the change in one of them leads to a change in the other. 

 

3.18.2.3 Minimum and maximum value of the data 

Minimum and maximum value of the legend element is determined by the minimum and maximum 

value of the semantic characteristic indicated in the communication field of the semantics that are found 

in the selected objects. 

After changing the minimum or maximum value, the legend of the thematic map is regenerated. 

 

3.18.2.4 Step of changing the value for the legend element 

If it is necessary, it is possible to correct the step of changing the legend values. This will lead to a 

change in the number for gradations and regeneration of the legend. 

 

3.18.2.5 Number of legend gradations 

If it is necessary, it is possible to correct the number of gradations. This will lead to a change in the 

step of changing the legend values and the legend regeneration. 

When creating a thematic map with the color palette in the form of a range of colors, it should be 

remembered that too many gradations can adversely affect the visibility of the resulting image, since 

neighboring legend elements will differ little in color from each other.  

 

3.18.2.6 Encoding the values of the legend elements 

If the processing is performed according to the values of the semantic characteristic, which has a 

classifier type in the library of conventional signs, the possibility of decoding the values for the legend 

elements becomes available. In this case, the values of the legend’s elements are not indexes for the list of 

possible values of this characteristic, but the names corresponding to them.   

 

3.18.2.7 Color palette of legend for the thematic map 

The color palette of the theme map legend is formed with the specified type (range or mosaic). 

In addition, by choosing a legend element, you can set image parameters independent of the general 

color palette (background color, presence and outline color). 

 

3.18.2.7.1 Mosaic 

In mosaic mode, the color palette of the theme map legend is generated randomly. Pressing the 

button Recolor leads to a complete reorganization for the color palette of the legend. 

 

3.18.2.7.2 Range 

In the range mode, the color palette of the legend for the thematic map is formed in the form of a 

gradient (a smooth transition from the initial to the final color). Changing the initial or final color of the 

range leads to a complete reorganization for the color palette of the legend. 
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3.18.2.7.3 Contour 

Objects of thematic map can be created with or without contour (outline). 

Contour characteristics (availability, color and line thickness) are editable. 

Changes in the characteristics of the contour affect all elements of the legend. 

Therefore, changes in the characteristics of the contour for individual elements of the legend should 

be made after changes that apply to all elements. 

When creating thematic maps areal and linear objects can be processed. 

In the case of processing linear objects, the value of the specified thickness for the contour means 

the thickness of the created objects for the thematic map. 

The color of these objects will be in accordance with the palette of legend for the thematic map. 

 

3.18.2.8 Additional parameters of the thematic map 

If it is necessary, it is possible to plot a legend, numbers in accordance with the legend, and values 

on the created thematic map. 

To do this, enable the appropriate modes in the group To map. 

The legend is drawn in the northeast corner of the created thematic map. 

Numbers (indices of correspondence to the legend element) are plotted in the center of the 

dimensions for the object being painted. 

Values of the characteristic by which coloring is performed corresponding to a specific object are 

applied in the center of the dimensions for this object. 

Using the panel of additional parameters, you can configure the fonts of the legend and the indexes 

of correspondence to the elements for the legend and characteristic values applied to the painted objects. 

In addition, you can enable line breaks (each word on a separate line) when applying characteristic 

values. This is sometimes useful when applying decoded values to a semantic characteristic such as a 

classifier.  

 

3.18.2.9 Result of the procedure 

The process of creating a thematic map is activated after clicking the button Run, which becomes 

available only after selecting the name of the created map. 

As a result of execution, a new user map is created, on which the painted ones are applied. Their 

image is formed in accordance with the palette of legend for the thematic map.  

 

3.18.3 Creating thematic charts 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in 

dialog Starting applications the item «Building thematic diagrams» in the section of «Thematic maps 

and diagrams» in the tree of the list of applications. 

 

3.18.3.1 General information 

The procedure for creating thematic maps is designed to generate graphic images that clearly 

illustrate the ratio of the values for the selected characteristics for individual objects of the electronic map. 

In this procedure, objects that are previously selected on the source electronic map (for example, by 

means of search and selection) are processed. 

The information according to which the selected map objects will be colored is contained in the 

semantics of the objects themselves. 

Using this procedure, you can build charts (diagrams) of three types: 

- Chart of the composition percentage; 

- Chart of the elements presence; 

- Chart of the predominance. 
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Detailed characteristics of the chart types are specified in the description of the tab Values. 

The procedure dialogue window contains seven tabs (Data, Communication, Values, Size, View, 

Type, Legend and Captions). 

The sequence of tabs corresponds to the sequence of actions when creating a thematic chart map, 

that is, for the successful completion of the procedure, you must sequentially enter all tabs, starting with 

Data and ending with Captions and make the appropriate settings. 

 

3.18.3.2 Data tab 

The source data for constructing a chart map is a map. 

If the current document contains several maps (map-board and user maps), you should choose 

which one to process. 

The resulting map will be created with the name you specified. When creating it, the classifier will 

be used, according to which the processed map is created. 

When plotting the percentage composition and the presence of elements, the location (center of the 

pie chart) on non-point (linear and area) objects (center of dimensions or the first metric point) should be 

indicated. 

The bottom of the tab contains information about the number of objects selected on the map. 

 

3.18.3.3 Values tab 

In this tab, it is set the type of created charts (diagrams). 

The list of analyzed characteristics depends on the type of chart (Chart of the composition 

percentage, Chart of the elements presence, Chart of the predominance) and contains the semantics of the 

selected objects. 

If the type of the chart is a diagram of the presence for elements, the list contains all the 

characteristics, regardless of type, otherwise only numerical characteristics. 

 

3.18.3.3.1 Chart of the composition percentage 

Percentage diagram is a pie chart with sectors having the size in accordance with the ratio of the 

value of the processed field for the table to the total value (100%) (see Figure 14). 
 

 

Figure 14 - View of the percentage chart 

For 100%, the sum of the values of all analyzed characteristics for a specified object can be taken. 

A value corresponding to 100% can be obtained from the semantics of the object. 

In addition, the values of the analyzed characteristics for the object can be perceived as absolute 

percentages. 

If the total value is selected from a separate field of the semantics of the object, the difference 

between the total value and the sum of the analyzed characteristics refers to «others». 

In addition, «others» includes values of characteristics that do not exceed the specified value 

(Assign to the others at less than ...%). 

If the sum of the analyzed characteristics exceeds the total value, the sum of the characteristics is 

taken as 100%. 
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3.18.3.3.2 Chart of the elements presence 

Chart of the elements presence - a pie chart with sectors having the same size (see Figure 15). The 

presence in the diagram of the sector means that the object has the corresponding characteristic. 

 

Figure 15 - View the chart for the presence of elements  

3.18.3.3.3 Chart of the predominance 

Predominance chart - a thematic map illustrating the predominance of the value for one of the 

analyzed characteristics over others for specific objects (see Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16 - View of the predominance chart 

The processed polygons are painted over with the color corresponding to the characteristic 

prevailing for the specified object. 

For non-polygon objects, a circle is drawn, filled with a color corresponding to the characteristic 

prevailing for the specified object. 

 

3.18.3.4 Size tab 

The size (radius) of the created pie charts may depend on the value of the selected semantic 

characteristic. 
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MIN. VALUE and MAX. VALUE - respectively, the minimum and maximum values contained in 

the specified semantic characteristics for the selected objects. Values can be edited. If the maximum value 

is reduced, for all objects whose value of the specified characteristic is greater than the maximum, the 

diagrams will be built with the radius indicated in the field MAX. RADIUS. For objects whose value of 

the specified characteristic is less than the minimum, the charts (diagrams) will be constructed with the 

radius indicated in the field MIN. RADIUS. 

The values of Interval and Number for gradations are interdependent (editing one of them leads to 

a change in the other). 

In addition, all charts can be plotted in one (fixed) size. 

The size of the charts is specified in mm. on the original map scale. 

 

3.18.3.5 View tab 

If it is necessary, it is possible to modify the names of the semantics that will be applied when 

signing the diagram sectors. 

On the left side of the table for names are the true names of the characteristics. 

The right side of the table is editable, which allows true names to match conventional names. 

You can disable the application of the contour to the sectors for the charts and change its color, 

change the color of the current (indicated in the list) characteristics, as well as the color of the sector 

corresponding to «Others». 

In addition, you can disable the drawing of empty charts on the map (charts in which «Others» is 

100%). 

 

3.18.3.6 Type tab 

In the tab Type, it is proposed to select the scheme of outputting information to the map that 

interests you in accordance with the selected characteristics (see Figure 17): 

- pie sector diagram; 

- vertical histogram; 

- horizontal histogram; 

- schedule (graph). 
 

 

Figure 17 - View of tab Type 
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In the tab you can adjust the size of the chart and its constituent elements.   

 

3.18.3.7 Legend tab 

In the tab Legend, the necessity of applying a generalized legend to the map being created is 

established, and its type and parameters are determined. 

The legend can be plotted in the form of a pie chart consisting of sectors, a list and a chart of 

quantitative characteristics. 

In addition, for a chart legend, you can specify its radius, and for a legend - a list, the dimensions of 

the legend elements, as well as the number of rows and columns in the list. 

 

 

Figure 18 - Types of legends 

The appearance of the legends is shown in Figure 18. There are: 

1. Legend - a diagram, radially spaced black labels without a shadow. 

2. Legend - a diagram, horizontally placed color labels of the sector. 

3. Legend - a list. 

4. Legend of size characteristics. 

 

3.18.3.8 Caption tab 

In the tab Captions, the necessity is established to apply names and values of the characteristics 

corresponding to them to sectors of the caption diagrams. 

The captions on the legend diagram can be arranged horizontally or radially and have the color 

either specified when setting up the legend, or in accordance with the color of the sector. The lines 

connecting the caption with the sector can have the color specified in the tab Legend or in accordance 

with the color of the sector. 

In the same tab, the height of the caption for the characteristics is set, as well as the presence and 

color for the shadow of the captions. 

 

3.18.4 Comparison of classifiers 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting the 

dialog Starting the application, the item «Compare two classifiers» of the section in the «Classifier 

processing»  in tree of the application list. 
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When comparing classifiers, the initial classifier is considered to be the basic one (information is 

compared with respect to the original classifier). 

In the process, the palettes, layers, semantics, objects and libraries of the source and output 

classifiers are sequentially compared. 

The comparison results (mainly messages about information mismatch) are recorded in a text file. 

Comparison of palettes includes:  

- comparison of the number for colors in the palette; 

- comparison of the number for palettes; 

- sequential enumeration of the palettes for the initial classifier and their comparison with each of 

the palettes for the output classifier. 

 

Actually, the comparison of the palettes consists in the sequential comparison of colors located in 

the palettes in the same places. Only mismatched colors are entered in the text file of the comparison 

results. 

Comparison of layers includes: 

- comparison of the number for layers; 

- sequential enumeration of the layers for the source classifier and the search for layers with the 

same name in the output classifier; 

- printing of missing layers. 

 

Comparison of semantics includes: 

- comparison of the number for semantics in classifiers; 

- comparison of semantics for one code; 

- print semantics that are absent in the output classifier. 

 

Comparison of the semantics for one code involves checking for compliance with the type of 

semantics, the name of the semantics, and for semantics of the type «classifier», lists of values are 

additionally compared. 

Comparison of the lists for semantics of the classifier type for a single code includes: 

- comparison of the number for values in the list; 

- matching the name of the value for the same value codes in the list; 

- printing list items that are not in the output classifier. 

 

Comparison of objects includes: 

- comparison of the number for objects in the classifiers; 

- mapping objects of the same code; 

- printing of objects that are not in the output classifier. 

 

When comparing objects of the same code, separate objects and objects included in the series are 

separately considered. 

If the objects in the source and output classifiers are independent, that is, do not belong to series, 

then for them the keys are compared and the semantics codes assigned to the object are compared. 

If an object in one of the classifiers is independent, and in another classifier it is part of a series, 

then for an independent object a list of semantics assigned to the object is displayed, and a series 

description is printed for a series of objects. 

If an object in all classifiers is included in a series, then a description of the series of two classifiers 

is printed. 

Description of the series includes: 

- the number of objects in the series; 

- a list of semantics forming a series, with an indication of the semantics code, the name of the 

semantics, and threshold values. 
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Library comparison includes: 

- comparison of the number for libraries; 

- printing lists of names for libraries of the source and output classifiers. 

 

3.18.5 Printing the classifier into a text file 

You can output classifier information to a text file by selecting Starting the applications in the 

menu Tasks. From the proposed list of applications, select the item Save the classifier to a text file. 

 Next, it is necessary to perform the following steps: 

- in the window Map, select a classifier from the list of classifiers of the open map or one of its 

user maps; 

- in the window File to print, select a file name to save the classifier of the selected map in text 

form; 

- enable (disable) the buttons Table of objects, Table of layers, Table of semantics; 

- select layers and localizations by clicking the button Filter. In the dialog that appears, set the 

necessary layers and localizations; 

- click the button Save and generate a classifier text file for the selected map. 

 

3.18.6 Data animation 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in 

dialog Starting applications the item «Data animation» in the section «Thematic maps and diagrams» in 

the tree of application list. 

GIS allows you to display on the map the movement of objects, a change in any conditions over 

time. Knowing what has changed will help you understand how objects behave over time, anticipate a 

future situation, and evaluate the results of activities or activities. Geographic features can change their 

location, properties, or size. Mapping changes in the location of objects helps to understand the nature of 

the behavior of objects; it becomes possible, based on analysis, to predict how they will move. Plotting 

changes in properties or values on a map shows how any conditions change at a specified location. 

Changes may relate to changes in the type of objects, for example, the composition of the vegetation 

cover or the degree of salinity of groundwater. Or the quantitative characteristics associated with each 

object may change, for example, seasonal fluctuations in the level of groundwater. Three types of time 

dependencies can be shown on the map: trends — changes between two (or more) dates or times; 

situation before and after - the conditions that precede and follow the event; cycle - change at repeated 

intervals of time, such as day, month, year. There are several methods for electronic mapping of changes: 

using a time series of maps, creating tracking maps (several positions for an object on one map), or 

showing the difference in values between two or more dates or times. Using GIS allows you to view the 

time series of maps, both individually in different dialog boxes, and in dynamics, by animation in one 

dialog box.       

The data animation program is designed for dynamic visualization of the time series for data. By 

creating data on the same territory, but different points in time, the user can analyze the data in dynamics. 

The most effective means for analysis is data multiplication in the case of the time series for maps 

obtained from cyclic measurements. 

With animation, you can visually analyze the situation for each point in time or date. Using this 

mode not only allows you to visually compare maps, but also allows you to more accurately determine 

where and how much the change occurred. 

The program is designed to demonstrate the time series of electronic map data. Creation of time 

series, demonstrated data (maps, matrices or rasters) is carried out in advance. At the same time, data of 

one type can be displayed: vector maps, raster maps, matrixes of relief elevations. 
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By creating data on the same territory, but at different points in time, the user can dynamically 

analyze the data change. The most effective means for analysis is data multiplication in the case of the 

time series for maps obtained from cyclic measurements.   

The program dialog box contains elements that allow you to control the composition of the 

animation. The data is located on the page Data animation, where the composition of the animation data 

and the order are set in which they are displayed. The composition of the animation data can be changed 

by checking the corresponding box. If the flag is set to true, the data is involved in the animation process.  

Data for which the check box is not selected does not participate in the animation process. The 

order of animation is determined in accordance with the list of data from top to bottom and is set by the 

user. The data in the list above are multiplied earlier than the data in the list below. Initially, the program 

sets the animation order in accordance with the order of the files in the electronic map data list. To change 

the order of the data, it is necessary to select the line with the data and press the form button with the sign 

«Up arrow» or «Down arrow», while the selected line will shift one position up or down, depending on 

the button pressed. Demonstration (animation) is performed for the current data page, that is, data of the 

same type can be demonstrated simultaneously: vector maps; raster maps; elevation matrices. You cannot 

simultaneously simulate both rasters and quality matrices. The composition of the animation data can be 

changed by checking the corresponding box. If the flag is set to true, the data is involved in the animation 

process. Data for which the check box is not selected does not participate in the process of demonstration 

(animation). Data not participating in the demonstration (animation) will be displayed as it was before the 

task was called. 

 By default, the interactive mode of operation is provided, in which the change of maps is 

performed by clicking the user’s left mouse button. To switch to the automatic animation mode in the 

dialog «Data animation», you need to uncheck the field «Interactive display». In automatic mode, the 

animation is controlled by setting the time delay between the displayed data and the number of animation 

cycles. The time delay is set in milliseconds and is limited to the minimum of 100 milliseconds (0.1 sec.), 

and to the maximum of 10,000 milliseconds (10 seconds). In one animation cycle, all data for the current 

tab (function page) will be shown. The maximum number of animation cycles is 10. 

It is recommended sequence of actions. Create several maps corresponding to some fixed point in 

time. For example, maps for the level of flooding of the territory for operational time H + 1, H + 2, H + ?, 

H + n. Add the created maps to the main map of the territory. Data should be in one window of the 

electronic map. Call up the application task Data animation. In the dialog «Data animation», select the 

tab containing the data necessary for the animation. To switch to the automatic animation mode in the 

dialog «Data animation», uncheck the checkbox «Interactive display». Using the mouse, set the 

composition of animation. To do this, just enter the appropriate checkbox. Set the order using the arrow 

buttons. Set the amount of time delay in milliseconds. The default is 500 milliseconds (0.5 sec). Set the 

number of animation cycles. Press the key Run. 

 

3.18.7 Map navigator 

The task is started by executing the item Navigator F6 from the menu Tasks. 

Map navigator is the auxiliary window that allows you to facilitate orientation on the electronic 

map. It displays the current electronic map at a specified scale (independent of the current scale of the 

electronic map itself). The map image scale in the navigator window can be changed by pressing the 

corresponding buttons. If it is desired, it is possible to resize the navigator window. 

The function buttons of the navigator control panel have the following functions: assigning the 

composition of map objects displayed in the navigator window, zooming out by 2 times, zooming in by 2 

times, fixing the screen position (adding a point to the script), activating the first point of the script (active 

point in the navigator window is highlighted in purple), activating the previous point in the script, 

activating the next point in the script, activating the last point in the script, moving the map to the current 

point in the script. 
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3.18.8 Drawing the graph 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting applications the item «Drawing the graph» in the section «Thematic maps and diagrams» 

in the tree of list applications. 

The procedure is intended for drawing the graph (image of frames for nomenclature sheets) on the 

existing electronic map. 

Drawing the graph consists in automatically creating a new custom map with the name specified 

by the user and drawing objects on it - the frames for graph sheets in accordance with the specified scale 

of graph. 

In the procedure, it is possible to indicate by which area to apply the markup: «To whole sheet», 

«To the area», «To the object». If you select «To whole sheet» the graph will be applied to the entire 

sheet. When choosing «To the area», the user needs to select the area for which the marking will be 

applied. When choosing «To the object», the user needs to select the object on the map, according to 

which drawing will be done. 

To build the graph at the intersection with several selected objects, it is necessary to select objects on the 

map using standard GIS Operator tools before starting the dialog. In this case, in the dialog for graph 

application, it will be selected the mode of construction «To the object». 

When you click on the button «Run», a custom map is created with the name specified in the field 

«Output map». In the field «Classifier», it is necessary to specify the path to the file maprule.rsc 

included in the installation. The fields «Scale» and «Coordinate system» set the parameters. (coordinate 

systems supported «Pulkovo 95 / Pulkovo 42», «GSK-2011», «WGS 84 / UTM»). 

 

3.18.9 Saving the nomenclature sheets in SXF 

The task is started by execution the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting the 

option in the dialog Starting applications the item «Save the nomenclature sheets in sxf» of the section 

«Thematic maps and charts» in the tree of application list. 

The task is intended for exporting parts of the map that are within the boundaries selected by the 

user of nomenclature lists to the format SXF. 

The order of work with the task: 

- apply the markup of graph to the map using the task; 

- select objects of nomenclature list items of interest using standard GIS Operator tools (other 

objects can be selected, but tasks will be ignored during operation); 

- launch the application task «Saving the nomenclature lists in SXF»; 

- specify the directory for saving files SXF. For each selected nomenclature list sheet, a separate 

file SXF will be created in the selected directory. The file name will consist of the name for the 

item and the preceding character '_'; 

- by clicking on the button Run, the selected parts of the map will be saved in SXF format. 

 

Note: during the work of the task, only objects belonging to the base map will be processed. 

 

3.18.10 Cataloging maps 

To catalog maps, it is necessary to run the task Catalogizer. 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting applications the item «Catalogizer» in the section «Thematic maps and charts» in the 

tree of list applications. 

To complete the task, it is necessary to specify: the input data directory, which contains the 

processed spatial data in the form of maps or rasters; types of processed input data; the full path to the 

map to which information about the availability of sheets will be added; full path to the classifier 

maprule.rsc. 
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All directories are indicated through the standard file or directory selection menu. Specifying the 

path through editing the input line is prohibited. 

It is possible to specify the flag for processing nested directories by selecting the flag «with 

attachments». 

The types of data being processed are indicated by selecting the necessary types with «ticks». 

The path to the map should point to a map of the format «.sit», with the corresponding extension. If 

a file with the same name does not exist, it will be created. The classifier for the task is in the directory 

/usr/Operator13/maprule.rsc. 

By clicking the button «Run», the user confirms the correctness of all the entered data and the input 

directory will be processed. 

 

3.18.11 Converter from format GPS 

GPS (NMEA 0183) is a format of satellite messaging system transmission for exchanging 

information between GPS navigation receivers and consumers of navigation information. 

The program Converter from format GPS is designed as an application. 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting applications the option «Load data from format NMEA 0183» in the section «Processing 

GPS data» in the tree of list applications. 

Input data - satellite message file in text format ASCII. 

The result of the converter operation is a user map (SIT). 

Operating procedure: 

1) Select a file name for GPS messages. 

2) Select the name of the output user map. The map must be open before starting the converter. 

3) Select the type of output. 

The output can be formed in 3 forms: 

- as point objects; 

- as linear objects; 

- as point objects connected by a line. 

 

To generate output information in the form of point or linear objects, it is necessary to click the 

corresponding button and select the required type of objects from the classifier of the user map in the 

window that opens. 

When you select the type of output as linear objects, the flag Connect points by line is 

automatically set. If both types of data are set and the flag Connect points by line is cleared, then the 

output information will be generated only in the form of point objects. 

4) Run the program by clicking the button Run. 

In the course of the program, the user is given messages about detected errors. 

 

3.19 Managing the external database 

The form of managing the user Database (DB) is an integral part of GIS Operator SE and it is 

designed to work with data stored in database tables PostgreSQL on a local or network drive. The 

external database may contain attributive information about map objects in addition to its semantic 

characteristics. 

Access to data is carried out by means of the driver which is a part of Qt. 

To work with the database, you need to open the required map and call the main database form 

from the menu IGIS. If you did not connect to the database, then first you need to connect to the database. 

As a result, a form for working with tables should appear. This form provides connection to the 

database PostgreSQL, updating data in tables, and binding records to map objects. 
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3.19.1 Introduction to PostgreSQL  

PostgreSQL is an object-oriented database management system (DBMS). PostgreSQL uses a 

client / server model with one process for each user request. 

PostgreSQL software architecture consists of three main components: 

The postmaster is a dispatcher daemon that must be up and running if you need to access the 

database. Typically, there is one mail administrator on each computer. To run several of these daemons, 

each mail administrator must use its own port and data directory. 

Database Machine – it is used to execute a query. If you need to complete several queries, the mail 

administrator starts several database machine processes. 

External interface – it is designed to connect users to their database server PostgreSQL. External 

interfaces and database machines can run on different computers. When connected to the database, it is 

the external interface that establishes the connection. The mail administrator starts the process of the 

database machine, and from that moment the external interface, using the mail administrator, exchanges 

data with the database machine. 

Before working with the system, you need to check whether the mail administrator is running:  

/etc/init.d/postgresql status. To start the server, use the command: /etc/init.d/postgresql start. Для 

отключения сервера воспользуйтесь командой: /etc/init.d/postgresql stopt. If the Init script is not 

installed, you can use the command pg_ctl (the utility program for starting, stopping, restarting, and 

reporting server status).  

For example: pg_ctl –D  /data/postgresql/ start. The variable D defines the directory where 

PostgreSQL databases can be located. 

PostgreSQL server operation as a «privileged user» is not allowed, i.e. It is necessary to start the 

server and create databases from the user postgres. 

Databases are created by the command createdb using the database name parameters. To work 

with data in Russian encoding, we recommend using --encoding=UNICODE as a parameter. The 

database name can have up to 32 characters.  

 

3.19.1.1 Basic concepts about database tables 

For one table, several files are created containing data, indexes, keys, etc. Each database table, 

consisting of rows and columns, it is designed to store information about the same type of system objects. 

The table row is called the record, and the table column is called the field. 

The tables can define keys and indexes. A key is a combination of fields in which data uniquely 

identifies each record in the table. A simple key consists of one field, and a complex (composite) key 

consists of several fields. The fields on which the key is built are called key ones. The key is used to 

uniquely identify table entries, as well as to prevent duplicate key values. In this case, the values of the 

individual fields for the composite key can be repeated. Such key is called a primary key. 

The index, like the key, is built on the fields of the table, however, it can allow the repetition of the 

values for its constituent fields. The fields on which the index is built are called index fields. Indexes are 

named when they are created. The index is used to sort tables by index fields. In addition, using indexing 

increases the speed of searching data in a table. 

For fields, you can define a special range in which the values entered in these fields should be 

located, as well as determine the minimum and maximum allowable value. When you try to enter a value 

outside the acceptable range into the field, an exception occurs, the value will not be entered and the 

contents of the field will not change. 

In addition to the range of acceptable values, for each field, you can set a default value that is 

automatically entered in the field when a new record is added to the table. 

When working with confidential information, you may need to protect tables and their fields. For 

each PostgreSQL database table, user rights can be specified.  
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3.19.1.2 Creating DB table and changing its structure 

Creating a database, creating tables in a database, changing their structure is performed by 

PostgreSQL server commands launched from the user’s console, for example: creating a database - 

createdb name. 

 

3.19.2 Rules and restrictions of GIS Operator SE to operate DB 

For successful interaction between GIS Operator SE and the database PostgreSQL, it is 

recommended to accept the following rules: 

- to be able to enter Russian characters, you must create a database using the encoding UNICODE 

(createdb --encoding=UNICODE mydb); 

- fields for communication with the map must have names and types: LINKSHEET VARCHAR 

(64 or more) and LINKOBJECT INTEGER; 

- in MANDATORY ORDER in each table there should be a field under the number ONE with 

type integer primary key. (CREATE TABLE MYTABLE (NUMB INTEGER PRIMARY 

KEY, LINKSHEET CHAR (64), LINKOBJECT INTEGER);); 

- all requests end with a sign «;» (so the command to execute is given); 

- in UNICODE encoding, each character of Russian keyboard takes 2 positions, English 1; 

- to enter in the field CHAR, the variable STRING, the latter must be taken in single quotes; 

- the length of a field for type CHAR (...) in UNICODE encoding is not determined; 

- when creating a database with different encodings, pay attention to the created fields in tables of 

the type «date and time». PostgreSQL supports three types of such data: common DATE, 

TIMESTAMP, and ABSTIME. It is recommended using the type TIMESTAMP. 

 

3.19.3 Connecting to the database 

To work with the database, the server PostgreSQL (postmaster program) must be running. 

To connect to the database, select the command Open from the menu Database. Then, in the Main 

form of database that appears, click the button Connect to DB in the form of a green arrow and enter the 

following parameters: 

- The name of the database. 

- Username (default postgres). 

- Password 

- Network name. 

 

If the database is located locally, it is not necessary to enter a network name. The database name, 

username and password are entered in accordance with the parameters that were specified when creating 

the database. After entering the parameters, click the button Connect. 

 

3.19.4 Disconnecting from the database 

To connect to the database, select the command Close from the menu Database. It is recommended 

that you always disconnect from the database after you finish working with it.. 

 

3.19.5 Main form of DB 

The table view form is designed to quickly view tables. 

The following functions are available on the form: 

- open the data table; 

- close the current data table; 

- navigation through table entries; 

- delete the record in the current table; 

- add an entry to the current table; 
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- discard changes in the current record; 

- save changes to the current record; 

- associate the current record with the selected map object; 

- find the map object associated with the current record in the database; 

- find a record in the database associated with the current map object; 

- select all objects associated with available records; 

- reset selected objects; 

- perform geocoding. 

 

3.19.5.1 Open, close the table 

The table opening menu allows you to select a specific table by specifying the table name (the 

names of open tables in the menu become unavailable). 

You can open several data tables on one map. For each table, a separate tab with the table name is 

assigned to the database access window. All data access operations are performed with the table that is 

displayed in the current tab. 

The table is closed by selecting the menu item Close table or buttons on the panel. 

 

3.19.5.2 Navigating the table 

To navigate the data table, buttons are available that move the pointer of the current record. 

 

3.19.5.3 Editing the table 

The following functions are available for editing the table contents: 

- Add; 

- Delete; 

- Edit; 

- Cancel changes; 

- Save changes. 

 

The first two functions are available through the buttons on the panel. Data editing is called by 

double-clicking the left mouse button in the data cell that needs to be edited. To move through the fields 

of the table in the record to be changed, use the key «Tab». When moving to another record, a dialog is 

called with the ability to save or discard changes. 

 

3.19.5.4 Relationship between map objects and data table entries 

The relationship between the map object and the selected record of the current table is established in 

order to combine information about the terrain object stored in the external (with respect to IGIS) 

databases and internal structures of GIS Operator SE. 

The connection with the map object is established by storing in the table unique data about the map 

object, which are its number and the name of the sheet on which it is located. 

Communication parameters are stored in special fields of the table having a predefined name and 

structure. Link field - LINKSHEET - for the sheet name, LINKOBJECT - for the object number. 

For communication, the following parameters are set: 

The name of the field to store the name of the map sheet. The field must be symbolic, at least 32 

characters long (for character encoding in UNICODE - 64). 

The name of the field for storing the map object number within the sheet. The field must be numeric 

and allows you to record the type - a long integer. 

To perform the operation of linking the current record with the map object, click the button on the 

main panel of the task Database. The mode is considered active as long as the corresponding button is in 

the pressed position.  
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After selecting the mode Link the record with the map object, it is necessary to: 

- move the current record pointer to the desired table record; 

- select a map object. 

 

3.19.5.5 Geocoding 

To apply objects to a map from a database table, the task Geocoding is intended. 

The database table must contain the fields corresponding to the coordinates X and Y. 

To perform geocoding, it is necessary to fill in the information: 

1) Units of measurement in which the coordinates of objects in the database are specified (meters, 

radians, degrees). 

2) The name of the open map on which the objects will be created. 

3) View of the map object. Selected in the dialog. 

4) The names of the fields for the data table containing the coordinates X, Y of the object, if the 

created object must have a height characteristic (optional parameter), then you must select the name of the 

field in which the height in meters is specified (H coordinate). 

5) Name of the field number (feature) of the object. The data in this field should be the same for all 

records that belong to the same object, and these records in the table should be located one after another. 

In accordance with the number of metric points, there must be two or more such records for creating a 

linear object, three or more for an areal, two for a vector, and one for a point. The first such record should 

contain fields with filled in information about the object (key or user code, semantics). 

If the field name of the number (feature) for the object is not specified, then only point objects can 

be created. 

6) If an object of type caption is created, then it is indicated the name of the field in which the text 

of the caption is specified. 

7) To establish whether or not the connection of the created object with the corresponding record 

for the database table. The established connection during the subsequent work with the database allows 

you to find the corresponding object in the table in the table or, conversely, find the record in the object. 

8) Record or not to the transaction log. In order to increase performance during streaming creation 

of objects, it is recommended not to record to the transaction log. 

If all parameters are filled in correctly, then the button Create is activated.  

 

3.20 Creating the mathematical basis 

The task is intended to create a mathematical basis for electronic topographic maps on a scale of    

1: 10 000 to 1: 1 000 000 and for survey - geographical maps on a scale of 1: 500 000 to 1:10 000 000. 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting applications the item «Creating the mathematical basis» of the section «Automatic 

objects creating» in the tree of list applications. 

  

3.20.1 Creating the mathematical basis for topographic maps 

When creating the mathematical basis for topographic maps, it is necessary that all the sheets of the 

region belong to one six-degree zone. 

To create a rectangular (kilometer) grid, you need to select the mode - Horizontal / Vertical lines, 

for a cartographic grid - the modes: Outputs of parallels / meridians and (or) Central cross. 

For a scale greater than 1: 500 000, a rectangular grid is created in the mode - Horizontal / vertical 

outputs, cartographic - in the modes: Parallels / Meridians and (or) Dashes of parallels / meridians. 

The mode Points of intersection for coordinate lines is designed to create point objects at the 

intersection of coordinate lines. The code of the created objects must be specified by the user in the dialog 

Options. The semantics code and numerical value may not be specified. 
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To start the process of creating a mathematical foundation, click on the button Run. 

The process of applying the mathematical basis can be interrupted by clicking the button Cancel. 

In the case when the created elements are already on the map, the task makes a request for 

replacement. If the answer is yes, the existing objects will be deleted and new ones will be created. 

The mode Transaction Log allows / disables transaction logging. When the mode is off, the 

creation speed increases but there is no way to cancel all created objects. 

The standard parameters of the mathematical elements are specified below according to scale. 

Topographic maps: 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 10 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 25 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 50 000, 1 : 100 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 200 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 500 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 1 000 000 

Survey-geographical maps: 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 500 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 1 000 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 2 500 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 5 000 000 

Mathematical elements of maps for scale 1 : 10 000 000 

 

3.20.1.1 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1: 25 000 

1. Rectangular grid. 

Vertical lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13210000, localization character linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through     

4 cm. 

Horizontal lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13220000, localization character linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through     

4 cm. 

2. Cartographic grid. 

The outputs of the lines of meridians. 

Code 13111000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Strokes of 2 mm in length are 

performed in multiples of one minute to the latitude of 60 °. 

To the north of 60 ° to the latitude of 76 ° - strokes divisible by 3 minutes are drawn with the length 

of 3 mm. Other is 2 mm. 

Outputs of parallel lines. 

Code 13121000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Strokes of 2 mm in length are 

carried out in multiples of 1 minute.  

 

3.20.1.2 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1 : 50 000, 1 : 100 000 

I. Rectangular grid. 

Vertical lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13210000, localization character linear, characteristic 17. 

Horizontal lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13220000, localization character linear, characteristic 17. 

II. Cartographic grid. 

The cartographic grid is shown by lines of parallels and meridians, which are the sides of the inner 

frame for sheets and exits along the frames of lines for parallels and meridians. 

1. Outputs of the cartographic grid (specified along the inner frame of the sheet): drawn in 1 

’(minute), stroke length 2 mm, every fifth stroke - 3 mm long. 
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The outputs of the lines for meridians. 

Code 13111000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - longitude 

L. 

Outputs of parallel lines. 

Code 13121000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - latitude B. 

2. The intersection of the middle meridians and parallels (central cross). Stroke length - 15 mm. 

Vertical lines of the central cross. 

Code 13410000, the localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - 

longitude L. 

Horizontal lines of the central cross. 

Code 13420000, the nature of localization is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - latitude 

B. 

 

3.20.1.3 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1 : 200 000 

I. Rectangular grid. 

Vertical lines of the rectangular grid. 

 Code 13210000, localization is linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through 2 cm. 

Horizontal lines of the rectangular grid. 

 

Code 13220000, localization is linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through 2 cm. 

II. Cartographic grid. 

The outputs of the lines for meridians. 

Code 13111000, the nature of the localization is linear, characteristic 19. The strokes are carried out 

in one minute. Up to the latitude of 60 °, strokes in multiples of 5 minutes are secified with a length of 3 

mm, the rest - with a length of 2 mm. To the north of 60 ° latitude, strokes are drawn after 5 minutes with 

a length of 3 mm. 

Outputs of parallel lines. 

Code 13121000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Strokes are carried out in one 

minute. Strokes multiple of 5 minutes are specified with a length of 3 mm, the remaining strokes are 2 

mm long. 

The intersection of the middle meridians and parallels (central cross). Stroke length - 18 mm. 

Vertical lines of the central cross. 

Code 13410000, the localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - 

longitude L. 

Horizontal lines of the central cross. 

Code 13420000, the nature of localization is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - latitude 

B. 

 

3.20.1.4 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1 : 500 000 

I. Cartographic grid. 

Meridians are carried out after 30’ from 0 ° to 76 ° 

                                         after 1 ° from 76 ° to 84 ° 

(Meridians on the map are shown in straight lines). 

Code 13110000, localization character linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - longitude L. 

Parallels run through 20’(everywhere). 

(Parallels are broken lines with break points at intersections with meridians). 

Code 13120000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - latitude B. 

Meridian line strokes are drawn on parallel lines inside the sheet, after 5’, 3.5 mm long (no strokes 

are drawn on the inner frame). 

Code 13430000, localization character linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - longitude L. 
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The lines of the parallel lines are drawn with a length of 3.5 mm on the lines of the meridians, after 

5 ’(no lines are drawn on the inner frame of the sheet). 

Code 13440000, the localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - 

latitude B. 

II. Rectangular (kilometer) grid. 

Exits of the rectangular grid beyond the sheets after 2 cm (10 km on the ground). Short line is 2.5 

mm long.  

 Vertical lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13210000, localization character is linear, characteristic 17. Rectangular coordinates - Y. 

Horizontal lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13220000, localization character is linear, characteristic 17. Rectangular coordinates - X. 

 

3.20.1.5 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1 : 1 000 000 

I. Cartographic grid. 

Meridians are carried out in straight lines: 

- after 1° from 0  to 64°; 

- after 2° north (south) of the parallel 64°. 

 

Code 13110000, localization character linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - longitude L. 

Parallels are drawn after 1 ° (everywhere). 

Parallels are represented by broken lines with break points at intersections with meridians. 

Code 13120000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - latitude B. 

The strokes of the lines for the meridians on the sheets themselves are carried out: 

- after 10’ from 0° to 64°; 

- after 20’ north (south) of the parallel 64°. 

 

Code 13430000, the localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - 

longitude L. Stroke length - 4 mm. Dashes multiple of 30 ° from 0 ° to 64 ° and multiple of 1 °, north 

(south) of the parallel 64° are drawn 6 mm long. 

The dashes of parallel lines are drawn through 10 ’ everywhere. 

Code 13440000, the localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Geodetic coordinates - 

latitude B. Stroke length 4 mm. Multiples of 30 ’are drawn with the length of 6 mm. 

II. Rectangular (kilometer) grid. 

Rectangular grid is indicated after 2 cm by line segments from the inner frame. The length of the 

segment is 2.5 mm. Each 6 ° zone is specified its own system of rectangular coordinates. 

Vertical lines 

 Code 13210000, localization character is linear, characteristic 17. Rectangular coordinates Y. 

Horizontal lines 

Code 13220000, localization character linear, characteristic 17. Rectangular coordinates X. 

 

3.20.1.6 Mathematical elements of maps scale 1 : 10 000 

I. Rectangular grid. 

Vertical lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13210000, localization character is linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through 5 

cm. 

Horizontal lines of the rectangular grid. 

Code 13220000, localization is linear, characteristic 17. Straight lines are drawn through 5 cm. 

II. Cartographic grid. 

The outputs of the lines of meridians. 
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Code 13111000, localization character linear, characteristic 19. Strokes of 2 mm in length are 

carried out in multiples of one minute. 

Outputs of parallel lines. 

Code 13121000, localization character is linear, characteristic 19. Strokes of 2 mm in length are 

carried out in multiples of 1 minute.  

 

3.20.2 Creating the mathematical basis for survey geographic maps 

3.20.2.1 Mathematical  basis  of  SGM (conic equal-angle projection) maps of scale 1:5 000 000 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines: 

- from 0 ° to 60 ° parallel - through 6°; 

- from 60 ° to 76 ° parallel - through 12°; 

- from 76 ° to 88 ° parallel - through 24°. 

 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - curved lines (arcs) 

through 4°. 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 3°; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 6°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 12°. Stroke Length - 4mm. 

 

The dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, the character of localization 

is linear, characteristic 19) are straight lines drawn through 2 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 

The projection is an equiangular cylindrical (Mercator). 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

held through 6 °. 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines through 4 °. 

Streaks of meridians (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, the character of localization is 

linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn through 3 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 

The dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, the character of localization 

is linear, characteristic 19) are straight lines drawn through 2 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 

 

3.20.2.2 Mathematical basis of SGM (conic equal-angle projection) maps of scale 1:10 000 000 

 Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 6°; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 12°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 24°. 

 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - curved lines (arcs) 

through 4 °. 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn: 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 3°; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 6°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 12°. Stroke Length - 4mm. 

 

The dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, the character of localization 

is linear, characteristic 19) are straight lines drawn through 2 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 
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The projection is the equiangular cylindrical (Mercator). 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

held through 6 °. 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines through 4 °. 

Streaks of meridians (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, the character of localization is 

linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn through 3 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 

The dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, the character of localization 

is linear, characteristic 19) are straight lines drawn through 2 °. Stroke length - 4mm.   

 

3.20.2.3 Mathematical basis of SGM (conic equal-angle projection) maps of scale 1:2 500 000 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines: 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 3°; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 6°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 12°. 

 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - curved lines (arcs) 

through 2 °. 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn: 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 1° 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - after 2° 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 4°. Stroke length - 4mm. 

 

Dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, localization is linear, 

characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn through 40’’s. Stroke length - 4mm. 

Vertical lines of a conventional rectangular grid (code 1321, localization is linear, characteristic 17 

is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - straight lines are 

drawn in 10 cm. 

Horizontal lines of the conditional rectangular grid (code 1322, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 17 is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - 

straight lines are drawn after 10 cm. 

The projection is the equiangular cylindrical (Mercator). 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

held through 3 °. 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn 

through 2 °. 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn through 1 °. Stroke length - 4mm. 

Dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, localization is linear, 

characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn through 40’’s. Stroke length - 4mm. 

Vertical lines of the conventional rectangular grid (code 1321, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 17 is formed taking into account the value of coordinates) - straight lines are drawn in 10 

cm. 

Horizontal lines of the conditional rectangular grid (code 1322, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 17 is formed taking into account the value of coordinates) - straight lines are drawn in 10 

cm. 

 

3.20.2.4 Mathematical basis of SGM (conic equal-angle projection) maps of scale 1:1 000 000 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 1°; 
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- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 2°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 4°. 

 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - curved lines (arcs) 

through 40 ’. 

 

 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 30’; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 1°; 

- from 76° to 88° parallel - through 2°. Stroke Length - 4mm. 

 

Dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn through 20’’s. Stroke length - 4mm. 

Vertical lines of a conventional rectangular grid (code 1321, localization is linear, characteristic 17 

is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - straight lines are 

drawn in 10 cm. 

Horizontal lines of the conditional rectangular grid (code 1322, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 17 is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - 

straight lines are drawn after 10 cm. 

On meridians that are multiples of 3 ° (for the latitudinal belt 0 ° - 30 °), 6 ° (30 ° - 76 °) and 12 ° 

(76 ° - 90 °), scales of undistorted distances from the equator are applied (code 1325, the localization 

pattern is linear, characteristic 52) - straight lines run through 5 km. 

The divisions of the scales in multiples of 5 km are strokes 2 mm long. 

The divisions of the scales in multiples of 10 km are strokes 4 mm long. 

 

3.20.2.5 Mathematical basis of SGM (conic equal-angle projection) maps of scale 1:500 000 

Meridian lines (code 1311, localization character is linear, characteristic 19) - straight lines 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 30’; 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 1°. 

 

Parallel lines (code 1312, localization character linear, characteristic 19) - curved lines (arcs) after 

20 ’. 

Meridian lines (at the intersection with parallels, code 1343, localization is linear, characteristic 19) 

- straight lines are drawn 

- from 0° to 60° parallel - through 30’ 

- from 60° to 76° parallel - through 15’. Stroke Length - 4mm. 

 

Dashes of parallels (at the intersection with meridians, code 1344, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 19) - straight lines are drawn in 10 ’. Stroke length - 4mm. 

Vertical lines of the conventional rectangular grid (code 1321, localization is linear, characteristic 

17 is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - straight lines are 

drawn in 10 cm. 

Horizontal lines of the conditional rectangular grid (code 1322, localization character is linear, 

characteristic 17 is formed for each block separately, taking into account the value of coordinates) - 

straight lines are drawn after 10 cm. 

On meridians that are multiple of 1.5 ° (for the latitudinal belt 0 ° - 30 °) and 3 ° (30 ° - 76 °), scales 

of undistorted distances from the equator are applied (code 1325, localization is linear, characteristic 52) - 

straight lines are drawn through 2 , 5 km. 
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Scale divisions divisible by 2.5 km are strokes 2 mm long. 

Dividing the scales in multiples of 5 km - strokes 4 mm long. 

 

3.21 GPS Monitor 

The task of GPS Monitor is designed to interact with GPS receiver connected to the computer via 

the computer's serial port (COM1 :, COM2 :). 

The task is started by executing the item Starting the tasks from the menu Tasks, selecting in the 

dialog Starting applications the item «Connect GPS receiver» in the section «Processing GPS data» in 

the tree of list applications. 

In this dialog it is necessary to specify the serial port number of the computer to which GPS 

receiver is connected. The data rate is selected in accordance with the settings of the receiver. After 

clicking on the button Open, the connection with the receiver is activated. Accordingly, the button Close 

terminates the connection. 

 

Procedure for saving a point on the map as a point object 

1. Select the localization of the created point object. To do this, turn on the mode Points. 

2. From the list of open user maps, select a map for drawing the object onto it. If necessary, you can 

add the desired custom map using the button. 

3. Specify the type of the created object in the dialog Object selection. The dialog Object selection 

is activated by clicking on the button located to the right of the field Object. After closing the dialog 

Object selection, the aforementioned button displays a view of the selected conventional symbol. 

4. Click the button Start to create a point object on the map with the coordinates of the last point 

transmitted by the receiver GPS. 

The specified settings are valid for saving subsequent points. 

 

Procedure for turning on the receiver GPS  

1. Connect the receiver GPS to the serial port of the computer. 

2. Indicate the serial port number of the computer to which the receiver GPS is connected. 

3. Indicate the data rate corresponding to the receiver GPS settings. 

4. Click on the button Open. In this case, the serial port is accessed and communication with the 

receiver GPS is set. 
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4 MESSAGES TO THE USER 

During program execution, messages may be issued to the user about errors execution. The message 

header contains the line «Error handler». The message text contains a description of the error and the 

name of the file being processed. The error description may contain the following text: 

Types of errors 

«Error of file opening -» 

The specified file was not found in the specified directory. 

Actions: Specify the correct path and file name; set file permissions to the current user. 

«Error of file creating - » 

An attempt to create a file failed. 

A file with the same name may already exist. 

«Error of file structure - » 

The structure of the specified file does not match the one accepted in the program. 

The file may be incorrectly specified. If the error persists, contact your system programmer. 

«Error of file reading - » 

An error occurred while reading the specified file. 

Check the operability of the data storage device. 

«Error of file reсording - »; 

An error occurred while the file recording. 

Check the operability of the data storage device and the availability of free space on it. 

«No disk space for file - » 

Not enough free disk space. 

Actions: «Clean» the disk. 

«File is not found - » 

The specified file was not found in the specified directory. 

Actions: Specify the correct path and file name; set file permissions to the current user. 

The user have to eliminate the cause of the error (allocate disk space, specify the correct file name, 

check the operability of the data drive) and repeat the task. 
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APPENDIX 1         DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE DIR FILE 

 

The file DIR is intended for combining a group of sheets for vector and raster maps into a single 

area of work. 

It indicates the name of the district file, the name of the region, the name of the district resource file, 

the names of the downloaded SXF files. 

The file DIR has the following structure: 

DIR 

NAME <district name> 

<RSC region resource file name> 

<data file name> ......... 

......... 

......... 

<data file name> 

<District name> - the name of the district in a symbolic form up to 24 characters (may contain 

spaces in itself). This is the optional field. If it is absent, then the district name matches the sheet name of 

the first district SXF file. 

<District resource file name> - the name of the classifier file in format RSC. It is a required field. 

<Data file name> - file name in format SXF. It is a required field. 

The first line of the file should contain the keyword DIR (for control). The second line is the name 

of the classifier file. For example, MAP103P.RSC. The following lines contain a random list of SXF files. 

One file is on one line. If the file names do not contain a path (device and directory names), then they 

should be located in the same directory as the files DIR. If the file name includes directory names but it 

does not contain the device name, then the file is located in subdirectories of the directory that contains 

the file DIR. 

For example, the file DIR is located in the directory С:\DATA. The file name SXF is 

\KALUGA\kaluga.sxf. Then the full path will be C:\DATA\KALUGA\kaluga.sxf. 

The file name may contain the full path. For example: T:\Rostov\rostov.sxf. 

Different files can be located in different directories. The classifier name (RSC) is determined by 

the same rules. 

All data files must contain maps of the same type and projection (topographic, geographic, etc.). 

If the area of work for topographic maps is located in several zones, then in the list of SXF files in 

the file DIR, the file SXF that is located in the area covering the largest part for the area of work should 

be the first to be indicated. SXF files located in other zones will be converted to the zone of the first SXF 

file in the list when forming the work area. This approach provides the least distortion of coordinates on 

average throughout the area. The rectangular coordinates for all map sheets will be displayed in the area 

of the first file SXF. 
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